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THE MAYOR PLEASED
With Program of Purchase
Street School When Food
Fair Flag Is Presented.

Main Street, Rockland
MARCH

••• 4g

24th

Mayor E. L. Brown presented Pur
chase Street School with its Commu
nity Food Fair silk flag at a remarka
ble assembly held in that building
Thu.sday afternoon. A group of 40
citizens and Food Fair Committee
members was privileged to hear a pa
triotic program of marked excellence,
and to see the building emptied in less
than a minute in a Are drill.
The program follows:

Open day and evening

Presentation of Flac
Mayor E. I,. Brown
Acceptance for School
Principal Ellen J. Cochran
Star Spangled Banner
School
Poem and Flag Pledge
/Grade 1
Flag Exercise and Recitation
Grade 2
Song
Naomi Stearns

Get the Habit

Joan Moulaison

Citlzeds* Creed

Our tffac
Grade 1
Hats Off
Grade 5
American Creed
Grade 6
Remarks
Supt. Hull and others
America and Flag Salute
School

Wc arc all creatures of habil

Some of them are good, some bad
One of the best habits is coming to this bank regularly

Join the army of
6759
Depositors

The whole program was excellent,
but the recitation by Joan Moulaison
and the song by Naomi Stearns -were
particularly well received. Supt. Hull
and , lie Executive Committee members
spoke briefly, and in addition F. A.
Richardson and W. D. Talbot expressed
their goodwill. Mayor Brown was so
well pleased that he declared school
over for the day.

Large enough to serve you

To have your films promptly

Strong enough to protect you

developed and printed

Small enough to know you

send or bring them to

Security Trust Company

CARVER’S

‘ <■ «'l» .

Rockland, Maine

BOOK STORE

CARLETON RESOLVE REDRAFTED

• • ♦ •

In answer to the appeal appearing in
the local papers a short time ago, the
Red Cross Nurse is in receipt of $26.
donated by some public spirited wom
en. This money is to he used for the
correction of eyes, and will no doubt
provide for three or four childrep. Two
have already been taken for examina
tion. The splendid co-operation of the
doctors and optometrists have enabled
Miss Reilly to stretcli the money much
farther than could be expected. How
ever, there are still several children
who should have corrective work done
at once, but whose parents are not in
a position to have the work done. Per
haps some more kind hearted citizens
will come to the rescue. One instance
that is well worth thinking about is the
case of an eye defect, now remedied.
The pupil is about 10 years old, and
had the defect been heglected for three
years longer, there would have been
no possible help for him. He would
have been both disfigured and handicaped for the remainder of his life.
....
The executive board of Rockland Red
Cross will hold a meeting Sunday af
ternoon for the purpose of discussing
ways and means whereby Ihe funds
now available may be enlarged to meet
the expenses of the coming year.
....
It is a peculiar fact that most per
sons allow themselves to believe what
they want to believe. Unquestionably,
a largo percentage of Americans have
been indulging in the auto-suggestion
that our work for the disabled vet
erans of the World War was virtually
finished, and there was little needed
by way of either consideration or co
operation. The medical statistics sec
tion of the United States Veterans'
Bureau has recently issued a chart
showing most interesting figures. Oct.
9. 1919, tne total number of patients
in all the hospitals was 6,250. The
records swept up gradually until 1922,
it reached the staggering total of 31.000.
Since then it has decreased slowly.'un
til March 1, 1923, it numbers 25.900.
Strangely and sadly enough, there is
one type of patient that has shpwn up
to the present time steady increase
from the beginning—*he psychiatric
patients who number now about 9,500,
with an outlook for a steady increase.
Under its charter, the fundamental
work of the American Red Cross is the
care of the disabled soldier. This work
our organization has striven loyally
and systematically to accomplish. It
is evident from statistics cited that
Red Cross work in this regard shows
no signs of immediate termination.
However much the government may
unflertake, and however efficiently such
standardized work may be carried on.
there still remains the intangible, in
definite personal touch that the soldier
has learned to identify with Red Cross
The hospital records show that the
men not only ^jtpect it, hut ask for it,
if by some circumstance it is missing
for a time.

• • « «

Two dollars has been given this
week towards the ,corrective work in
the schools, in addition to the $26 al
ready mentioned.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH

TY/KCHE5TER

Volume 78................. Number 36.

Tyler School Children Being
And There Will Be a Divided Report On Kennebec Bridge
Inspected By Miss Reilly
—Gov. Baxter Will Demand a Referendum On the Ken
This Week—The Disabled
nebec Reservoir Co.’s Bill.
Soldier.

•••

• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
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Strand Theatre Building

SATURDAY,

RED CROSS NOTES

Miss Reilly, Red Cross nurse, has
commenced Inspection of the children
at the Tyler School, having finished
the work at the McLain Building for
this year. The teachers are showing a
JS, ...
••• ... ••• .«.
.«. ... ... ...
very line spirit of co-operation which
•••
•••
means much to the’nurse.
•••
Celerity is the lazy man’s enemy.

invites the public to

THE
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Two reports on the Kennebec bridge
bills providing for the erection of a
bridge between Bath and Woolwich
have been prepared by the committees
on Public Utilities and Ways and
Bridges, and they will be submitted to
the Legislature today.
It is understood, on reliable author
ity that the bill introduced by Senator
C^rlt > i and providing for the construc
tion of a free bridge by the State has
been redrafted and will call for a State
toll bridge, and the original line-up on
the two propositions has shifted, so
that there is a tie; that is, nine of the
committeemen favor the incorporation
of the Maine Kennebec Bridge, provid
ing for the building of the structure by
a private coriioration, and nine arc fov
the new Carlton measure.
Although no definite information is
forthcoming in advance of the presen
tation of the two reports it is reported
that Ihe line-up is as follows:
Fo- the privately constructed bridge
—Senator Spencer of York and Repre
sentatives Granville of Parsonfield.
Blaisdeli of Sullivan, Hodgkins of Bangor, Keene of Belfast, Keef of Vance
boro, Heal of Weston, Ludgate of Pat
ten and Drake of Bath.
For the State built toll bridge—Sen
ators Carlton of Sagadahoc, Adams of
Kennebec, Smith of Somerset and Ste
vens of York, and Representatives
Beckett of Calais, Bartlett of Water
ville, Dunn of North Yarmouth, Story
of Washburn and Drake of Bath.
Representative Drake of Bath is for
the private corporation only if the Carl
ton project fails. Representative Dun
bar of Orland is opposed to any project
for bridging the Kennebec.
• • • •
The reports “ought not to pass” from
the joint committees on Public Utili
ties and Ways and Bridges upon the
bill chartering the Kennebec Bridge Co.,
to build a bridge across the Kennebec
river between Richmond and Dresden
and upon the resolve for the investiga
tion of the relative merits of the Rich
mond-Dresden and
Bath-Woolwich
sites were accepted in the House today.
• • • •
Gov. Baxter in a proclamation issued
yesterday announces that he will ask
all citizens to sign petitions for a
referendum on the act to incorporate
the Kennebec Reservoir Co. to develop
a water storage system on the Kenne
bec river. “As governor of Maine,” ht
says, “I immediately shall invoke a ref
erendum upon the Kennebec Reservoir
Co.’s charter, so that the people them
selves may protect their rights. Their
final decision will be given on the sec
ond Monday of September, 1924.
• • • •
By a vote of 57 to 55 the House Wed
nesday adopted a majority report
“ought not to pass” on the bill abolish

iHEAR,

FISHERMAN

34 High Street. Telephone 271 J
If thia telephone 1s not answered call

It’s time to go over your tackle box and get your equipment in good
shape for the opening of the season.
Particular attention has been paid to fishermen’s needs this year and

you will find our stock of fishing tackle and accessories unusually complete.
Come in and try the action and test the strength of a Winchester rod.

They are made to “stand the gaff.”

We have Winchester and other reels

for every kind of fishing,—every one built like a watch.

Fishermen

will

delight in looking over our fine collection of fishing tackle.

50c (o $10.00

All kinds of Baits

Rods priced from $1.19 up

56-M

HOLY WEEK (Mar. 25-31) commemorates
the suffering and death of <uir Lord for
the spiritual life of the world ; every day
is a solemn holy-day. on which all public
nniusenients and distractions seem to us
out of place, especially on Good Friday,
the day our Lord died. Special services
•of devotion, together with our daily work,
will he our normal occupation.
All
■Christian people this minded are cor
dially Invited to keep this Great Week
with us. each in their own way.
Palm Sunday. Holy Communion In the chap
el at 7.30 a. in Morning Prayer at 10 ;
Litany at 10.20; Palm procession and
Holy Communion with music and sermon
at 10,30 (come and bring at least one
friend) ; Church School at 12.15.
At Thomaston Sunday, Church School at 6
p. m.; Palm procession. Evening Prayer,
Pe Profundls, Litany, hymns and sermon
at 7.
.
Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday and Maundy
Thursday, Morning Piayef and Holy Com
niunion at the Rectory at 7.30 a. m.;
Evening Prayer with hymns in the chapel
at 4 (Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. also.)
GOOD FRIDAY, Morning Prayer, Litany and
Aliar Service at 1130 a. m.; the Three
Hours, with hymns and addiesses on our
Lord’s Seven Words from the Cross, 12
to 3; Evening Prayer. Altar Service and
hymns (especially for childrcfh at 4.
Evening Prayer. Litany and hymns .it
7.30; rehearsal of Easter music at 8.15
<all expected who are to sing Easter).
Easter Even (Saturday) Morning Prayer
ind Altar Service at the Rectory, at 7.30
a. in.; and in the Church proper at 4 p.
in , Evening Prayer an< Holy Baptism
for children.
EASTER DAY (April 1st). Easter Com
munions at 6.30. 7.30, and 10.30 (with
music and sermon) ; Morning Prayer at
10; School Festival at 12.15. (All In the
Church proper). All bring the very best
Easter Offering they can; if you are con
firmed be sure to prepare tor and make
the very best Easter Communion you can ;
by all means take pains to bring with
.’ on at least one of your friends; tills will
he the greatest day in all the year.
Easter Flowers, in memory of those of your
friends who have died in the hope of
the Resurrection, may be provided for
di.iing tin’ Easter season by special gifts
of money for that purpose.
The Good Friday offering (contributed each
week-day in Holy Week) will this year
he for the work of our Blsho; in Jerusa
lem and for the Near East relief.

10:30

“Dugouts Bombarded”
3 P. M.
(Men Only)

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

l.

w. McCartney

SANITARY ENGINEER

Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLAND, ME.

S-tf

The date for Miss Jennie Harvey
’ercival's recital has been fixed for Fri
day night, April 27, at the Arcade.

ing the three men Sea and Shore
Fisheries Commission.

The closing of school yesterday was
larked by the usual exodus of teach■s and tuition pupils and the influx of
Gov. Baxter's veto of the resolve
providing for the investigation of the Normal school students for the Easter
recess.
needs of a new State library building
was sustained by a vote of 73-60. His
The Postoffice staff welcomes K. S.
veto of the Automobile Lien Bill was
lay back to his duties as registry
also sustained by a vote of 79-61.
clerk. Mr. May has quite recovered
• • • *
om his threatened appendicitis opBy a vote of 121 to 25 the Houqe of
■ation.
Representatives, Thursday passed the
bill creating the Kennebec Reservoir
Mrs. O. L. Wheeler of 34 Holmes
Company over the veto of the Gov street has this paper’s thanks for
ernor. As the Senate had passed it copies of magazines published in
over the veto of Wednesday, the hill British Guiana and Georgetown. Demnow becomes a law regardless of the erara. They are very interesting.
governor’s objection.
• • * •
John K. Murphy, a former manager
The two-thirds majority was lacking of the Western Union telegraph offiea
in the House to pass the resolve in in this city, has been elected presi
troduced by Representative Barwise dent of Hallowell’s new Board of
of Bangor prohibiting State aid to Trade. Mr. Murphy lately retired from
sectarian institutions after Dec 31. the position of |x>stmaster.
1930. Tile final vote was 90 to 49.
• • • •
Camden High School is on the base
Thcro.are some fairs in Maine where ball schedule of Morse High this sea
■ill of the farm products placed on ex son, the Bath team coming to Camden
hibition could be placed in a bushel May 19. Negotiations with Rockland
basket, Frank P. Washburn, commis appear not to have recovered from
sioner of agriculture told the commit their severe strain of last season.
tee on agriculture Wednesday at a
hearing on a bill amending the revised
E. M. Hall of Vinalhaven sends The
statutes relating to the aportionment Courier-Gazette some postcard snow
of State aid to societies having these
scenes, showing that the island town
exhibits.
•
has not gone scot-free from the Win
Most of their premiums are paid for
er’s storm. One of the most spectacu
fancy work, he continued, and it was
lar pictures represents the subway to
for that reason that he prepared the
E. G. Carver’s store on Atyin street.
bill. This measure would provide, first,
that no fair shall receive a stipend un
Haloid Harrington of Gardiner, who
less it was held after Sept. 1; and sec
s the mysterious Mr. Smith of the
ond that there must he at least 100 Star bowling alleys, was high line the
single exhibits of agricultural products.
other night, when he and Joe Dorter of
He explained that this did not mean
100 exhibits nf grain, 100 of fruit, etc., Portland defeated I’aul Poehler and
Archie Walsh, the Bay State stars.
but 100 collectively.
Harrington turned in a 10-string total
Commissioner Washburn said that
of 1114, and'his highest string was 127.
the time limit might work a hardship
on fairs which came early and made a
George L. True leaves the teaching
specialty of live stock and also on the
poultry shows held in the winter sea force at the High School today to go
son and so he was not inclined to to the Troy Conference Academy at
press that point. The committee Poultney, Vt. Mr. True was given a
practically announced that the pro waiver of the usual month’s notice by
vision would he eliminated from con the School committee that lie might
sideration in passing upon the hill and tuke advantage of a particularly at
some of the opposition to it was dissi tractive offer. He will teach biology,
chemistry and ancient history.
pated with this statement.
In order that the committee might
The story is told of a man applying
have an idea of the manner in which
some fairs are carried on the commis at a Willow street home for "Jaky.”
sioner read from reports of premiums “Wc have a Jimmie, a Johnnie, and a
paid. One fair paid not a dollar on Juddie but no Jakie,” was the reply.
farm products hut $55 on needlework The same confusion arises in Ihe iden
and $300 for an athletic contest. An tity of tlie Central Maine Power Co.’s
other paid a small amount on fruits new service Inspector. His name Is
and grains and $8 for a baby show. Joseph Walker and his residence is 26
Still another expended $2 for a boat Rockland street, son of Mr, and Mrs.
race and its other premiums included W. G. Walker, which should thoroughly
$1.25 for an exhibit of oats and kit Identify him.
tens.
A badly broken leg, a bruised back
and numerous minor cuts and bruises
were the unhappy lot of Ralph E. Col
son of South Thomaston, when a pile
if hugged lime fell f on him at the
Nort'liend plant, where he was working
Thursday. The lime was being piled
over, and in some manner toppled and
buried Colson. He was treated by the
Pung used until the roads are bet company physician, Dr. Foss, anil
removed to Silshy Hospital where he
ter; then watch my dust with
is reported as resting comfortably.

• ♦ • •

DAY OR NIGHT
a new car.
TELEPHONE 8

“BIGGEST MAN IN
ROCKLAND”

CHESTER ROBBINS

7:15

“THE
BIG TUG OF WAR”
FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH

“THE
BIGGEST MAN
IN ROCKLAND”
This will be the subject of

REV. J. CHARLES
MacDONALD’S
address at the
MEETING FOR MEN

Sunday Afternoon

WE NOW HAVE
A BIG STOCK
AND ALL SIZES IN

RUBBER
BOOTS
BUT
It looks to us as though wo were
going to be up against the same
proposition that we were on
overshoes.

IF
Everybody gets an idea that they
want a pair of Rubber Boots,
there won’t be enough to go
around. Already tho wholesalo
market is cleaned out.

SO

MARCH 25
at 3:00 o’clock
All Mep Are Invited

If you are thinking of getting a
pair, don't put’it off too long,

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
Rockland

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

Boston Shoe Store
278 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

AMERICAN HOUSE
Hanover Street
Boston
The House of Good Cheer
Room Rates $2.00 per day and up
Two now fireproof Garages one
Block in the rear of the House

Rathskeller

Telephone 664-W

Mrs. A. S. Rackliffc, 20 Clarendon
treet, reports a robin in her orchard
March 21.

TAXI SERVICE

MacDONALD

White Street, nett Llmerock
Rev A. E. Scott, Rector

EVERYTHING for the

TALK OF THE TOWN

Business
Men’s
Lunch
from
Noon to 2.30 1’. M.
Dinner from 6 P. M. to 8 P. M.
Supper from 8 P M to 1 A. M.
A la carte all day
Music from 6 P. M. to 1 A. M
by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
The Imperial Marimba Band
Banquet Rooms from 4 to 500
people
Telephone Haymarket 4740
S-Nov-25-23

/

DONSON
The Reliable and Satisfactory

Psychic and Spiritual

MEDIUM

The best laid plans, etc. Capt. A. P.
Coombs of the bay steamer Golden
Rod had planned to make a special
trip from Castine to Rockland Thurs
day and bring some 60 Normal School
girls and teachers to this port, but the
ice came in so heavy that the little
steamer couldn’t start. Prin. W. P.
Hall called the lighthouse tender Hi
biscus which was In the harbor and
genial Capt. Sterling agreed to bring
tho group to Rockland. They were
transported to the Hibiscus via ice and
small boats and reached this port in,
the early afternoon. No words are
too extravagant for the passengers in
speaking of Capt. Sterling and his
courteous crew. Cocoa and sandwiches
were provided and the guests given the
freedom of the ship.

The 1923-24 school committee organ
ized Thursday night with Mayor B. L.
Brown as chairman. The new board
is a decidedly efficient looking machine
and if the amount of business trans
acted the first meeting Is taken as a,
criterion it will fulfill its promise. Be
sides much routine business several
matters of especial importance were
disposed of among them the acceptance
of the resignation of George L. True,
who goes to Poultney, Vt„ at an in
crease of salary These committees
were appointed by Mayor Brown: Text
books and courses of study, W. D.
Talbot, C. S. Beverage and Mrs. C. F.
Snow; Teachers, C, S. Beverage, W.
D. Talbot and Mrs. C. F. Snow; Esti
mates and expenditures, F. C. Flint, C.
S. Beverage and F. A. Richardson:
Rules and regulations, T. E. Melnnes,
F. A. Richardson and W. D. Talbot:
Re- rs, F. A. Richardson, F. C. Flint
an ' ?. E. McInnis.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fail to secure at least a fow minutes every day
for refreshment of your innor life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
WHY THE ROBIN S BREAST WAS RZO

Our Savious, bowed beneath his crons.
Climbed up the dreary hill.
And from Ihe agonizing wreath ran many a
crimson rill :
The cruel Rom^n drove him on with unreleuting
hand.
Till, staggering slowly ’mid the crowd. He fell
upon the sand.
A little bird that warbled near, that memora
ble day.
Flitted around and strove to wrench one single
thorn away;
The cruel spike impaled Ills breast.—and thus
’tis sweetly said.
The Itobin lias Ills silver vest incarnadined
with red.

All. Jesu! Jesu! Son of Man! my dolor and

Can be consulted every Tuesday and
my sighs
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M. Reveal the lesson taught by this winged
Ishmael of the skies.
29 PARK STREET
I. In the palace of delight or cavern of despair.
Have plucked no thorns from thy dear brow*
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
but planted thousands there 1
lM*tf
e-James Ryder RandalL

Every-Other-Day
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stances the sale was made, but when
Lawrence came again and wanted to
buy five bottles his request was denied.
rNREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Witness swore that he had made but
salt to the detective. There was
Rockland, Maine, March 21, 11>23.
Rockland Treated To a Sensational Climax When 14 Men one
evidence that Lawrence had bough;
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who on
oath declares that he Is pressman in the office
Are Brought Into Court For “Single Sale”—Trials Spicy other groceries at this store.
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
Judge Miller spoke at some length on
the Issue of The Courier-Gaz tte of March 22.
the matter of essences. "It is well
and Sensational.
1923, there was printed a total of 6,054 topics.
Before me,
PRANK K. MILLER,
known." anid he, "that in a great meas
Notary Public.
ure drinkers have fallen back on es
John William Lawrence. Canadian by
The detective was subjected to a sences or substitutes. There is more
of
his
lingers
badly
mangled.
In
the
birth ar.d mariner by occupation* de
alcohol in essences titan there is in
veloped into a person of considerable teeth of a nor'easter lie was nearly nine straight intoxicating liquors. Ordina
hour reaching Rockland, where a por rily essences are a household article,
prominence Tuesday, when he dropped tion of the injured finger was ampu
nd are generally bought by the good
his mask as an ostensible bootlegger, tated at Silsby hospital.
oman of the household. One liottlc
A
suspicion
as
to
Lawrence
’
s
real
and was suddenly introduced to the
will go a great ways when used for do
identity
became
current
some
days
ago
mestic purposes. During the last 15
public as a deputy sheriff who had been
working sub rosa since the fourth day and while many of his new friends in months quite a number of men have
dignantly
refused
to
believe
that
he
been before me on the charge of intox
of last October. Arrayed in the rough
The1 well-known slogan, “Buy a
PRAYER POR WISDOM:—So tearh and ready regalia of a waterfront was an enforcement offi er, the seed ication. and I have found that outside
Book a Week” is well worthy of
us to number our days, that we may habitue, Mr. Lawrence has spent the had been sown, and it became neces of denatured alcohol many of the
apply our hearts unto wisdom.—Psalm greater part of the last six months in sary to spring the trap.
adoption by every ambitious, in
ases have been due to the drinking
90:12.
f essences. There appear to be two
what is sometimes call' d the tenderloin sharp cross examination by Frank A.
telligent person.
section of the city, living for weeks at Tirrell. Jr., who was counsel for Breen kinds of these—one containing no al
Books call for bookcases—the
and to the evident pleasure of some in cohol. This does not exhilarate, and
a
time
in
houses
of
ill
fame,
and
choos

•THE GOVERNOR’S VETOES
Globe-Wernicke Sectional Case.
ing for his comrades men and women the audience several discrepancies in the only effect is to make the drinkers
But ‘‘a book a week” will require
most apt to put him wis his testimony were developed. He had sleepy.
The Courier-Gazette believes Gov who v.ould hethe
booze joints were, and i testified, for instance, that the purSome grocers have asked me how
as to whet
only one section every six or seven
ernor Baxter to he entirely sincere in who were ngaged in what has now ' chase was made at , o clock, yet his ar they could go in the sale of es
months, hence the importance of
his sustained advocacy of the State's become the nationwide vocation of! own record on the bottle shooed that it sences. Before the lid went on very
beginning right'by getting the best.
bootlegging.
!
was
6.30.
H
"'
as
manifest
that
the
few
men
were
seeking
to
buy
essences.
embarking upon the costly experiment
The result of his work for the sher- .bottle was not a half-pint measure, as
ut gtccers now admit that there is a
The Globe-Wernicke Co. grows
of developing its water paweta, hence ill's department, or a portion of it. at I had been stated, and there was also a greatly increased demand by that sex
the timber from which its cases
his veto of the act creating the Ken
(as seen Tu laj In the arrest ol ml*up on the dat s ol purchase, which
have recognized some of the purare made. Every bit of material
.
kland
men
ar.d
two
Vinalhaven
|
was
finally
fixed
upon
aa
Jan.
21.
Judge
has.-rs
as
having
ly
en
before
my
court
nebec Reservoir Co. was a thoroughly
is carefully selected. Special ma
men. aH of whom were charged with I Miller ruled that these were minor dll- for intoxication. When a person buys
consistent piece of business. But we
chinery has been designed for their
single sale of intoxicating liquor. In ferenecs. and after warning the spec five or six bottles at one time, and fol
do not believe the State should take on ■some instances there were two cases tators that they must refrain from lows it up with later purchases it Is
manufacture.
making any demonstrations tlie trial fair to assume that the essences are
this form of enterprise that far better against the respondents.
Every step in their construction, from
proceeded.
not
being
used
for
domestic
purposes.
All of the purchases, carefully la
can he handled hy private capital. We
tree to finished product is standardized
Testimony as to another visit to To draw the line exactly Is a very difli
do not want the people taxed for such belled as to contents, date of purchase, Breen's house, and the purrhase of two
and carefully supervised with the result
cult proposition. Grocers must us
and other necessary data were assem
that the Glohe-Wernicke is the best and
purposes. We do not want to see bled in the grand jury room yesterday, bottles of alcohol, was brought out in their common sense in determining to
most economical bookcaseon the market.
created any additional hoards cf office and proved to be a miscellaneous ex cross examination, and with it the whom they shall sell, how much. etc.
Made in both oak and mahogany and in
holders that a State investment in the hibit. ranging all the way from extracts statement of the witness that this Many women have been to tne with
styles and finishes to suit surroundings
familiar to kitchen shelves to moon liquor was bought for other parties, as complaints against grocers for selling
water powers would naturally bring
shine concoctions of the dynamite part of his pretense that he was in the essences to their husbands. They said
Visit Our Display.of Globc-Wcrnickc Sectional Bookcases
into being. So we are glad that the brand. Looking them carefully oyer boot!egging game. As a part of the they did not dare make formal oomSenate and House overrode the Gov one could not fail to be impressed with modus operand! it was shown that five plain’s. for fear of making trouble in
ernor’s -veto by majorities so over the idea that the public is not too glasses of the alcohol had been re their homes."
Cassman was adjudged guilty and
finicky nowadays as to how it assuages moved from one of the bottles and i
whelming as permits no doubt of what
convenient water faucet had been was given the same fine and sentence
its thirst.
♦
♦
•
•
the people's chosen representatives
that Breen had received. In fact all of
drawn upon for the difference.
• » • *
the respondents were treated alike, and
Mr. Lawrence was not exactly a
think of the matter.
Very searching inquiry was made in all appealed, giving bail.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
But we are glad to approve with all stranger to the work of prohibitory en
• • • •
forcement. During the summer months to the detective's past and while Law
the emphasis at our command the Gov cf last year he acted as master of the rence did not appear to have a very
There were two cases against W. F.
ernor's veto of the Sheppard-Towner power boat Eureka, which ostensibly good memory as to dates, the testi Cushman, one for the purchase of two
maternity act. We believe all these j was serving as a rum runner between mony was productive of a letter of long-neckers March 1st. and one for
recommendation from Lawrence's last the purchase of a long-necker March -1.
measures aim toward socialism and the Boston ar.d Eastport, but which in re
ality was on the trail of the rum run employers in New York, Clary Broth Detective Lawrence diagnosed the con
centralization of power at Washington ners with a crew of three composed of ers, to the effect that his work had tents as "what they call moonshine
with the creation of additional costly prohibitory enforcement agents. His given entire satisfaction and that he The bottles were produced from a
EMPIRE THEATRE
PHOTOPLAYS WITH NAME AND FAME
snowbank, after the detective had sat
hordes of office holders. Such forms of introduction to Rockland was through was "honest, industrious and sober
Attorney Tirrell vigorously opposed isfied the respondent that he was “all
the
medium
of
the
Municipal
Court,
in
Many of the older patrons of Rockgovernment help are opposed to the
which he was arraigned on the charge the admission of this letter in the evi right." The detective formed his opin
great principles upon which this Gov of stealing the power boat. When the dence. but was overruled by Judge ion as to the intoxicating contents cf land will remember "Broncho Billy"
Anderson who was so popular .1 few
ernment is founded and deserve to be matter was threshed out it was discov Mille:. who said: “You have attacked the bottles by tasting and smelling of years back in the days of Biograph.
them.
"You
can
tell
coffee
from
tea,"
the
credibility
of
this
witness,
and
it
ered
that
he
was
in
reality
the
princi-,
strenuously opposed. Gov. Baxter’s
His retirement front the screen war.
pal owner, and he was acquitted.
is no more than proper that his side said he. “and you can tell alcohol from cause for regret, but now he returns
veto message so admirably covers the
Early in October Lawrence was should be presented. Honors are even soft urinks."
in a five reel feature "The Greater
matter that we take pleasure in print- sworn in as a deputy sheriff of Knox now between you two."
"How’s the chances of getting some
Duty," a bristling Western that is on
TODAY—SATURDAY
more?"
the
detective
asked
Cushman
countv, and Sheriff Thurston carefully
' Wny didn’t you bring to the officers
it^ it in full. The Governor says:
the program at the Empire today. It is
I
won't
have
any
more
until
election
“My views on the Sheppard-Towner laid the plans far a coup which would the other liquors you bought from
filled with his old time thrills and ac
morning," the respondent is alleged to
bill are well known. I re-affirm the po be independent of his own vigorous en Breen'." asked Mr. Tirrell.
tion with plenty of fast riding and “he"Because they were not my property; have rt plied.
sition which I took when on July 17. forcement campaign then in progress.
man" action and will afford splendid
Everybody’s Favorite in a Fast Stepping Western
Attorney
Tirrell
who
appeared
for
1922, I issued a formal proclamation in The secret was so well guarded that I bought them for somebody else.” said
amusement for all those wiio like a
Thriller!
Cushman
again
put
the
detective
on
which I declined to accept federal aid scarcely a person outside of the sher the detective. "If I had not appeared
bhrill with their movies. The com
to be a bootlegger I wouldn't have got the grill, and added to the biographical panion feature is a story of a covered
for maternity and child welfare work iff’s office knew what was in the air.
stock of knowledge when he found that
Mr. Lawrence took up his new role on the inside."
in the State of Maine. I protest against
wagon in the Ozark mountains of Mis
FOX COMEDY
TRAVELOGUE
with a skill that would have done credit,
"Who furnished the money with Lawrence is 46 years old, has a wife souri and called the "Bishop of the
the passage of tills resolve:
in Canada and 10 children.
to
a
professional
actor.
His
daily
garb,
which
the
other
liquor
was
bought?
”
PRICES—Balcony 28c. Floor, 35c, Matinee & Night
“Because it is an unwarranted in
Ozarks." This is a splendid Robertson'You are a temperance man?" asked
"I furnished it, and then put it in
vasion of the federal government of the as he mingled with all sorts and con
Cole special feature and well worth
Mr. Tirrell.
MONDAY ONLY
sovereign rights of the State of Maine. ditions of men (and women) was feat my bill."
seeing. The last chapter of "Tarzan”
■
“
Yes."
ured
by
a
pair
of
rubber
boots,
a
shab

"Do
you
mean
to
say
that
the
county
“Because it establishes in Washing
will be presented today and next Sat
"Hive you ever drank intoxicating
ton a federal bureaucracy that is not by sweater, a stubby beard and un furnished you with money to buy liquor
urday will open the new Educational
liquor?"
likely to be in sympathy with the gov kempt hair. Throughout the city ho from bootleggers?"
serial "Around the World in IS Days."
WONDER OF THE SCREEN!
conveyed
the
impression
that
he
was
a.
"On
occasions
I
have
been
offered
“
Yes,
sir."
ernment of this State and the citizens
with William Desmond as the star.
such,
but
I
cither
dump
it
in
a
sink,
or
bootlegger
or
rum
runner,
and
he
looked
.
HIS
LATEST AND GREATEST!
Attorney
Tirrell
moved
that
the
com

thereof.
The Empire offers the biggest and
plainant and warrant be quashed, on dilute it with hot water. Once it wen best amusement bargains in Rockland.
"Because it invades the privacy of the part.
His boat was raided by deputy sher the ground that there was no evidenc down my bosom. On one occasion
our homes.
Patrons who miss seeing what the Em
“Because it infers that the State of iffs, who did eonsderable smashing in as to the contents of the bottle being somebody gave me a drink of wine,
pire lias to offer are .cheating them
an
apparently
vigilant
search
for
in

had
ar.
awful
kick
to
it
and
I
felt
the
intoxicating.
The
motion
was
over

Maine cannot and will not properly
selves tut of good entertainment.—adv.
A Marvel of Thrills That Will Chill Your Spine.
care for those of its mothers and child toxicants. This bluff proved to be a ruled. Breen was found guilty, and sen heat in my stomatffi."
shrewd
move
on
the
part
of
Sheriff
"He
may
be»
one
of
those
society
Six weeks in Boston at $1.50 Scale of Prices.
tenced to six months in jail and a fine
ren who need assistance.
Thurston, and gave Mr. Lawrence a of $500. with six months additional up drinsers we have,” • interjected Judge
Matinee, 2:00. Evening, 6:45, 8:45.
“Because it pauperizes our State.
Miller.
FLOOR, 50c. BALCONY, 35c
“If the State of Maine refuses federal ‘ standing” in the quarters where he on default of payment.
• • • ,
The detective denied that he had
Matinee and Night
aid and sends forth a strong protest was working. Nobody who heard him
curse
the
officers
would
ever
have
ques

■been
drinking
when
he
went
to
Cush
There were two counts against Abra
against the expansion of this danger
DON’T MISS GRIFFITH’S GREATEST!
tioned
the
sincerity
of
his
indignation,
man's.
On
the
occasion
of
the
second
bam Cassman, the next respondent
ous and undermining doctrine, all
Tuesday
lovers of liberty throughout the na or doubted that he was the ruin run who is proprietor of a grocery store on purchase Cushman had filled the bottle
ner
he
purported
to
be.
Tillson avenue. Detective Lawrence front a large Jar under the bed.
tion will take heart. Tlie State of
Fannie
Hurst’s Great Novel
His most uncomfortable experience testified that he bought three bottles of
II. Sprowl, who was at Cushman’s,
Maine then will be hailed as the leader
SHEET
METAL
WORK,
STOVE
was
ai
Friendship,
where
he
caught
his
when
the
first
purchase
is
alleged
to
Walker's vanilla from Cassman March
In the movement to return to the fun left hand in the clutch of his power!}.
and that two days later he bought have been made, testified that the de
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
damental doctrine of our forefathers,
boat engine and had the end of one five bottles there. Questioned by Coun tectlve staggered, and apparently had
With the Same Superior Cast That Made Humoresque
STEAM AND HOT WATER
that a state is sovereign and will brook
And
so
on
Tuesda.v
morning
Sheriff
been
drinking.
Matinee, 2—17c, 28c. Evening, 6:45, 8:30—28c, 35c.
ty Attorney Dwinal, who appeared for
no Interference in its own internal af
HEATING
Thursttn parcelled out liis bunch of the prosecution in all of the cases
Immediately after recess Fred
fairs. If the State's activities are to be
warrants, and the round-up !?. gan. Th >| heard yesterday afternoon, Lawrence Knight waived examination on a charge
handled by officials in Washington I
TEL. 424-1.
20 FRANKLIN ST.
following arrests were made:
stated that he had seen persons become of a single sale of whiskey, was found
warn our citizens that when they have
Hato'd Kennison. Herman Winchen- very stupid after drinking the vanilla
ROCKLAND,
ME.
guilty and appealed.
complaints to make and grievances to
DO YOU SHOP FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT? WE DO!
bac.n, Tony Cross. Charles Cook. Abra
Charles Cook was up on two counts.
E. W. Pike, who appeared as counsel
be heard they will have small chance
ham Cassman, Wyman Cushman. Jo for Cassman, moved for his discharge The first was for the sale of two bottles
of obtaining redress at the hands of
seph Nelson of Vinalhaven, E. L. on the ground that the liquids sold to of lemon extract March 7. Cook runs
federal office holders.
Coombs of Vinalhaven. John H. Breen, the detective were for common house a small grocery store on Tillson ave
“I want the people of Maine clearly
Horace Perry, Fred P. Knight, Fr^nk
to understand that our State depart C. Power, Joseph Milen and Joseph hold purposes, sold in absolute good nue where Lawrence alleges that h
faith to a man who was not a tippler, purchased two bottles of Walker’s lent
ment of health is now engaged in the
Dondis. A man named in another war and who had sworn that he was a tem on extract, 99 per cent alcohol. It de
very work called for by the Sheppard
rant was not apprehended.
perance man. "The quantity alone in veloped according flh the detective that
Towner bill, and that I am in favor of
« • « *
volved in the purchase is sufficient evi Foss' vanilla was in stock, but was not
continuing this work under direction of
The respondents were so numerous, dence,” argued County Attorney Dwin as "good." Attorney Pike moved foi
State authorities unhampered by fed
and the crowd so large, that yester al, who admitted that he too would dismissal of his client on the ground of
eral interference. I make the* pre
day's trials were held in the Supreme have felt a doubt about it if the sale insufficient evidence, but the Court
diction that the day is not far distant
Court room instead of at the City either time had been limited to a single overruled and l< und the respondent
when the people of this country will
Building.
bottle. "Cassman knew the conditions guilty. Appeal was taken and Cool
overturn many federal bureaus and
The first respondent to be arraigned under which Lawrence was living," he waived examination on the second
that the states once again will take un
was John H. Breen. Lawrerce told of added.
count.
to themselves the management of their
his visiting his house on Winter street
Great interest developed in the case
M '. Pike’s motion was overruled, and
own affairs."
at 7 p. m. Jan 23. and of buying Half a
the respondent took the witness stand. of E. L. Coombs, charged wth selling
pint cl double-proof alcohol for $3. He He said that Lawrence had represented Lawrence six bottles of vanilla and tw
testified that the purchase was mada
VOTING IN THOMASTON
himself to be a fisherman who was go of checkerberry on March 19. Coombs
from Preen himself, who filled a pint
ing out for three or four weeks, and is a blacksmith and runs a small gro
It is of course unfortunate that the bottle half foil from a bottle which he
wanted to buy some vanilla, as he did eery btore in connection. M. A. John
technicality of omitting to certify in carried in his waistcoat.
his own cooking. Under these circum- son appeared for the resi»ondent, and
did not deny the sale, but did deny i
proper season to their list of nomi
was for tippling purposes and took em
nations makes it possible for the
phatic exception to Lawrence’s state
Thomaston selectmen to deny the Re
ment that Coombs bad told of putting
in SI.000 worth of essences. Coombs
publicans a place on the official ballot
testified that the sale was made strict
to be used at Monday's town meeting.
ly for "ice cream purposes” while Law
™"
s
Small errors of this sort frequently
rence denied any such conversation
Attorney Johnson objected pretty
occur. They have many times hap
steadily to every statement made by
pened in connection with Rockland’3
the State's witness and a controversy
elections, but neither the Democrats
arose over the testing for the presenc
nor Republicans ever have taken ad
of alcohol by taste which resulted
His Honor sampling both the exhibits.
vantage of the error and sought
Judging from his expression he felt the
through that narrow unsportsmanlike
"sting" referred to.
means to exclude an opponent from the
« » » •
z
ballot. Thomaston had decided by an
In the rebuttal Mr. .1 ohnson gav
Lawrence the lie direct on the $1,000
honest vote and clear majority to use
stock statement which evoked a burst
the Australian ballot. The action of
of applause from the audience. Judge
the selectmen may succeed in depriv
Miller promptly summoned the cheriff
and
issued warning that the next per
ing many of their vote but the Repub
5
WEAREVER
son he saw aplauding would be jailed
That is what' you will say
licans will make every effort through
for contempt of court. In the tense
1
the use of stickers to vindicate their
about the beans you bake in a
toasts, bakes, stcwc3
silence that followed Attorney Johnson
= ALUMINUM
equitable rights. We are confident that
mov 'd for dismissel on the ground of
I W
broils,
boils, fries,
no evidence being offered to prov
there are many Democrats, resenting
=
TRADE MARK
more than one-half of one percent al
the attempt at virtual disfranchise
~ Made in U.S.A.
coholic content, and also lack of proof
ment. who will lend them assistance.
The Universal Electric Grill, with its heavy nickel plated finish
of sale for tippling purposes.
Special Price
Judge Miller said, that the respond
Aluminum Bean Pot
is both handsome and durable.
ent had a perfect right to have a $1,000
All strength and success to the Knox
stock
of
essences
so
long
as
he
sold
it
County authorities in their campaign
Bean-hole-beans were never
in a legitimate way, but that the sale
against bootleggers and booze. We
of six bottles of vanilla to a non-res
more delicious, mealy, tasty.
believe the overwhelming sentiment of
ident for “ice cream put |»oses" did not
Now priced
show proper discretion on the part of
Set-in cover fits tightly and
the men and women of the county who
Mr. Coombs and found him guilty with
At
constitute the backbone of its home
keeps flavor in. Two clamps
the usual sentence. An appeal was en
and industrial life is arrayed against
hold it securely in place.
tered by the defendant's attorney with
great promptness and vigor.
the lawlessness that manifests itself in
Limited Time
Made of hard, thick, nonTony Cross was called to the bar but
the evasion of the 18th amendment,
due to the lateness of the hour and th
Come in and let us prove the Grill’s usefulness
_ _ . Offer
. . , ,. porous aluminum metal. Easily
and will endorse every activity of the
absence of several material witnesses
|
xptresi
arc
31st
an{
j
th
orou
ghly
cleaned
with
authorities addressed to the suppres
court adjourned to 9 o’clock this morn
ing.
sion of such forms of law-breaking.
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BOOTLEGGER” WAS A DETECTIVE

Sectional.
Bookcases

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
T"

“ Siob^Wfacpteiw

BUCK JONES

“BOSS OF CAMP 4”

D. W. GRIFFITH’S

"Offi EXCITING NIGHT'

E. Howard Crockett

PLUMBING

“Nth COMMANDMENT”

Grill

At

Week

any

March 24

of our

to

32

March 30

stores

ONE MORE WEAR-EVER SPECIAL

“The Best Beans |
I Ever Tasted” I

The Electric Griii
Cooks a Complete Meal for
two or three persons
right at ihe table

“Wear-Ever”

$13.50

Summer Cottages and Board
NOW is tho time when people are laying
summer vacation, plans The Courier-Gazette
suggests that owners of cottage property, to
let or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
announce the fa*t under this heading, where it

will oe read all over Now England.

|
s

soap and water, UNBREAKABLE! Get one at
the special, limited-time price today.

|

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
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An Easter sale and supper is sched
uled at the M. E. Church next Wed
nesday. All sorts of useful and fancy
articles, many things for the kiddies,
artificial flowers and candy will be on
sale. One of those famous suppers at

6 o’clock at 35 cents.—adv.

Central aMaine Power Co.
At any of our 32 stores

tow oi

iik

’ wcmci'vjzizvit

ttifUav.

Karra 85**
WITH THE CHURCHES

iVidTu

town

MEETING FOR MEN

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

March 25—palm Sunday.
March 26 Annual roll-call of Knox Lodge,
1. O. <). F.
March 26 Shakespeare Society meets with
Mrs.
S. Beverage.
March 26—Thomaston town meeting.
March 26-30—Farmers’ Week, University of
.Maine
March 28 Benefit hall by Veteran Firemen’s
Association In Havener hall.
March 29 -Charity Club /meets with Mis. I
Lester Sherman. Beech street.
March 30—Country Club, ladies’ and gentle
men’s supper at 0.30 foHuwed by auction
March 30—Good Friday.
Mar 31—Basketball, Rockland High vs Fort
la no High (girls) in Kocl.land
April 1—Easier Sunday.
April 2—City Schools/reopen.
April 2 St. George Selectmen meet to assess
taxes tor 1923.
April C (7.15 p. in.) —Addresses tiefore Worn
an’s Educational Club h.v Supt. Forrest C. Tvson
oi tlie Augusta Stato Hospital, and Preftident
Littlo of the University of -Maine.
April 11 Auction and tea at Copper Kettle,
auspices of Universalist Ladies* Circle.
April 13—Country Club dance
April 13—Chapman concert in tills city.
April 18 Maine Methodist Conference, Ban
g(,:. Bishop Hughes presiding.
April 19—Patriots’ Hay.
April 19-20---Musical comedy 'Kathleen.”
auspices of Senior class. R. It. S., at Empire
Theatre.
April 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets in Temple hall.
April 25—Charity Club whist for benefit of
Home for Aged Women, at the W. O. Hewett
store.
April 26—Country Chib, ladies’ luncheon at
12 30, followed hy auction
April 27 Miss lennie Harvey-Percival’s an
niial dancing recital at the Arcade.

Mies Dorothy Hill has employment
at Fuller-Co’tjb-Davis.
The Elks have a meeting Monday
night, preceded by supper at 6.50
o'clock.

The maaquerade -skating carnival at
the Aicade next Tuesday night will be
a big attraction. Prizes are offered, as
stated in another column. Unique cos
tumes are in preparation.
The Tyler school boys played the
first local hall game of the season the
other day. when Stevie Aceordl’s team
won from Clifford Dyer’s. The game
was played on three feet of snow, with
tomato cans for liases. How's that for
young Americanism.

Mrs. Sarah Simmons of Port Clyde,
■who was visiting at 23 Orange street
Thursday, was a very frightened wo
man when a large fish bone stuck in
her throat. Dr. W. H. Armstrong work
ed half an hour before the obstruction
was removed, and dm ing that time t'.ie
wuman suffered agonies from pain and
fear.
At a meeting of the Senior Class of
the Higli School Thursday afternoon
the parts for the annual play were
chosen thus: Kathleen, female lead.
Eileen Flanagan; Flossie, Marguerite
Miller: Arabella, comedienne, Kathleen
Blethen; Jimmie, male lead. Otho
Record; Lent Underduck, high com
edian, Clyde Record; with Raymond
Ludwig as the villian and John Hagar.
Lawrence Miller and Richard Reed as
comedians. Beulah Rokes will manage
the play.
The Knox County Librarian Asso
ciation met at the Public Library
Thursday. This is a rapidly growing
educational association which has late
ly come into existence and is of great
benefit to the librarians in the county
who meet once a. month to discuss
matters which will tend to furpish
better reading for the communities.
The next meeting will be held here
April 20,' and it is hoped that there
will he a speaker. Further announce
ment will be made in these columns.

The Chummy Club met with Mrs. P.
M. Look, McLoud street last Tuesday
afternoon. The meeting was turned
into a birthday party in honor of Mrs.
E. W. Freeman, who admitted being a
year older than last year. After a
pleasant afternoon lunch was served by
the hostess during the course of which
Mrs. Freeman was presented a serving
fray. Table decorations were gold and
white. After a lunch a potato salad,
colil meats, olives, pickles, hot rolls,
marguerites, birthday cake and coffee,
the club attended a theatre party at
the Strand. Thus ended a pleasant
day. The Chummy Club meets next
Tuesday with Mrs. Fernald, Birch
street.

MILLINERY

LIVING

AT 3:00 O’CLOCK
AND

TUESDAY

will be the speaker and tell about

“THE BIGGEST MAN
IN ROCKLAND”

MRS. M. A. JOHNSON,
,

Ladies Halter

313 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

j

Troop 3, Bays Scouts, which won the
NEW FLOWER SHOP
silk Hag given to a community organi
zation at the Food Fair, is to have a
Handsome and
I public ceremony for the formal re- Glaentzel’s
Last of the Picture Series Jccption
of members, who have recently
Cosy Main Street Estab
| become connected with the troop. This
will take plate at the Universalist
lishment Has its Opening
church Sunday evening as a part of
Universalist Church
the regular * evening service. This
Today.
troop has the further honor of being
SUNDAY, 7:30
awarded the President Harding stream
“Its a perfect dear!" said a Rockland
ers for recruiting new members.
woman, commenting on the Glaentzel
Flower Shop which opened this morn
The new' shop occupies the
Tliat the pre-Easter services are so ing.
soon to close* is the only regret ex southern Main street store of the
pressed in connection with the Mac Strand Theatre block, in the very heart
Donald meetings now being held at the of the business district, and its success
First Baptist church. The services of is foreordained.
The llrst Impression one gains on en
Sunday are looked forward to as the
greatest of the series. Mr. MacDonald tering is of pure whiteness of walls and
has reserved some of his strongest ser ceilings. The* next is of the fragrance
mons for Sunday and his auditors are of the delightful contents of the little
TROOP 3
likely to be given many things to think store. Above an oak counter is a
over. The attendance and response at handsome balcony which is the busi
BOY SCOUT CEREMONY
the services have been gratifying and ness tfflee, its white woodwork having
Sunday it is hoped will prove to be a dainty background of pink, white and
“red letter day” with its three services green with pink ramblers garlanded
across the front.
including the Men’s Mass Meeting at
The big white enamel refrigerator
Patrolman Niles is hack on his heat, 3 p. m.
with a glass front and plate glass mir
afteY a short vacation.
rors occupy most of the southern wall.
The hospitality of Mrs. C. F. Wood A shelf-moulding serves as a display
The Lowell polo team of the Ameri
can League plays here next Wednes was enjoyed by the Rubinstein Club stand for an extensive line of bas
day, Thursday and Friday nights, yesterday at the Copper Kettle Porch, kets, ciockery and pottery flower con
bringing the famous “Kid" Williams, the program including a most interest tainers.
Handsome palms and ferns are in
who won first honors in t'ne American ing variety of vocal selections, follow
Polo League this season. Bob Hart, ing tl e reading substituted for the pa profusion and the window's are aglow
the second rush, is also the National per originally planned. The sincere with Easter lilies, spireas, daffodils,
League baseball umpire. Dufresne of applause which followed each number primroses, cyclamen and potted plants.
the New Bedford team will play half culminated in the case of Miss Patter A door opens into the theatre lobby.
back in place of usick who has been son. I card for the first time, and from The work room in the basement con
called home by the sudden illness of whom an encore was insistently de tains boxes, jars, vases, netting and
manded—her dramatic artistry win wire frames in ever)' shape, from a
his mother.
fireman’s hat to fraternal emblems and
ning instant admiration.
gates ajar.
W. H. Thomas, third officer of the “How Radames and the Ethiopian are Broad
cast by Radio,” Charles D. Isaacson in
The manager of this dainty little
freight steamship Aledo, is at his Rock
“The Outlook”
shop will be Miss Anna Glaentzel, al
land home, afte an absence of about 10
Read by Miss Erskine
Caro Roma ready well know'n to the flower-loving
months, in which her has visited Eng Soprano—“Thinking of Thee”
"’Spring Is Smiling on the Earth”
public through her service in the
land, Scotland, Sweden and Finland.
Harrison School street store. She will be assist
The homeward voyage was a terribly
Mrs. Mathews
ed during the opening hy Miss Eliza
stormy one from Jan. 28 to Feb. 28. and Contralto—“Thank God for a Garden”
Tdel Rieg< beth Plummer. Every effort will be
the Aledo had a very rough experience.
“lust before the Lights Are Lit”
made to serve the public well including
“No more deep sea voyages for muh,”
pranscombt
“I Did Not Know”
Vanderpoo membership in the Florist Telegraph
says Mr. Thomas. Mrs. Thomas, who
Delivery Association which enables the
”
has been visiting in Lynn since last Soprano—“The Swallows
Mrs. Nutt
store to deliver flowers in any part of
October, is also home.
Mezzo—“Till I Wake”
Woodforde-Finden
“Run on Home”
Strickland the country by wire. The Glaentzels
have maintained the School street store
Miss Richardson
Soprano—“To a Hill-Top”
Cox for a decade and have extensive con
"Tlie Weathercock”
. Lehmann servatories and salesrooms in Rockport.
Miss Smith
Soprano and alto—"Enchantment” <’. P. Scott Pinks will be given as souvenirs today.

“THE MAN WHO
PLAYED GOD”

BAY VIEW CAFE
CAMDEN, ME.

Will be opened to the Public

MONDAY,
MARCH 26
and will be run as a First Class
Eating Place and Hotel

Miss Cross Mrs. Foster
Habanera from “Carmen”
FROST—BEATON
The Spent Flower”
Campliell-Tipton
’ The Tar. a ger”
M. T. Saltei
The marriage has just been an
Miss Patterson
“Dawn”
Pearl Curran nounced of Mr. and Mrs. Frank W.
Frost of Portland, who were married
Mrs. Bicknell
Accompanists. Miss Knowlton. Mesd. Sanborn, in Portsmouth, N. H., May 27, 1922, by
Averill, Foster, Misses Harrington and Hol
Rev. Mr. Gooding of the Unitarian
brook.

Cantata rehearsal, with dispensing of
tea and cakes, Mrs. Lawry furnishing
service. Miss Gertrude Smith arranged
for a cantata rehearsal at her home, 71
Summer street, Wednesday, March 28,
at 2.30—the only meeting of the cho
rus next week. Mrs., Sanborn, Miss
Brow.i and Miss Thomas were appoint
ed to nominate officers for the coming
year.

S. K. Hatch has returned to his home
on Pleasant street. When you want a
painter or paper hanger, call 484-M.—
adv.
♦

“Dugouts Bombarded”

CUSTOM TAILORING

Church. Mrs. Frost was formerly Mrs.
Annie L. Beaton of Rockland. Mr.
Frost Is of Bangor. They will make
their future home in Lawrence, Mass.,
where Mr. Frost is located, being sales
manager for Kneuplcr & Dimmock.
They are living ut Hotel Bristol until
they go to housekeeping. Congratula
tions are in order from Rockland
friends.
CARO OF THANKS

We wish to express our sincere thanks and
appreciation lo our neighbors and friends tor
their kindness and sympathy during die Illness
and loss of our loved one; also for the beauti
ful floral offerings.
Mrs. Xelson Carr and family. Geo. A. Achorn
and fondly, Mrs, Anna Morandotti, Ernest
Achorn.
Rockland.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our sincere thanks and
appreciation to our neighbors and friends tor
their kindness and sympathy during the illness
and loss of our loved one; also for the beautiful
floral offerings.
Maynard Carver, Miss Addle Carver. Perley
Carver. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Carver. -Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Brown

It is now time to order your

“BIGGEST MAN IN
ROCKLAND”

SPRING SUIT OR OVERCOAT

7:15

We invite you to examine our fabrics which are of
the best quality obtainable, with prices right,
made in our own shop.

A. P. RICHARDSON

North Haven. March 22.

•

Miss J. C. McDonald

CUSTOM TAILOR
399 MAIN STREET................... ROCKLAND, MAINE
WE DO CLEANSING, REPAIRING, PRESSING AND DYEING

Announces Her

Spring Showing
THE SAME PRODUCTION THAT RUN FOR 4 WEEKS, TREMONT THEATRE, AT $1.50 PRICES

I Can Thrill You!
I can make yon laugh—I can make you fry

I can make you Love—I can make you Sigh

I WILL
I can make you Happy—I can make you Sad
I can make you Good—I can make you Bad
THRILL
I can make you Sleep—I can make you Dream
YOU! I can make you Shudder—I can make you Scream
D.

W.

Special Music

All Men Are Invited

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, ROCKLAND

10:30

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH

of Auburn

from 3 to 5 o’clock each afternoon

35-SG

“THE
BIG TUG OF WAR”

REV. J. CHARLES MacDONALD

WEDNESDAY

March 21 and 28

MacDONALD

3 P. M.
(Men Only)

SUNDAY AFTERNOON

MODELS

u)ill be used jor our exhibition of Spring and Summer Hats

ALL HOME COOKING

i HEARj

EXHIBITION

r> ir'r’inri i’’S
c
GRIFFITH

iLATEST
atuot

THE GREATEST MYSTERY PLAY OF ALL TIME! Don’t Miss It!
MATINEE, 2:00—28c, 35c. EVENING, 6:45, 8:45—FLOOR 35c. BALCONY 28c.

MAKE

It A

EASTER
MILLINERY

PARTY!

.W

MASK
SKAHNG
CARNIVAL
Tuesday,
MARCH 27
Prizes for Two Best and
Two Worst Dressed
ADMISSION 10c. SKATES 25c
Skating 7 to 10 o’clock

SATURDAY,

MARCH 31

Company has recently fitted up a room
in the Engine hall for a club room.
At a recent meeting of the Friends in
Council held at the home of Mrs.
Frank E. Morrow, plans were made for
a dancing party to be given April 19
for the club and Invited guests.
Capt. Horace Raynes and grandson.
Philip Raynes, went to Eagle Island the
first of the week, called there by the
illness of Mrs. Raynes’ mother, Mrs.
Quinn.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Maddocks have
moved front the Kenniston house on
Mechanic street and are occupying
rooms in the Suttle house on Bay View
street.
Mrs. S. A. Ritterbush and Miss Eliza
beth Pendleton left yesterday for Bos
ton, where Mrs. Ritterbush will visit
her daughter, Mrs. Peter McGrath.
Miss Pendleton will visit the various
displays of spring milliner)'.
Mrs. W. F. Bisbee and niece, Miss
Doris Ogier, tre visiting in Boston.
Quite a number of Camden ladies
attended the auction in Rockland Tues
day, given at the home of Mrs. A. D.
Hallowell, the hostesses being Mrs.
James F. Carver, Mrs. L. A. Crockett,
Mrs. Karl E. O’Brien and Mrs. Hal
lowell, Two of the prizes came to
Camden—Miss Harriet Gill won six
galss plates and Mrs. E. Frank Knowl
ton, handkerchiefs.
Mrs. Eva Rose, who has l>een spend
ing the winter in Boston, has returned
to Rockland where she will be with her
sister for a week’s visit before opening
her house in Camden.

BOUGHT THOMASTON PROPERTY
An important Thomaston real estate
transfer took place Friday when the
Vinal block, a three story brick struc
ture, passed into the ownership of
Ernest C. Davis and Herbert H. Stover
of Rockland, who buy for investment.
H. H. Stover & Co. will occupy the
ground floor and basement as a branch
of their Rockland business in flour and
feed. The Thomaston Public Library
will continue in its present quarters
on the second floor rear and the front
rooms on this floor will be offered to
tenants. The third floor, formerly used
by the K. of P„ will be let to some fra
ternity or possibly for facto r use.

PLOW OUT DRIFTS
The sledding is already gone and the
influx of spring business is held up
chiefly by the presence of numerous
drifts through the suburbs and country
districts, which prevent free wheel
traffic. If the several road commis
sioners should plow out these drifts it
would aid the business of the county
to a marked degree.

• • ♦ *
At the Pratt Memorial M. E. church
Sunday morning thq pastor will preach
on "The Message of Calvary.’’ "The
Palms,” Faure, will be sung by the
choir and Mrs. Storer and Miss Ruth
Plummer will sing the duet “Jerusa
lem," Parker, and Mrs. Storer will
sing "The Crucifix," Faure. The even
ing service will begin at 7.15 with a
song service led by Otho L. Hatch, af
ter which the pastor will preach on
“First Things First.” Sunday school at
12 with classes for all. Epworth League
at 6, subject, “What Jesus Expects of
Me.”
• • • •
At the First Baptist church Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald of Auburn, who has
conducted special services each night
this week, will preach Sunday morning
on "Spiritual Dugouts Bombarded ’’
Special Palm Sunday music will be
rendered by the choir and Ernest Crie
will play Faure's "Palms" as a cornet
solo. At the Sunday school hour De
cision Day will be observed. A big
men’s mass meeting will occur at 3
o'clock with a special male chorus. At
this meeting Mr. MacDonald’s subject
Is to he "The Biggest Man in Rock
land." The evening evangelistic ser
vice at 7.15 will commence with a live
song sendee. The. choir anthems and
a trumpet solo by Clarence Fish of
Camden will compose an attractive
musical program. Mr. MacDonald will
preach at this service on "The Big Tug
cf War."
• • • •

Palm Sunday at the Universalist
church will be observed at follows:
Morning service at 10.30 with sermon
by the pastor on the subject, "A Broad
er Faith.” The choir will sing "Re
joice Jerusalem and Sing,” Nevin, and
"Like As a Hart," Risher. Miss Gladys
Jones and Chester Wyllie will sing the
duet, "Open the Gate of the Temple,”
Knatt. The evening picture service
will present the play "The Man Who
Played God." This will be the last
picture service for tho season. A fea
ture of this service will be the Boy
Scout ceremony of Troop No. 3. The
Tuesday evening service will be de
voted to the study of tho principles of
Unlversalism. Thursday evening com
munion service and reception of church
members.

♦ ♦ • •

Rev. John Taylor Holman will use
as his subject "The Signs of the
Times,” at Littlefield Memorial church
Sunday morning. Families are re
quested to sit together at this service.
Miss Rae Holman of West Somerville.
Mass., will sing and the choir will
render the anthem, "Ride On In
Majesty.’ Bible school meets at noon.
Christian Endeavor service at 6.15 led
by Celeste Bridges, subject, “Tales of
Indian Christians.”
Sunday school
night is to be observed at 7.15 when
members of s.nne classes will occupy
seats together. Mr. Holman will use
as his topic "Reasoning With God."
There will be a vocal duet, “Love Di
vine” by G. Carl Cassens and Mrs, C.
R. Dorman; a soprano solo by Miss
Holman and a violin solo by Paul
Jameson. Evangelistic services each
evening next week except Saturday.

STRAND THEATRE
Don’t fall to see Neva Gerber today
in “The Price of Youth.” A wonderful
actress and a fascinating picture.
The feature for Monday and Tuesday
is "Too Much Business.” The story
is woven around a young man' who is
enterprising enough but lax in punct
uality. He also believes in taking time
from business to make love to the fair
secretary of his boss. The girl, how
ever, is strictly businesslike, and she
gives him a magazine to read an
article on making life affairs strictly
business.
John Henry, disgusted,
throws the magazine on his desk and
tears off his day calendar. The "OV"
of November falls upon the magazine
obliterating the "IF” in life making the
story read “Make your love affairs
strictly business."—adv.
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E. A. GILDDEN & CO. t
WALDOBORO, ME.

BORN

Moody—.'Rockland, ut Silsby Maternity Home.
March 20, to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Moody, h
daughter. (Correction.)
Phllbriek—Rockland, at Silsby Maternltv
Home, March 24, to Mr. and Mrs. lthama Phil
brick, a daughter—Norma Virginia.
Grl-der—Camden. March 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Grleder, a son.
Brown—Rockland, March 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
Nestor S. Brown, a son—Richard Stanley.
Eaton—Rockport, March 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alphonso Eaton, a son—'Martin Albert.
Tolrnan—Rockland, at Silsby Maternity Home.
March 20, to Mr. nnd Mrs. Leroy Tolrnan of
The funeral of Rockville, a son.

Kennebec Journal:
the late Miss Elizabeth K. O’Donnell
was held from the home of'Miss Eliza
beth Russell, 11 Grove street, Monday
afternoon at 2 o'clock, Rev H. E. Mc
Whorter officiating. The bearers were
Harry Goodrich, Ralph Brown, Ernest
Currier and Leigh Webber. There was
a large attendance of friends and rela
tives and a profusion of beautiful
flowers. The remains were placed in
the tomb a.t the Hallowell cemetery.

Good Values at the W. M. Purlngton
store in jewelry tableware, sterling and
ivory goods, razors, scissors, clocks,
etc. Repair work as usual. 344 Main
street, Rockland.
36-tf
Mrs. Ellen Crocker, medium, will be
at 31 Union street, from March 29 to
April 19, to give readings and treat the
sick. Tel. 799-M.
36-tf
Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.’s Sale closes
TuetJay, March 27. Fee adv. under
Thomaston items.—adv.

MARRIED

Frost-Beaton—Portsmouth, N. H., May 27.
1922, by Rev. Mr. Gooding, Frank W. Frost of
Bangor and Mrs. Annie L. Beaton of Rockland.
-Cain-Hcald—Lincolnville, March 15, by Rev
if I. Holt, William K. Caln of Benton and Bai
bara A. Heald of Camden.
DIED

Boblin—Camden, March 21, Peter Bohllu, aged
70 years, lo months, 3 days.
Young—•Somerville, Mass. March 19, M. An
notte Young, wife of A. M. Young. Intcnneur
in Camden.
Bacon— Port Clyde. March 17, William Fred
Bacon, aged 83 years.
Brann—Somerville, (March 17, Richmond
Brann, uged 42 years.
(Jove—Rockland, March 23, Charlotte ()., wife
of Joshuu (Jove, aged 89 years, 4 months, 26
days.
Lothrop—East Union, March 23. Grace M.
Lothrop, aged 45 years, 2 months, 27 days. Fu
ncral Sunday at 1 p. m„ from the late resi
detlce.
Merrill—East Union. March 28, Olga Merrill,
aged 51 years, 6 months, 8 daysWellman—South Hope, March 22. Susan A.
Welinan, aged 77 years, 19 days.
Gregory Rockland, March 23, Irene, widow
of Capt. Weston Gregory, aged 83 years, 9
months. Funeral Sunday, at 2 o’clock, from the
family residence, 63 Cedar street.
CARD OF THANKS

36-37

MASTERPIECE

PARK Theatre M«larci?Y 26th

Mrs. Eva Rose who has been spend
ing the winter in Boston has returned
to Rockland, where she will he with
her ,sisler for a week’s visit before
opening iter house in Camden.
The Congregational, Methodist and
Baptist churches wil hold union Easter
services Holy Week, beginning Sunday
evening at the Congregational, when
Rev. B. W. Russell will preach. The
services for the week will be hehf as
follows: Monday, at the Baptist; Tues
day, Methodist; Wednesday. Congre
gational; Thursday, Baptist, and Fri
day at the Congregational, This serv
ice will be followed by a union com
munion service. The metings all week
will begin at 7 o’clock.
The Capt. Ralph Berry house on
Chestnuts treet has been sold to Leroy
Capt. Coombs plans to have the
McDermott.
stearmer Castine on the West Islesboro
Belfast run before long. She has been
given a thorough overhauling during
the long winter lay-off.
“When a Feller Needs a Friend” is
the attractive title of the Senior play
which will he presented in the Opera
House April 6.
Willey’s barge of coal is in.
Megir.ticook Grange meets March 28.
Limerock Valley Pomona meets with
Megunticook Grange March 31 for an
afternoon and evening session.
Rev. H. I. Holt will preach on ‘ Tem
poral Triumphs vs. Eternal Victory,” at
the Congregational church Sunday
morning, with Rev. B. H. Russell
preaching at a union service in the
evening.
Capt. Ralph Berry has bought the
Ernest Clark house on Central street.
Miss Frances Adams, the evangelist,
who has been holding a very success
ful series of meetings at the Methodist
church has concluded her work here.
During her stffy in Camden she has
made a host of permanent personal
friends, especially among the children.
Miss Lillian oung has returned from
Silsby Hospital where she has been for
treatment.
Frank Hart has returned to Boston
after spending a week with his parents.
Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Hart.
The Legion Minstrels are coming
along in a pleasing manner. Tickets
are on sale by Legion members and
may be cheeked at Mixer’s.
The lecture at the Y. M. C. A. last
Friday netted $90, which will be used
in painting the building.
Miss Barbara A. Heald, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Heald and Wil
liam Eugene Cain of Boston were
quietly married at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. J. S. Mullin in Lincolnville.
They plant o make their home in
Benton.
The reital of Lewis Pendleton, bari
tone, assisted by Miss Ruth Thomas
at the piano, will be held in the Meth
odist church Tuesday evening.
A school dance is scheduled for
iMonday night in Heal’s hall.
Domenico Leo has purchased a
double tenement on Brookside avenue
from J. W. Ingraham.
O. A. Alden has sold his house on
Spruce street to Harry E. Thurlow.
Maiden. Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
have work on several candidates
Wednesday evening.
303 Company, C. A. C., Maine Na
tional Guard, is very proud of their
new gun which was made by the W.
H. Glover Co. of Rockland, and placed
in the Armory Monday. The gun is of
wood and is a copy of the gun at Fort
Williams which this company used
when in cant]^ It will be used at the
Armory for practice purposes. The

AT THE ARCADE
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“BHE EXCITING NIGHT”!

CAMDEN

At the Congregational church to
morrow morning Mr Rounds will
preach on the subject, "The Day of
Visitation.” Church school at noon.
The Fellowship League will meet in
the vestry at 5.30.
• • » •
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o'clock. Subject
of lesson sermon, “Matter.” Sunday
school at 12 o'clock. The reading room
is located in the new Bicknell block
and is open every week day from 2.30
to 4.30 p. m.
• • • •
At St. Peter's church tEplscopal) the
services for Palm Sunday will be at
7.30, 10.00, 10.20, 10.30 and 12.15. The
evening service will he in Thomaston.
Special services every day in Holy
Week. Particulars may be found in
the usual weekly notices of tlie parish
on the first page of this issue.

POLO NEXT WEEK
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

1 wish to express my sincere thanks to rel.i
lives, friends and to the Knights of Pythias.
Masons and Odd Fellows, for their kindness and
sympathy, during tlie illness and death of m>
husband: also for tlie beautiful floral offerings.
Signed .

Mrs. Alible Bacon

Port Clyde, March 21.
CARD OF THANKS

PARLOR MILLINERY
EASTER HATS
From our own work-room, so
smartly different from the factory
made hats you see everywhere.

Mrs. E. D. Daniels
18 Wadsworth St., THOMASTON
36-39

I wish to thank tlie kind people who gladly
assisted me In a financial manner towards fire
loss sustained by me on October 5, 1923.
•
C. E. Storer.

ROCKLAND

Whereas, the Angel of Death lias again entered
our Chapter aud removed from our order Sister
EJonia Lamson. therefore, be it
Resolved. Tbat In the passing of our sister.
Orient Chapter No. 30, lias lost un honored and
worthy member.
Reuolved. That we extend to the bereaved
family oi our sister our heartfelt sympathy iu
their hi ui of mourning.
Resolved, That a copy be placed upon our
records, aud our charter lie draped in mourn
ing tor tlilrtv days; also a copy be sent to the
family and one to The Courier-Gazette for pub*
lieatlon.
,
Alice E. Williams, Carrie Ames, Walter Ayer,
Committee on Resolutions,
March 17. 1923.
*
...

—vs.—

FIRST DISPLAY, MAR. 28
Trimmed Hats added to stock each
week

AT THE ARCADE RINK

LOWELL LEAGUE TEAM
Introducing the famous “Kid” Williams, fastest rusher in the Big
League; Bob Hart, who umpires in National Baseball League, and
other stars. Dufresne will play with Rockland.
PHONE 856 FOR S
>

K3K

»

I

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
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THE DIARIST
. ........................................... ........ *►..........

Friday. March 16.
ONCr. MORE. ANYWAY
Thanks. Mr. Editor,
For thnre two lines.
At the end of
l.iut week’s miiinin ;
Thanks also to the
Lady who to d my wile.
That she read my dope
Religiously, and would
Miss It muchly
One never misses
T he Wet water, i mil the
Pipes get Clogged

;

WAR OF 1861-’65

SPRAY AND DUST

OWL’S HEAD VOTER

Who Promises To Keep Onj
Some Random Recollections Mr. Miller Gives Some Timely
Kicking and Hooting Till |
Suggestions On Caring For
From the Diary of a Knox
Two Towns Are Reunited.
Knox County Orchards.
County Soldier Boy.

the Sign of
l'Nor’*h National Biinkaj

SAFETY

FOR
HOLD

THINGS
DEAR

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

YOU

Stocks and bonds are net the only things that
Editor of ThcwUuurler-Gazette: —
call for the sure protection of a safety Deposit
Aft'-r Port Hudson surrendered on Edit >r of The Courier-Gazette: —
In reply to Dr. Emery’s plea against |
bo~.
There is a difTereree ol opinion
July 8, 1863, my regiment was sent'
reuniting with South Thomaston, we
You have other possessions—heirlooms and
home, our term of enlistment having among the experts regarding the rela feel that as permanent residents and I
priceless tokens—the loss of which would cut
expired two months before. We came tive merits of lime, sulphur spray anl taxpayers of the former town of South
deeper, perhaps, than the loss of replaceable
Thomason
that
our
wishes
are
to
be
up ihe Mississippi slowly, the steamer sulphur dust for the control of fungus
securities.
considered as much or more than tile
unning only by day. laying up to the diseases. Prof. Krout of tlie Massa wishes of those who spend but one or I
Think what it would mean to you if these
bank where night overtook us. W< chusetts Agricultural College claims two months of the year here. Town
treasures were destroyed by fire cr stolen by
with rust:
thieves.
were seven days on the sieamer from that lime sulphur spray is more effect officials were always elected In Owl's
lint it seems to me
ive in the control of scab than either Head as in other parts of the town. 1:
This line of dry stuff
Port
Hudson,
La.,
to
Cairo.
Ill,
where
Do
not
run
the
risk
of such a misfortune a single day longer.
Would hardly be missed at all.
sulphur or Bordeaux dust.
William has also been proven that 75 per cent
Rent a box in our fire and burglar-proof vault now. Then^
we took cars 3G5 miles to Chicago.
• • e •
Conant of Buckfieid. an expert on of the money appropriated for roads
whatever happens, you will know that its contents are safo.
Traveling up the river was a Contin spraying and dusting, thinks dusting is was expended at Owl's Head. While
Six a. m., 31. southwest, fresh, cloudy.
A little later—snow, hail and then rain. ual delight and surprise. The pilot equal to spraying for the control of we ure in favor of good roads, we also
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
2 p. m.. 38, south southwest, fresh said to us that any pilot who had not
ab. None claim however that dust claim that pedestrians should be pro
OPERATES
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE
breer. >. raining. Very sloppy. Wise been op or down the river within three can lake the place of the dormant vided with sidewalks which are not
UNiTED STATES GOVERNMENT
men, women and children wear rubber months was useless in that capacity, spray.
dangerous to life and lintb; also a path
bools. 6 p. m.. 38, south, fresh, over for 'll" ihannel chang<d so often. We
With what little experience I hav» free from stones. We haven't had |
cast. Thirty-two above a year ago this tied up at some wood yard at least once had with dusting the Mclntesh Red ior these for two years at least liut hope
a die tc "wood up.” our roustabouts scab, 1 nm inclined to think Prof. Krout to within five.
n or ting.
• • • •
ind tl.c woodyard crew hanging the is right. On one McIntosh Red tree
Within 25 years nobody rememliers I
Five years ago today, I heard a man wood rn board on their shoulders. Now dust was used. Spray and dust were having seen the roads left in a con
in Camden say that up to that time and then we "boys" took a hand at it applied to the others. There were two dition so impassabie that people were
Maine
there iiad been 108 days of good sled- and showed them how to hustle. The apples scabbed on the dusted tree while unable to haul their fuel unless making I
scemry was ever changing. A few there v as one on the trees that were an inconvenient detour as has been |
di ig.
• » • •
plantations bordered on the river, some sprayed and dusted. I think dust would done this present winter.
of v.’llth were abandoned.
In places give satisfactory results. Professor
A word in regard Io schools. We feel I
Traffic Note
buildings were projecting over til
in
his
experiment
finds that our school at Ingraham Hill, witli
Th‘‘ steamer Bay State was making banks, about ready to topple into the Krout
lime
sulphur
as
a
pink its improvement of paint, shades, lights |
the Winterport to Boston run, during river because of chnnges in the course that
bud rpray “causes severe burning of and victrola is in a class with the best
the winter of 1307-8.
of tha channel.
blossom buds." Homemade Bordeaux in town. The credit, however, is due
,
• • • •
• • • •
mixture 3-10-50 did not harm the buds the School Improvement League, which |
Saturday. March 17.
At one place the pilot ran the steam and gave excellent results. The Bor held entertainments and suppers for
Six n. m.. 32. partly cloudy; 5 p. m.. 35, er 2or several miles through an old deaux spray was use-1 otuv as a pink that purpose; and not to the town as |
northwest, light and dear; 10 p. m., cut-off.” so narrow in places that the bud spray. For the other sprays four
28, clear. It was 19 above a year ago trees brushed the boat on both sides and cne-half pounds ot dry lime sul has been reported.
It is true that the principal kicker |
this burning.
Now and then he accidentally ran into phur to 50 gallons of water was used.
and hooter for division resides al the
* * • •
Pi of. Krout says tho pink bud spray Head of the Bay. but the kickers and |
"pocket,” a rainbow shaped sandbar,
Karl From the Andes
extending from the shore a mile or two is the most important and should lie hooters against said division are scat
When Harold Karl was home from above, out into the river, and return timed so that it is on the foliage, buds tered from Ash Point to Rockland line. I
South America a few years "ago, 1 was ing to the shore below. The steamer and petals of the blossoms before the it is to lie deplored that all of this mis
talking with him one evening, and 1 would manage to push over this bar, winter spores are discharged from tho directed energy could not have been
asked him if “he got a chance to read then running up two or three miles old leaves lying under the trees. Dui - used towards the making of a better
The Courier-Gazette. He said, that al and not be able to get ever at the upper ing rainy periods these spores are dis and more united town titan of a smaller |
though he was generally very busy, he end would run back to the point where charged and carried by the air up U and disrupted one.
found time to read “Mickle" and "Wa she crossed the sandbar ar.d so into the under surface of Ihe leaves. Prof.
We have yet to see whether any town I
tecmar.'s Beach." Quite a few of us the real channel. "Sawyers" consti Krout tells us that in 1921 these spores started wilt; Injustice continues to |
are hoping that Mickie will tell us
tuted another menace. A sawyer is a were d.scharged from April 26 to June prosper. Meantime, we shall continue
story once in awhile. When the roads long log, one end of which is sunk and 6. Here in Maine the discharge would to kick and hoot until we are reunited |
down Spruce Head way get in suitable stuck in the mud The other end free be a week or more later. 1 i^iink it with South Thomaston. We prefer
condition for Lizzie’s sister to travel at the surface and headed down stream would be a mighty good idea to give natural mother to a foster parent.
on. The Diarist is going to make a call keeps bobbing up and down, right and the nees a spray between the dormant
A Voter.i
on MGodfrey. There’s a bunch of us left, by action of the current. If the and pink spray.
* * * *
who. would never think of skipping paddle-wheel picks it up the result i:
WHITE HEAD
Last year I sprayed and dusted a
over that line.
a smashed wheel.
One of the most interesting things part cf the Spys and most of the fruit
Mri. J. K. Lowe of RackllfT’s Island. I
we saw were the "coves," formed by a on these trees was perfect, while that
Sunday, March 18.
who has been on a three veeks visit |
on
tii-j
unaprayed
trees
was
imperfect
bend
ii.
the
river,
where
through
the
Seven a. m.. 20 above, clear; 3 p. m
SOLD BY
These Spy trees were sprayed and to Boston and vicinity, returned home
37. southwest, light and clear; roads years at. eddy in the water had been
dusted at least six times. I recently Saturday.
about town very bad—for pushing baby depisiting all kinds of floating debris.
SOLD
BY
BURPEE
&
LAMB
Mr3. Alonzo Connois of Two Bush
received a letter from A. A. Marshall in
vehicle; 10 p. m., 32, clear. Sixteen Some ol these coves were acres in ex
,
SOLE AGENTS
tent. Here could be seen wrecked whica he says: “We had about 19,000 Light, who carried iter little son ti
above a year ago this morning.
steamboats, barges and many kinds of boxes of McIntosh Reds this season, Silsby Hospital in Ro, kland last week I
, ,
• • . •
smal'rr craft, some as good as ever; and had very little scab, not over one has returned home. The baoy is much
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Second Traffic Note
lumber of all kinds, mill logs, boards, to two percent. We sprayed seven improved in health.
Some of the cribbage experts from I
clapboards in bundles, shingles, houses, times. We have over 3.000 McIntosh
Five years ago this morning (it f
“THE FOOL”
on Monday) 1 stood on the platform of barns and small buildings, household Red trees." Mr. Marshall’s orchard Is Spruce Head decided to come down
WALTZING THE HOURS AWAY
here and tackle Messrs. Andrews and
Rockland’s new Maine Central Railroad furniture, dead horses, mules cattle of in F. tchburg. Mass.
Dunn
to
test
out
the
claims
made
|
WARREN
Tnose who have orchards near the
(For The Ctiurier-Gazette 1
‘ The Ft ol.’’ (’banning Pollt ck’s pow
statij’i, corner of Union and Pleasant all kinds—even human bodies—and hun
through the columns of The CourierOh, how I’d like to go waltzing.
erful and interesting drama now in its
streets, and watched its first regula dreds of other things. Curiosity hunters forest will have to watih them, or their
On the white sands of the shore.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Boggs and vhilgo there at risk of their lives, being fruit will get nipped in the bud. Oi. lazette After winning four out of 12 I
seventh week at the Selwyn Theatre
passenger train pull out.
Gliding away In the moonlight.
liable tc drop through to sure death. the north side of my orchard Is a games the invaders decided they could |
Boston, is not only the latest but tin ilreii wvre guests of his father, Levi
• * * *
In time to the waves’ gentle roar;
From this fight a better battle against tlie dough
Waltzing away in tlie moonlight
most ambitious contribution s< far Bi >g:< the past week.
Just Before I Put That Ralph Parlette Thes-> are also the gathering places of growth of pine trees.
Forgetting the worries of day.
Dr. B. H. Kellar of Thomaston vzas
growth the partridges come into my or- nuts and coffee provided for the occa
beasts
and
birds
of
prey,
as
well
as
Ihe
made to the stage.
Folder Back in File
Lost in the smile of my partner,
in town 'making professional calls
home o! poisonous snakes, alligators charTand budded most of the trees be sion. Any more comers?
“The Fool’’ might be called a modern
Gliding
tlie
hours
away.
'“I don’t care to hear about your and turkey buzzards.
Miss Etta Mitchell of The Light ex
fore 1 saw them. They bud early in
morality play or a revival play, for the Wedm creeds. I want to know if your religion
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Stevens were
t'.h, how I’d like to go waltzing.
Adjacent to the river and separated the morning, and between sunset and pects to leave the latter part of th-1
principal character is an idealist light
On the white sands by the sea.
is making you happier today than yes only by a narrow strip of sand were dark. On some of the trees most of the week tor Matinicus Rock, where she
recent guests of his sister, Mrs. Benja
ing
injustice
and
materialism
tooth
and
Waltzing away witli a mermaid,
terday, making you a better neighbor, many bayous and marshes, covered by blossom buds had been destroyed. I will be the guest of Capt. F. O. Hilt |
min Starrett.
Ha] pj as a ■ '-.in ba;
nail. As assistant rectcr of a fashion
making it easier to overcome your thousards of waterfowl—a real hunt am serding you a sample of my and family, • •
Mr;. Fred Starrett entertained the
Never a thought of the morrow,
able church in New York, he is-ban
Only the joy a of today.
meanness, making today your best day. er's paradise.
Ciot. L. R. Dunn and members of the I
ladb's of the Farm Bureau at a “Betty”
sprayed and dusted fruit. Early in the
ished from the pulpit denouncing greed meeting Wednesday.
Out on the sands by the ocean.
1 don’t want to see the label on a tree—
sea s en I was offered J4.50 per barrel crew were in Rockland on business)
(Hiding the hours away.
and hypocrisy, which ito him are syn ishow me the fruit. Then I'll tell you if
Warren Grange has voted tp ask Mrs.
—Nan key ]
for ihe sprayed fruit. Last year the Monday. Mr. and Mrs Wyman Join'
nyms for wealth and success. He cas s Iva Jewett to speak on “Flowers’’ at an
A Mississippi passenger steamer was
ekoids Light.
it’s sweet apples or crab-apples."
trees were not sprayed and the pack son went with them in the life boat.
his
lot
with
labor,
to
help
in
the
con

a gorgeous thing, all gold-leaf, white
• • • •
open meeting the first of May. Mrs.
Miss Thelma Andrews, Norton’s Is
ers would not accept the apples as No.
flict with capitalism; hut here too be Jewett is a very abb* speaker with a
pain;, jigsaw and lathe work, slender
land, is visiting at Mrs- Vernon TabMonday, March 19.
2's.
C. A. Miller.
WALDOBORO
meets
rebuffs
and
is
saved
from
at

posts. There were three decks, th
fund ol practical knowledge concern
butt's.
Six a. m.. 34, cloudy, southerly wind;
Union, Maine.
Millard I., -Jtobinson is visiitng | Mrs. Harvey Cline of Spruce Head tack as if by a miracle, when a crip ing r.er subject. Those privileged to
1 p. m.. 40. south, light, overcast; 6 p. craft being very wide and flat-bot
[T.ie sample that our correspondent
pled
girl
walks
f»
r
the
first
time
ami
s»
tomed. built to run in very shoal wa
hear 1 er when nh$ spoke before tho
m., 40, southwest, overcast.
alludes to is an exceedingly handsome friends in Rockland.
has been visiting her parents, Mr. artd awes the mob of disgruntled strikers!
ter. We were told of one pilot who
Farm Bureau will welcome tliis an
bit of fruit which will receive appreci
Mrs. La forest Butler.
lost bis bearings in a dense fog. Th
that taunts and threatens him. So the nouncement of a second series of talks.
To Lovers of Milk
SOMERVILLE
Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Sanborn have re play is brought to a thrilling climax,
sun coming out suddenly and dispers atlve discussion at the editorial desk
News was received recently by Mrs.
turned from Portland.
“Boston will have a cow parade in ing ilie fog, he found himself and hi3 daily at 11 o’clock a. m. until the supply
which*h)oints the theme of spiritual re A. ’I'. Norwood of the burning of tha
Weston Brown, who has been verv
Mrs. Helen M. Daggett is ill.
May, led by Kiltie bands, but the cows steamer in the middle of a plantation is exhausted.—Ed.]
generation.
bungalow owned by her uncle, Fred
Mrs. Walter II. McFarland and son
ill. is able to be out again. Dan His’.er
will ride in automobiles just as circus half a mile from the river, having rut
His ohl friends call him a fool and a Snow, in Tampa, Florida. Warren
f Jersey City are guests of Mr. and failure; but. as he says in the end. his frien Is will sympathize with Mr. Snow
is also better.
animals do and the parade will be fol that lalf mile over heavily bedewed
VlNALHAVLi'
F. A. Turner is ill with the prevail Mrs. Fred Scott.
lowed by a cow exhibition, in Mechan grass.
way of living has been his contribution who
in bis eightieth year and to
Miss Eva Rush underwent a success to the world’s work. Others have whom this loss seems a very heavy
ing epidemic.
ics Building."—Transcript.
Tha bank of the river is so bold that
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Merritt
Lenfest
return
K. W. Clifford of China is in town ful operation at the Knox Hospital amassed wealth and achieved what they bfi.w.
I hope that the parade “will be fol a steamer can nose up almost any
Wednesday.
lowed" by a high wind, wafting the where to take on or leave passengers ed Thursday frum New York where sawing wood with gasoline power.
call success, but he has found peace,
M ». Xfame Wiley returned to her
George Boggs spent the weekend at health, friends, time to indulge his soul home at Oyster River Wednesday, hav
scent of apple blossoms. It probably Wharves were few. In many place they spent the winter months. En
Richmond Brann
home
from
Portland.
"will bv followed" by a few Fords emit old boats, unfit for river work, were route they visited their daughter. Mrs
Richmond Brann died of pneumonia
and to help the needy. “Which of us,” ing been a guest of her sister, Mrs. Ev
Rev. Laurence Greenwood of Wis he asks his old friend, the capitalist, elyn Robinson, for several djys.
ting the characteristic autodor.
taste led broadside to the hank. Just ack Pillsbury at Thomaston. Audrey March 17, aged about 42 years. He I
• • • •
below Vicksburg we saw one end of a and Janice Pillsbury are spending the survived by his wife, an adopted son. casset was in town Thursday.
“is th(> rich man?’’ The play answers
Ernest Aehom is making rapid prog
Mr. and Mrs. William Grant have the question emphatically. Service in ress o 1 his recently purchased building.
canal that had been cut across a bend Easter vacation in town as guest. of Merton T. Brann; four brothers and
Tuesday. March 20.
their
grandparents.
one
to
Hallowell
w
’
here
Mr.
Grant
one sister—George of this town, Ansel
Six a. m., 6 above—about zero in in an attempt to turn the river and
behalf of fellow-creatures has made The plumbing is now being installed.
Mrs. Arthur Francis returned to
of Gardiner. Morrill of Washington. has assumed the management of a the outcast clergyman as happy as
some places in town—very strong leave Vicksburg and its fortifications Portland Thursday.
Mrs. H. L. Robbins and daughters
quarry.
Henry of Augusta, and Mrs. Daisy
northwest wind; 1 p. m., only up to 18 miles inland. The river refused to take
mortal man can he.
Lau a and Gertrude were guests of her
Mrs.
Clinton
Teal
entertained
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
W.
Scott,
who
have
still northwest, fresh and clear; 6 p the new channel at that time, but about Rainbow Club Tuesday evening. Re Locke, also of Augusta. Mr. Brann was
It is a play that appeals to what the sistcMrs. A. T. Norwood, the past
a young man »f sterling character, al been visiting in Gardiner and vicinity, author regards as the much neglected week.
m.. practically the same—wind dimin four years later suddenly did so, leav freshments were served.
have
returned
home.
ways kind and pleasant and will be
ishing in force. A year ago this morn ing Vicksburg—which is situated at
better side of the play-going publio. It
Mrs. Joseph Teague and son of Con
The subject of the lesson sermon at
Mrs. J. T. Gay and Miss Anne Gay was not written in a hurry to divert nects.nit are guests of Miss Bertha
the bead of a big bend—an inland city.
sadly missed. Both he and his wife
ing it was 34 above.
the
Christian
Science
Service
Sunday
I think this canal was called Dutch
were very ill with the prevailing epi were in Rockland Thursday.
• • • •
the tired business man. Mr. Pollock Teague.
will be "Matter.” *
The Woman’s Club met with Mrs.
Gap.
demic. Funeral services were he'd
Mis; Ethel Hart is home from Cas
j devoted ten years to it, aiming to pro
Grass Fires
Union
Church
Circle
had
an
un

At Natchez on the bluffs a plank
Monday afternoon at his late home Harold R. Smith Tuesday afternoon.
Saturday, March 20, 1915, took a trip sluiceway several hundred feet long usually large attendance at the supper conducted by Missionary W. E. Over-| Twelve members were present, Mrs. duce n work that would appeal to the tine Normal School for the Easter va
public through its idealism ami hu cation.
in automobile, to see the grass fires up was used to dump the city’s refuse held Thursday evening at the vestry.
lock of Razorvilie. Interment was mad Waltz’s paper dealt with the Indian
Mi-ses Shirley Castner and Hannah
Miles Sawyer returned Wednesday in tha family lot. The heartfelt sym question stirring up a spirited dis manitarian ism.—adv.
at the Old Mill and in that section into the river. More than one darkey
Knight left Thursday to spend several
This day in 1923. must dig deep to find driver took a quick slide into the river, from a few days visit with relatives pathy of all is extended to the family.
cussion of their rights and wrongs.
days in Portland and Gorham. In the
the grass, and If located, it probably along with his mule and cart, because in Roekiand.
PORT CLYDE
Plans wore made for sending an Easter
latter place they will he the guests of
Next
Thursday
afternoon
at
3
o'clock
would r.ot burn.
box to the disabled soldiers at the Ma
of backing up too far. We are not half
Miss Charlotte Starrett, who is a stu
NORTH HAVEN
• • • •
rine Hospital in Portland. Mrs. Smith
Mrs. Dorothy Balano is at home for dent at Gorham Normal School.
way no the river yet, but space forbids the members of Union Church Circle
Schools closed Friday for one week’s gave the club members a delightful two weeks.
Wednesday, March 21
mention of hundreds of interesting will hold a cake sale at the vestry
Toni Robinson is the owner of a fine
Miss Doris Nichols left for Rockland vacation.
Six a. m., 22 above, cloudy, trace of happenings on that Mississippi jour
surprise by serving a dainty buffet
Mrs. Alice Marshall is visiting ‘her pair of western horses.
Wednesday to accompany her nieces
Miss A)bra Oakes will spend her va lunch at the close of the meeting. The daughter in Rockland.
snow in air; 9 a. m.. 31, east, light ney.
F. S. Philbrick.
Charges McDonald of Thomaston was
Frances and Stella Young, to their cation with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. |
year will close Tuesday, March
partly cloudy; 6 p. in., 23. south, Ugh!
Rev. John Holman, is in Rockland in town Thursday.
home in that city. Miss Nichols will be F. E. Oakes. Vinalhaven.
27. The members will celebrate by
clear; 10 p. tn., 32, clouded sky. Forty
for a few weeks holding special meet
Mrs. Wentworth has been the guest
tlie guest of her sister, Mrs. Almond
MONHEGAN
Frank Milan will spend his vaca banquet given at Bond’s resturant at 7! ings.
above a year ago this morning.
of h •<’ son, Ralph Wentworth the past
Young for a few days.
tion with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. < >. o’clock. Any member who wishes to
• « • «
The harbor is free from ice again so week.
Mr. and Mrs William Healey who
Milan. Swan's Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Pierce have
bring a guest on this occasion will the water front has resumed acCareful, Coal Fire Tenders
Friday evening. March 16, Mrs. ii kindly notify Mrs. Eugenia H. Waltz, tivities
returned from their southern trip, have been spending the winter in Port
New spring suits, coats and dresses
Carbon monoxide is a colorless, taste
T. Crockett < ntertiiined the following who is chairman of the committee.
called unexpectedly by the illness of land have returned home.
William F. Bacon
are being received at the Davis Gar
less, can't-be-smelled gas. It is ei
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge wil! in honor of her birthday: Bernice
their father, Alonzo Pierce.
The community was saddened >Iareh ment Store, corner of Main and Elin
In
Spite
of
the
severe
storm
Friday
ceedingly poisonous when drawn into
Dr. Clarke of Pemaquid V'as on the hold its regular meeting Tuesday even Crockett, Jeannette Crockett, Raymond evening the reception given to Rev.Guy 17 by the death of one of its oldest and streets, Rockland, almost every day,
the lungs through the nose or mouth, Island this week attending Mrs. Clou- ing. This will be a meeting of special Crockett and Albra Oakes. She was
1'. McQuaidee of the Baptist Church most esteemed citizens, William Fred thus keeping the stock fresh.—adv.
because its affinity for blood is 130
interest.
the recipient of many useful presents. was an unqualified success. Tlie room Bacon, aged S3 years, which took place
din Wincapaw, who is seriously ill.
times as grekt as that of oxygen and it
The "Dumb Belles" wish to announce Refreshments were served. All de was beautifully decorated for the af after several months of failing health.
Mrs. W. S. Davis entertained friends
decomposes the blood. Air becomes
FARTHEST NORTH RADIO
Saturday evening in honor of Capt. a candy sale at Union Church vestry, parted at a late hour having spent a fair and Fuller’s Orchestra furnished Mr. Bacon was a member of the
poisonous when it contains five percent Davis’ birthday.
Wednesday afternoon at 2.30.
“This is Jan Mayen Dand; stand by.”
very enjoyable evening.
excellent
music.
Roscoe
L.
Benner
Knights
of
Pythias,
Masons
and
(kid
of carbon monoxide. It is formed when
Mrs. Julia Wilson is spending a few
Local radio operators who boast
Ford Davis, A. S. Wallace and Ear
gave the speech of welcome followed Fellows, also a veteran of the Civil
a substance containing carbon burns in
Field were in Portland a few days las weeks with Mrs. Mary Noyes.
by remarks by Rev. < >. G. Barnard and War. He was a man respected and every morning about the distant points
an insufficient supply of air—as when week.
An S. O. S. supper will be part of the
Rev. It. L. Sheaf. A pleasing program liked by every one and is survived by from ^vhich they heard the previous
the araught in a furnace is not strong
Cap*, and Mrs. “Cas" Brackett hav» program when the "Dumb Belles”
added to the enjoyment of the guests. his wife, formerly Miss Abbie Marshall, nU’ht. arc not including Jan Mayen
enough to remove the products of com returned home from St. Augustine, Fla christen their new club room on Tues
Ice cream, cake and coffee were served and one brother in Sidney. Tin* funeral Land in their statements That would
bustion and supply fresh air. It is
Mrs. Nettie Cazallis and daughter day evening. This club will also hold
during the evening. About 70 people services were held Tuesday afternoon he stretching it a little too far.
very important that it should not be Ethe’.yn are visiting friends in Hound a dance at the Armory Friday evening.
Jan Mayen Land, a tiny volcanic
in the Baptist church, Rev. Martin
were present.
allowed to escape into rooms occupied Pond.
Dizziness, nausea, head,
Pictpres of The big snow banks and
Paramount pictures are giving ex Howes officiating. The choir sang one island north of Iceland, is in the track
by humans. I remember that father
ache, no appetite, consti
Maynard Brackett was in New Har subway of Main street are attracting
cellent satisfaction at Ihe Star Theatre selection and Mrs. Merton Anthony of arctic storms sweeping toward the
and mother put up a holler when an bor Saturday.
pation, biliousness — all
much attention at Carver’s candy
Thomas Meighan was at his best last sang a solo. The Knights of Pythias coast of Norway* 600 miles distant. In
other kid and 1 proposed sleeping in
can be avoided by taking
store. Place your order early and
Saturday night. This week Gloria and Masons attended in a body. Sym order to obtain timely warning of the
our little camp, out back of the house,
“L. F.”Atwood’s Medicine.
avoid the rush.
Swanson, who is a great favorite here, pathy is extended to Mrs. Bacon in her storms which* peril its interests, the
one winter night. The camp was heat
It sweetensandstrengthenstho
Vinalhaven Symphony Orchestra will
Norwegian government Jess th<n two
will l,e seen in the Sam Wood produc bereavement.
fttomaeh, stimulates the liver,
ed with a coal stove, and how could the
hold its rehearsal on Sunday after
years ago established oh th? island a
cleanses the bowels, and re
tion. "Her Gilded Cage.” Gloria will
parents be sure that we would give the
noon.
stores these organs to normally
radio station, the fart heal'-north -sta
appear as a Parish dancer who has
fire draught enough to carry the gases
healthy action. A small dose
Mr and Mrs. Rodney Philbrook are
tion in the world, sayi'the A^pril Pop
won fame and love after many
taken nightly is an effective
up the smoke-pipe?
ular Mechanics Magazine in an illus
quite ill.
Get
at
the
Real
Cause
—
Take
preventive.
“ *
temptations. Da\ id Powell. Harrison
»
• • * *
Used nearly70
Supt. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley will
trated article. It is in charge of AkFold
ami
Waller
Hiers
are
In
tile
ex
Dr.
Edwards
’
Olive
Tablets
vears. Large
Thursday, March 22.
bard Ekerokl, an American citizen.
spend tlie week of March 26 with rela
cellent cast.
bottle, 50 cts
Six a m., 28 above, foggy; break
tives in Thomaston.
5 There is no logical reason • The operator and his assistants are
1 cent a dose.
That’s what thousands of stomach
water horn going about all the fore
All dealers.
first permanent inhabitants of the
University of Maine closes this week
■ why anyone should hesitate ■ the
sufferers are doing now. Instead of and local students are expected home
WHEELER’S BAY
noon; 1 p. m.. 43, southwest, light,
islands
v . * ■.
*
“L. F.“
taking tonics, or trying to patch up a Saturday.
to take eod-liver oil. This
partly cloudy; 6 p. m., 40, southwest,
MEDICINE
poor digestion, they are attacking the
CO.,
Mrs. Georg? Barnes and son, Floyd,
light, almost calm, vapory. A year
A family party was held Monday at
eue’Riziiig food has been an
rial cause of the ailment—clogged liver the home of Mrs. L. R. Smith, in honor Portland, Me.
were in Rockland Wednesday.
ago this morning it was 36 above. Ten
MEN
important factor in the
and disordered bowels.
Alfreda Barnes of Rockland spent
years ago the ice went out at Bangor.
of Mrs. Alice Strickland's birthday an
Find
it
Invaluable
for
health
record
of
thousands.
|
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets arouse niversary.
the weekend with her parents.
♦ « * »
the
liver
in
a
soothing,
healing
way
L?ster
Elwell
was
in
Rockland
reCuts,
8calds,
Burns,
The
steamer
will
leave
for
Rockland
If This Sinks In, It May Stop Me From
When the liver and bowels are per at 8 o'clock or on arrival of boat from
Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
! cently.
Making Any More Copy
forming their natural functions, away the East until further notice. Mails'
ChilblainsorSore Feet.
Mrs. Percy Dennison who has been
Their Secret Discovered.—Men who
Trtpared by the Noiwat Medicinb Co., Norway. Me.
goes indigestion and stomach troubles. will close at 7.30 a. m.
ill with scarlet fever is out,again.
have the reputation of knowing their
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue,
Many of the young people from this
Almond Miller has recently pur
business have not wasted their time
If It failsto benefit you whenmed strictly ^directed on
poor appetite, a lazy, don’t-care feeling chased a new radio set.
place are joining the Grange at St. J is the easy and effective way •
tho tuside wrapper. Iry a hottie. Sold l»y ell dealete,
meddling in the business of other peo
no ambition or energy, trouble with
George and enjoying it very much.
The ice has gone from the Old Har- |
to lake pure vitainineSTRONG
pie.—Boston Transcript.
undigested foods? Take Olive Tablets bor and the fishermen are preparing
Mis. J. II. Barnes and Mrs. J. S.
. . . •
beariiijj cod - liver oil.
the substitute for calomel.
WATCHMAKER und JEWELER ' ! Allanl called on Mrs. W. V. Dennison
to get at work at once.
It is surprising liow
The Observant Citizen
I Wednesday.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets are a
WALL PAPER
There was a good attendance at the
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
purely vegetable compound mixed witli Saints church last Sunday evening1
Arthur Richardson and Percy Den
many take it lojielp
How many noticed that the Tuesday,
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
nison were in Rockland Tuesday.
The Famous Sheet M isie you see silver*
"March 13, 1923, issue of "our” paper, olive oil. You will know them by their with Rev. N. M. Wilson preaching on
build
up
body
and
strength.
SUPPLIES
tised in all the leading magarine*. Over
Victor Dennison has finished filling
(Volume 78, Number 31), was dated olive color. They do the work without "The Modern World and the Ancient ?
2200 selections—send for catalogue.
■ Stutl kt Hu<ne. Bluunihetd. X. J
22 .19
griping, cramps or pain.
his ice house.
Message." He will preach tomorrow
March 12, 1923?
THOMASTON. MAINE
MAINE
MUSIC CO, Rockland. Ma.
Some
of
the
men
have
started
to
• • • •
Take one or two at bedtime for quick evening on a timely subject with
Tu&S-tf
relief. Eat what you like. 15c and 30c. special Easter music.
work at Clark Island,
Welcome—"LOCAL CARTOONS."

North National Bank
Rockland,

With all
the latest
improve
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.

Jamson Jffubhard
Hats and Caps

Jlre everything a good, hoi should
be in style and Workmanship

V.F. STUDLEY

Don’t be
BILIOUS

Take It Now!

(

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

I
I

I

I
Scott’s Emulsion

TRAVEHNG

W. P.

SHEET MUSIC 15c

{
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How young men and young women
KNOX PROBATE COURT
need this Book once bedewed by that
"A quality standard
sweet Mother's tears; The Book that
We conscientiously believe that you will find
not controlled by
Convincing Sermon Preached lent the revered father his manhood
price; producing
March Term, 1923—Adel
and strength.
Poverty needs this
an
honestly
By Pastor of the Tenant’s Book; childhood needs this Book;
bert L. Miles, Judge; Henry
made motor
liberty and learning needs this sacred
car.
Harbor Baptist Church.
H. Payson, Register.
volume. When its truth fails, if that
day should ever come, eloquence will
Recommends Lydia E. PinkFollowing are extracts from a ser lose its dignity; liberty will lose its
Wills probated: J. T. Hall late of
mon preached by Rev. Perley E. Miller, glory; and civilization will lose its
Matinicus, Leon L. Young Exr.; -Mary ham’s Vegetable Compound
Eliza Jones late of Thomaston, Mary
pastor of the Tenant's Harbor Bap power. Not until the last wrong has
to Other Mothers
Jane Jones Exx.; Sarah F. Clark late
A. C. JONES
tist Church, on the subject: "Testing been righted, the last wound healed,
the last tear wiped away, will this
Rockport, Annie M. Spear Exx.:
the Bible by Experience."
Windom,
Minn.
—
“
I
was
so
run-down
Book have accomplished its mission.
Alexander R. Rivers late of Cushing,
5 Talbot Ave.
• • • *
that 1 was just good for nothing. I was to
For it is the Book of hope, the Book
Benjamin W. Rivers Exr.
(1523)
become
the
mother
In this day, when so many of the im of character and conduct, the Book of
Rockland,
Maine
Wilis filed for notice: Charles R.
THE “LITTLE BETTER” CANNED GOODS
of my ninth child, and
portant teachings are being called in time, the Book of eternity, and there
Chapin late of Rockland, naming Olive
1 thought I did not j
Not “how cheap” but “how good” has ever been
B. Chapin Exx.
question. It seems to me that the one fore, it is the Book of God. Would
have the strength
you know the truth? Then, when that
Petition
for
Probate
of
foreign
will
way to assure oneself of the reality of
the essential in their selection and packing.
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD .
to go through with
restless, uneasy feeling comes over you,
granted: Estate Elizabeth R. Cabot
. <•
Eastern Standard Time
|
it. I took Lvdia E. i
the Bible Is to see, by putting it to the when that sense of utter emptiness of
ate of Brookline, Mass, Henry B.
Pinkham’s Vegeta
test, if it can do what it claims to be life envelopes you, when the conscious
Cabot. Robert T, Paine 2nd and Walter
ble Compound, and
able to do; to practice its precepts, ness of sin oppresses you, when ene
*
Trains Leave Rockland for
i
. Cabot Exrs.
it has surely done all
and thus see if it will produce its mies assail you, and friends betray,
Petitions for administration granted:
Augusta. Af7.00 a. m. 17.30 a.m., 11.10 p.m.
PEACE AND GOODWILL
1
could
ask
it
to
do
QUARRY
AND
KILN
Bangor. A§7.00 a. in. 17.30a. in., 11.10 p.m.
promised fruit. The final test of the when hopes deceive and fears annoy,
Estates Mary J. Studley late of St,
and 1 am telling all
Bath A §7.00 a. in., 17.30 a.m.. 11.10 p ni.trustworthiness of the Bible lies in when the sense of your sin and un The Church Invites You To Join In Its
George, Edward O’B. Studley Admr.;
15 30 p. ni.
my
friends
about
it.
the soul's experience of its truth and worthiness hangs over you like a great
Boston. A{7.00a.m., 17.30a.m., ti.10p.m.
Ambitious Campaign
Latest News About Our Big aaac A. Brown late of Rockland,
1 have a nice big baby
Brunswick A§7.00a. in., 17.30 a. in.. 11.10
teachings. If the Bible claims inspir pail, and you feel as though you were
Mabel -H. Thorndike Admx.; Cornelius
girl
and
am
feeling
p.
in . 15.30 p. in.,
Lime Industry As Related A. Simmons late of Friendship, Chester fine. You may use this letter to help
ation. and cannot Inspire; if it pretends near to the pit of despair and destruc
In this twentieth century, in the
Lewiston. A §7.00 a. m. t7.30 a.m., 11 10 p tn.
to be a Holy book, and cannot sancti tion; when some great sorrow casts a
New
York. 11.10 p. ni.
A.
Simmons
Admr.;
Elizabeth
Wiley
wake cf the most terrible war that the
other sick mothers.” — Mrs. C. A.
In Bulletinettes.
Portland. Af 7.00 a. in , 17.30 a. in., 11.10 p. m.,
fy It; lf it assumes to be nn infallible gloom over your home; and the sin of
late of Rockport, Charles S. Gardner Moede, Box 634, Windom, Minn.
15 30 p rr..
W'or’d has ever seen, all mankind is
Admr.; Ella G. Southard late of
Waterville A§7.00 a m.. *7.30 a.m. H.lOp.in.
GREGORY—Kiln repairs finished Everett, Mass., Oscar E. Stanton An
crying for peace. Many have sought
Woolwich. §7.00 a. m., 17.30 a. in., 11.10 p.m..
My First Child
15.30 p. m.
for peace but it has not been found. last week—Full .time for all the kiln cillary Admr.; Eva E. Cook late of
Glen Allen, Alabama. —“I have been
1 Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
Ancient Babylon, Greece and Rome as crews now.—Bee Line barge 701 finish Camden, Z. M. Dwinal Admr.
greatly benefited by taking Lydia E.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
Petitions
for
administration
filed
and
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for wich aud Bath.
well as modern Germany sought for a ed loading last Friday.—Frank (Gov.
granted: Estates Frederick M. Perry bearing-down feelings and pains. I was
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
peace for their own self-satisfaction. ernor) Day Joined the trimming crew late of Rockland, Helen D. Perry troubled in this way for nearly four 0-24-22 V.P. & Gen’l Mgr. Geo'l PasscAger AgL
SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
But how did they seek peace? History Monday.—Orders have been received to Admx.; Danford S. Martin late of Ap years following the birth of my first
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS
tells us that they sought peace by the start No. 3 kiln as soon as filled.—A pleton, D. G. Wentworth Admr.; Zebu child,and at times could hardly stand on
sword. The ancient civilizations who cement runaway has been put in at lon Lufkin late of Rockport. Sarah my feet. A neighbor recommended the
sought peace by the sword have per the southern end ot kilns.—Charles Frances Lufkin Admx.; Sarah A. Brltto Vegetable Compound to me after I had
ished and lie buried along the shores of Barter of No. 6 has left and gone to the late of Rockland, George W. Brltto taken doctor’s medicines without much Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
time.
Bryant Co. shed.—A hospital stretcher Admr.
benefit. It has relieved my pains and
BANGOR LINE—WINTER 8CHE0ULE
Jesus came to the world to bring has been added to the shed first aid
I’etitions for administration filed and gives me strength. I recommend it and
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
peace. He said to his disciples in nis equipment.—Wm. Stinson, recently of notice: Estates Martin Watts late of give you permission to use my testimo
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
farewell address to them on the night the mill has copie on as jobber and Warren, naming Lillian A. Cunning nial letter.”—Mrs. Id a Rye, Glen Allen,
6.00
P
M
for Boston.
before his death: “Peace I leave with spare kiln man.—Charlie Liuzza of No ham Admx.; Wilbert D. Campbell late Alabama.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
you; my peace I give unto you. Let 3 crew has been transferred to No. 6 as of Appleton, naming D. G. Wentworth
at 5.00 P. M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 5 00 A. M ; Camden 5 45 A M.{
not your heart be troubled, neither !e' permanent man.—Production records Admr.
THE RAMBLING SUSAN
Belfast 7 15 A M ; Bucksport 9 00 A M ;
be afraid. . . The.se things have I were “all hailed up” for the last two
due Winterport 9.30 A M
Petition for guardian filed and
spoken unto you, thAt in me ye may weeks, owing to plugging of kilns on granted: Estate Christine Elsie Star Continues To Stimulate Thought In
Return—Leave Winterport Mondays aud
Thursdays at 10 00 A M for Boston and way
have peace. In the world ye have trib account of snow
storms.—Charlie rett, May E. Starrett Guardian.
Regions Scarcely To Be Expected,
landings, due the following morning about
ulation; but be of good cheer, I have Saunders of Warren retired from the
7.00 A. M
i’etitions for conservator filed and
overcome the world.” Jesus brought a trimming crew last week. He has a granted: Estates Walter S. Morton of Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
new message to the world for the good steady job In the Warren mills.
M. M. Brown misunderstood me in MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
Rockland, Averill E. Morton Con.;
of mankind. This message after two
MILLS—N ew men added to crews Laura M. Fogler of Rockland, Elia M. regard to Capt. Clark’s vision of the
,
BAR HARBOR LINE
thousand years is just beginning to be ire A. Borneman from the Thomaston Achorn Con.
points of interest visible in in-id-ocean
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A M for
realized.
kilns, A. E. Spear from Cushing, and
Petition for distribution granted: from the deck of the Rambling Susan. North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Af’?r groping in darkness all this Albert Danellq from the quarries —
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
Estate Susan A. Creighton, Edwin C. I merely agreed with doughty Captain bor 11 A. M.
time we are beginning to grasp the Supt. Wade returned Saturday after a
John that “it was unusual.” I eal’late
Whittemore Exr.
Return—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 0t
meaning of his words. He has left the two weeks’ absence. Everyone was
Petitions for distribution filed for with good eyesight they inright he seen. A M for Rockland and way landings.
church to carry out his ideals and wo’k glad to see George hack again from his
BLUE HILL LINE
guide, and yet leads men into palpable a prodigal son or wayward daughter in the world. The church is trying to struggle with a severe grippe attack notice: Estates Hilliard M. Jones If there was the least doubt in my
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
error; if it professes to pilot man’s has brought shame upon your honored do he? part to interpret to mankind the which confined him at home.—“Wear Charles Jones Admr.; Nellie S. Clif mind as to said events having oc Bark Harbor, Bggemoggin, South Brooksville
curred. Brown’s lucid (or lurid1—I am Sargentville, Deer Isle, Brooklin, South Blue
frail bark of life to its desired haven, name; when some loved one in your heart of the Master and to aid in bring- goggles while grinding" is a new safety ford, E. T. Clifford Admr c. t. a.
Petitions to determine inheritance not exactly sure how to classify it) ex hill. due Bluehill 11.45 A M
and yet lands him upon the rocks of family is stricken with illness, and you ng in the peace that surpasses all un first sign recently put op at the emery
Leave Bluehill Monday* at 8 00 A.
tax granted; Estates Minnie G. Shaw. planation
has swept it away, as it M.Returndestruction; if it purixtrts to produce sit and watch and wait fearfully and ap derstanding.
Ir Rockland and way landings
wheels by Inspector Libby. The sign Agnes S. Brown Admx.; Adelia L. were.
At
Boston
connection Is made via the Met
purity, virtue, and chastity, and yet prehensively all the long night through
Many do not understand the keen in means Just what It says. No one will
There is another contingency in ropolitan Line express freight steamers foi
leaves its most prayerful students im and when, after all of your watch terest the church has in binding up Ihe be permitted to grind unless properly Smith, Rose E. Barrows Exx.; Lucy M.
New
York
and
points South aud West.
Cutler, Cora A. McDonald Admx.; which those • aforementioned points
pious, impure, unchaste—then all its ing and care, the death angel spreads broken hearts of the world. The Phar
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
claims, pretensions, assumptions, how its wings over the form of your prec isees did not know, neither did they try equipped with goggles.
Martha V. Piper, Ralph W. Carleton might be seen from the deck of a ship
Portland-New York Freight Servlet
POINT—Aurelio Caverson is substi Exr.; Susan A. Creighton, Edwin C.
in mid-ocean, viz., namely, when the
ever great, exceeding, paramount, are ious loved one, and you are left bereft, to find out, the greatness or kindness of
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
tuting as night foreman during the ill Whittemore Exr.
rising sun tips the peak of Mount New York Is resumed from the New State
proven false. It fails, and it ought to! orphaned, widowed, fatherless, mother the Masters heart, and therefore lost
ness of George Adams, who is at home
Petitions to determine inheritance Everest in the Himalaya Range and Pier, Portland, Me.
But if on the other hand, we find that less, childless, then, then, in that hour the blessings of his life. When the
Through rates and direct track conuectlonf
with a severe cold.—John Jordan tax filed for notice: Estates Holly M.
the most prayerful adherents of the ot grief and anguish, in that hour when world catches the spirit of the Chris!
casts its shadow on the Atlantic Ocean with Maine Central aud Grand Truuk Halltrolley man was out all last week with Bean, Reuel Robinson Exr.; Nellie S.
Bible are inspired^illumined, and sanc death draws nigh; go throw yourself whicli the church is trying to reveal,
and the setting sun at the same time roads
a severe cold. Trolley service was Clifford, E. T. Clifford Admr. c. t. a.;
F. S Sil HUMAN, Supt. Rockland. Maine.
tified; that they are delivered from in yopr despair, your helplessness and each man has a kind regard and
R S SHERMAN, Agent. Rockland. Maine
maintained by "Me and Ralph.”—The Augusta C. Mather, Albert I. Mather tips the peak of Mt. Popocatepitel in
sins, tyranny and power, and filled your hopelessness, on your bended unselfish interest in his brother, then
Mexico and casts its shadow on the At
lighter Berwick arrived Saturday
Exr.
with JoY, peace, and gladness; if we knees, open your Bible, and in the the world will have peace and the
lantic Ocean—at the exact spot where
March 10, with No. J and masonry
Vinalhaven & Rockland
Petitions -for allowance:, Estates those shadows converge will be found
find that, when its counsels have been agony of your stricken, smitten soul words of the prophet will come true:
from Rockport, where she has been
David Maki, naming Louise Maki; a zone of circumambient atmosphere,
rightly sought after, they have never cry out; O m.v Father! my God! my ’Nation shall not lift up sword against
Steamboat Co.
frozen in for two months. Upon dis Elvin Bradford, naming Emma W.
failed; if we find that the calls and heart is broken; my spirit is crushed; nation, neither shall they learn war any
and the trajectory caused by the
charging she took a carload of sitaves
claims made upon it for necessary the light of my life is gone out; every more." Peace shall come when the in
Bradford.
no’theast trades causes an optical at
The direct route between
grace and wisdom in time of need, thing is dark as Egyptian midnight; dividuals that make up our nation and and 70.000 steel hoops for a return
Petitions for license to sell real es mospheric illusion, so that distant ob ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVFN.
cargo
to
Rockport.
have always been seasonably an my hopes of life are all extinguished! world shall share in the spirit of Christ.
tate granted: Estates David Maki, jects that would not otherwise be ob
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
L. R. R. R.—An electric water heater
swered; if that its 'promises, when O comfort me from thy word! Let
We ir.vite you to join us in doing n has been installed in the repair shop.— Louise Maki Admx.; Edna B. Moore, servable become luminous and throw
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
truthfully and intelligently laid hold light from its pages bring courage to greater work to bring in the Prince of
Stanley R. Cushing Admr.; Joseph F. out an aura, hence to certain people
Engine 5 came out of the machine shop
(Subject to change without notice)
of, have been bonafide. and fulfilled my depressed spirit! Come to my help Peace and Goodwill to all mankind.
Stimpson, Walter E. Stimpson Admr.; who are within the orbit of the afore
Friday, all ready.for business.—King
to the very letter—then we have an O my God!" Then you will find that
Eva E. Cook, Z. M. Dwinal Admr; El said phenomenon all things are possi IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
(Rev.) M. G. Perry
George the First substituted for Con vin Bradford. Riley Bradford Admr.
Leaves Swan's Island daily except Sundays
experimental evidence, and an incon forth from the word of God there shall
ble. even mer-maids.
North Haven, March 23.
ductor Clough five days last week.—
at 5 30 A. M for Stonington, North Haven,
trovertible proof of the truth of the spring light for your darkness, healing
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other
words,
if
three
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of
Vinalhaven and Rockland
George Miller a former employe is now
Bible which cannot be overthrown,
for your wounds, hope for your de
tate filed for notice: Estates Henry IJ. home made will make a man see
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M , for
ONE EXCITING NIGHT
working in the Brunswick freight
e • e •
spair, comfort for your sorrow, and re
Allen, Frank B. Miller Admr.; Betsey things that never existed, a pint of Vinalhaven. North Haven, Slouiugton, and
yards shifting.—Herbert Day -is back
When a man has 'had this experi lief for your soul. You will hear God And You'll Agree It Was Exciting on the section, awaiting a call from the Jane Upham. Olive M. Sylvester Admx. XXXX would open the “Gates of Para Swan’s Island.
W. 8 WHITE,
ence of the truth of the Bible, you speak to you in sudh words a\ these:
dise.” Nothing is wasted, and we a,re
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When You See That Great Storm Maine Central where he intends to go c. t. a.
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Rockland, Maine, Jan’y 6. 1923.
cannot undermine his faith in it as “Fear thou not, I have redeemed thee
told
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Scene
when there is an opening.—Daniel
estate filed and granted: Estate Wm. that Jmalyor got has gone to add a
the very word of God. He knows; he I have called thee by thy name; thou
Doherty is at home with rheumatism
has seen; he has felt. You may steal art mine. When thou passest through
Boze.
How and why D. W. Griffith, a fore He has been out two or three weeks Benjamin McIntyre, Chester E. Mc new color to the aurora.
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perience that has taken place in his flow thee: when thou walkest through dustry came to make "One Exciting helper during Danny's absence.Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
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Chiropractor
"The mystery play ot course is
Bradford Exr.; Charles B. Wat-ts. final,
can take love from the heart, devotion Let not your heart be troubled: ye be
primarily a thriller. Since 'Jim the Charles Walters acted as chief engi Frank B. Miller Trustee; Harriet A.
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cause I feel that it will take many peo Gregory is substituting for him.— Cook. $647.23; Henry D. Allen, $250;
Bible Is the Bible we are needing to honest with God. Study It. Believe it
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petition at the Federal Court House at Portland.
will be sent to Belfast about the first of
9. Breaks up a cold In six hours
Maine, on April 6, 1923, at ten o’clock In the 417 MAIN ST. • • ROCKLAND. ME.
T/Ce cZ’/zcar/e
forenoon, and that notice of such hearing la*
May and It Is said to be the intention nothing gives quicker relief In cough
given by the Clerk of this court by publishing
of the corporation to make this an ex and colds than Hyomel. Goes right to
once In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
L R. CAMPBELL
Oner 17 Million Jan UicJ Ytally
perimental station, particularly for the spot und kills the germs. Money
lished In Rockland, in said District, a copy of
this order and by causing a copy of the same
connection with European stations.
back if it falls. All druggists.—adv
to he mailed to each creditor who has prove<l

TESTING THE BIBLE

MOTHER OF
LARGE FAMILY

CANNED GOODS

►

Pierre Cartier’s

a.

Medicine

For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY
Oil,
and Honey

'HEST COLDS.

VICKS
WV R

fna^nancc
errvet convincing? /as^e of

HATCHET

ub

TEA

Attorney at Law

sizes Tne pleasure
of Tea Time.

empfia

’TheTw-i'lc'hell-CHamplinCo. Boston-andPortland

HATCHET BRAND COFFEE is equally delicious

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-286 MAIN STREET

apo

M-tt

FLOWERS SOON FADE
tlie only memorial that endures is
carefully built

MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
of granite or marble that retains its
beauty and withstands lime and the
elements.
We give careful attention to distinot,
legible lettering.
See our designs and note our reason
able estimates.

FRED S. MARCH

7«cuh7t"ct 1

The New Monumental Warerooma

Park St., Cor. Brisk

BoeHsnd Ms

SHEET MUSIC
All the latest song hits

20 Cents
Specials

15 Cents
V. F. Studley
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
l}5S-tf

his lalm in said bankrupt estate, at which time
and ulace any creditor or other person inter Special Attention to Probate Matter.
ested n.uy appear aud he heard thereon If lie
shall desire.
375 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
By the Court.
JOHN F. KNOWLTON,
Clerk, United States District Court, District of
Maine
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Portland; Maine, March 22, 1923.
C. H

A true copy—Attest :
JOHN F. RNOWILTON.
L.S.
Clerk as aforesaid.

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Attorney at Lav
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephones—Office 468.
House 603-W

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law
COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN ST,

THOMASTON
Mrs. Marie B Singer and Miss Edna
Watts left Friday for New York where
they expect to spend a week at the
Prince George Hotel.
Mrs. Grace Payson will have a mil
linery opening March 26 in the Leven
saler block.
Edward Benner who has had em
ployment in Boston is a, home.
The schools closed Friday for the
Easter vacation.
Harold Roundy expects to spend a
few days in Waterville the coming
Week
Miss Ettnice Hawkins, assistant at
ihe High School, left this morning for
Lisbon Falls. Io spend the Easter va
cation.
Miss Gladys Doherty is a guest of
Miss Ma,belle Brown.
Ralph Cushing who has been in
Montreal on a business trip is in town
fora few days.
Mrs. John Brown who has been
spending the past two months with
Capt. Brown in Miami. Fla. leaves to
day and expects to arrive home the
first part of the week.
Dunn & Elliot have gone out of the
grain business and in all probability
Edward O’B. Burgess will become their
successor.
Oliver Johnson has sold his house
on Georges street to Frank I.lint.
Mrs. Joseph Bradley entertained the
Sewing Club Thursday evening.
Miss Nellie Gardiner is at home front
Castine for the holiday.
Miss Hazel Mitchell, a teacher in the
public schools in Lewiston arrives to
day for the Easter vacation.
Mrs. Earl F. Wilson and daughter
Sarah of Camden are in town for the
weekend.
Palm procession, evening prayer,
litany, hymns and sermon Sunday
evening at 7 o’clock at St. John’s
Episcopal church. Church school at 6.
Methodist Episcopal church, morning
worship at 10.30 with sermon by the
pastor, subject, "A Strange Question.”
Sunday school at noon and evening
service at 7 o’clock.
Evangelist Beatty is at tlie Baptist
church. Sunday services at 10.30 a. m.
and 7 p. m. Mr. Beatty will speak
Sunday morning on "The Model Man"
and Sunday evening his subject will
be “The Amusement Question." At the
Sunday school hour Mr. Beatty will
speak to the children on the subject.
"Four Little Things.” Otho Hatch will
sing at the morning service and in the
evening the male quartet from the
Warren Baptist church will sing sev
eral numbers. Special preaching serv
ices will be held every evening except
Saturday at 7 p. nt.
The total of the School Building
Fund is $6641.70 to date.

Beginning Monday. Mrs. Grace Payfon’s hat shop In Levensaler block.
Thomaston, will be open, displaying
ladies' and children’s hats.—adv.
The Pythian Sisters will serve a pub
lie dinner town meeting day at their
banquet hall, Monday, March 20.

New spring suits, coats and dresses
are being received at the Davis Gar
ment Store, corner of Main and Elm
streets, Rockland, almost every day,
thus keeping the stock tresh.—adv.

EAST WALDOBORO
Mrs. Clarence Coffin and daughte.
Muriel were guests of Mrs. C. C. Bow
ers Wednesday.
Mrs. W. H. Keene and Miss Ella
Mank spent Friday with Mrs. 1. G.
Reed.
Mr and Mrs. A. K. Winslow and son
Leon were guests of Mrs. Cummings.
North Waldoboro, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leavitt Mank called on
Mrs. S. J. Burrows, South Waldoboro,
Wednesday.
Mrs. James Mank was at latForest
Butler's Sunday.
Mrs. Dora Butler and children and
Mr. Keene of North Waldoboro were
Sundry guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
Orff.
Lloyd Hanna of New Harbor spent
last week at Clarence Hoffses. Karl
Hoffses returned home with him
Miss Dorothy Masters of Round Pond
has b* en visiting Mrs. Ethel Hanna.
The telatives and friends of Mr. and
Mrs. Otto Bowden (Mabel Sherman) of
Sydney were saddened to hear of the
death of their oldest daughter Rena,
who was nearly four years old.
L. L. Mank has been on part of the
mill route due to the illness of the reg
ular carrier, also to bad traveling.
The Social Club met with Mrs. J. A.
Rines March 15, knotting a comforter
in the forenoon, then the members en
joyed a picnic dinner. The meeting
was called to order by Mrs. Rines. Roil
call Clipping and items of interest were
lead. Program consisted of music,
conundrums, reading and guessing
contests, prizes being won by Mrs. B.
Studley, Mrs. V. Durgin and Miss Mil
dred Waltz. Seven members and four
visitors were present. Next meeting
will be held March 2!) with Mrs. Melzer
Studley.

TO THE PUBLIC!

Democratic Refusal To Allow Their Candidates Place On
the Official Ballot Will Not Go Unrebuked.
The list of Republican nominations
Through the technical error of omit
ting to certify to their list of candi is as follows:
• * » ♦
dates tiled with the selectmen, the Re
Town Clerk-—D. P. Whitney.
publicans of Thomaston ttnd them
selves denied a place on the official
Selectmen—B. H. Copeland. Clarence
ballot to he used at town meeting next Johnsen, W. B. Willey.
Monday The town committee has is
A^s'ssors—Everett Cook. L. W.
sued the following notice:
Thorndike. T. B. Wylie.
Treasurer—William J. Colley.
Voters of Thomaston
Vchool Committee—William J. Col
The Board of Selectmen have,
ley.
refused, because of a technical
Overseer of Poor—Henry B. Shaw.
error, to place on the ballot the
Auditor—Paul Stevens.
names of the nominees of the Re
Road Commissioner—W. H. Simmons.
publican party. As we have been
deprived of the use cf the official
• * • •
ballot as printed, wc ask all who
Th?re is no question as to the rights
wish to vote for our candidates
of the Republicans in this connection,
to use the stickers which will be
and ihe action of the selectmen in thus
passed to you on entering the
hall.
taking advantage of a technicality is
You will place each sticker
strongly resented by a large number of
under the proper title and BE
Democratic voters. The necessity of
SURE TO MARK A CROSS IN
voting with stickers greatly compli
THE PLACE PROVIDED in the
ballot after the name which you
cates the situation for ihe Republicans,
have stuck on. IT IS THE
but :t is hoped that they will on that
CROSS THAT COUNTS for the
very account make the greater effort to
candidate.
set the seal of condemnation upon the
Republican Town Committee.
attempt to disfranchise them.

The Classy Whalers Were Too Much For Rockland, But
Had To Fight All the Time.
The New Bedford Whalers won three
straight games from Rockland this
week, but in spite of their manifest
superiority had to extend themselves
to the limit, and the fans saw some
polo de luxe. The Lowell team will be
here Wednesday. Thursday and Friday. 1
* * • •
Thursday Night's Game
There was once a popular song,
which ran: "It was Mr. Dooley; it was
Mr. Dooley.” Into the minds of those
who saw Thursday night's game pops
a paraphrase, "It was Mr. Duggan; it
was Mr. Duggan.”
For Bill Duggan was pretty nearly
the whole show in this game. New
Bedford made several goals, and 100
per cent of them are credited to the
Whalers’ star rush. The sarcastic in
dividual who wanted to know if it was
the Alderbush League that Duggan be
longed to. the night he played on the
Portland team, has probably learned by
this time why this rusher stood, sec
ond. only, in the American League this
season.
Dufresne had an off night; didn't
smash a single hoard. One reason,
perhaps, was that Manager Packard
had built a new- wall liack of the west
ern cage. If this didn't last he was
going to put in reinforced concrete.
Although the fans could not reason
ably expect Rockland to beat a team of
New Bedford’s calibre it did look for
two periods as though we might pull
through. Then came that disastrous
last period in which Duggan made
four in a row—all beautiful shots from
a different angle. It was a hard game
to lose, hut the crowd appreciated the
sparkling stick work of both sides, and
had no unkind criticism to offer fur
the Rockland team.
Welch and Purcell did some fancy
guardianship.
The score:
New Bedford
Rockland
lr. St. Aubin
Dugan, lr ...
2r, Therrien
WHey, 2r ...
. c, Bouchard
Dufresne c ..
.. hb. Cusick
Gardner, hh .
g ... .
... g. Purcell

First Period
Rockland—Thcrrlon .......... .. 1.54
Rockland—Therrien .......... .. 4.06
New Bedford—Duggan ... .. 4.37
New Bedford—Duggan .. .
.45
Rockland—Bouchard .... .. 3.22
Second Period
6 Rockland—Bouchard ........ ..
.33
7 New Bedford—Duggan ... .. 3.17
8 Rockland—St. Aubin-........
6.3(1
Third Period
!) N ew Bedford—Duggan.................. 20
10 New Bedford—Duggan ........ 5.34
11 New Bedford—Duggan .......... 1.46
12 New Bedford—Duggan .......... 4.13
•Score, New Bedford 7. Rockland 5.
Rushes, Duggan 9, St. Aubin 6. Stops,
Referee,
Purcell
57.
Welch
53.
Scorer,
Winslow
Timer. Davies.
White.
Friday Night’s Game
Rockland was outclassed last night
hut not as badly as the score of 12 to
fi would seem to indicate. Five times
the ball rebounded from the New Bed
ford cage, after St. Aubin's men had
worked hard to get goals. Welch was
obliged to make 55 stops before the
colts could be checked. The score:
First Period
1 Rockland—Therrien,
4
2 New Bedford—Dufresne,
2
3 New Bedford—Wiley,
4 New Bedford—Duggan.
3
5 Rockland—'Therrien,
6 New Bedford—Duggan.
1
7 New Bedford—Duggan.
1
8 New Bedford—Duggan,
Second Period
9 New Bedford—Wiley,
10 Rockland—Bouchard,
5
11 Rockland—Therrien,
. 2
12 Rockland—Therrien.
13 New Bedford—Wiley,
14 New Bedford—Wiley.
13 New Bedford—Wiley.
16 New Bedford—Wiley,
17 New Bedford—Wiley,
18 New Bedford—Wiley,
s m—New Bedford 12,
Rushes. Duggan 11. St.
Stops. Welch 35, Purcell 33. Referet
Winslow.
Timer. Davies.
Scorer,
White.

PILLSBURY’S SALE

NEVA GERBER
—IN—

-

Also WAGONS. TRACTORS. ENGINES, SAW

I

RIGS, ETC.

STATES

FIFIELD.

ORDERS FILLED DIRECT from factory at factory
prices on House Paints, Barn Paints, Roll Roofing,
Asbestos Fireproof Coating, Stock Dips.
Automobile, Truck and Tractor Oils and Greases.

“I was so crippled up with rheu
matism they said Pd never walk again,
hut with the aid of Tanlac I surprised
them all. I’m on my feet feeling tine
and working steady." This remarkable
statement was made the other day by
Charles O. Fi field. 362 Fore St.. Port
land, Maine. “The Tanlac treatment
also ended my wife’s bad case of stom
ach trouble and run-down condition
and, like me, she thinks it has no
equal.
“Four times I was fiat on my back
with rheumatism. My arms, hands
and legs were drawn out of shape, my
knees badly swollen, and the pains
were almost unbearable. To cap the
climax 1 had pleurisy and lumbago, and
when I did get up I had. to hobble
about on crutches.
“Three months after I started Tan
lac I put these crutches away and was
alking anywhere. I stick to Tanlac,
jr I’m satisfied it will keep off my
oubles. and I’ll never miss a chance
o praise it.”
anlac is for sale by all good drugists. Over 35-million bottles sold.

New spring suits, coats and dresses
are being received at the Davis Gar
ment Store, corner of Main and Elm
streets, Roeklanjl, almost every day.
thus keeping the stock fresh.—adv.

TOO MUCH
BUSINESS”

The Dollar Strategist is able to build up his
hank account.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
T-S

GRANITE AND MARBLE

The Rockland National Bank
*

_____ _______________ ______

Rockland, Maine

THOMASTON, MAINE

ME MBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM

M*3S

WANTED----- Salesman tor Ifockland and vi
cinity. Commission contract only, tor spare
lime or full time. We will teach you to sell in
come protection through our free school of in
struct! m and help you build a profitable busi
ness. MASSACHUSETTS BONDING AND IN
SUB AM E COMPANY. Accident and Health
Dept.. Saginaw, Michigan, Capital $1,560.00(1.
36-38

WANTED—TO BUY—Small bouse In good
condition on car line to Rockland. Give de
tails and cash price. Address “BUYER.“ care
Courier-Gazette.
36*3:)
~W AdTEO —Position as housekeeper on a
This modern Ten Room Home, Hot farm. Please address. M., care Courier-Gazette.
Water Heat, Open Plumbing, Hot and
36*38

FOR SALE

«•

Cold Water at Sink: Large Stable,
WANTED—For April 1. chef and pastry cook
Hennery and Wood-shed combined; five to fill places while on vacation: HOTEL ROCK
LAND.
36-38
acres Young Orchard. Situated near
Soldiers’ Monument, Warren, Me.
WANTED About May 1. experienced house
Price: Less Than Half Cost of Building. keeper in family of four. Apply to C. A. EM

L. C.

ERY at office over Railway Waiting Room. 2 to
4 p. lit.
35-tf
WANTED—IHsh washer at ANGEL'S BEK
HIVE CAFE. Special mush’ while you wash.
____ J________________3T 36
WANTED—Girl for general housework. Small
family, work easy. Tel. 156-2, THOMASTON
34*WANTED 3 Specialty Men for territories In
Maine, that are willing to grow with a grow
Ing concern. Did $11,452,372.95 business In
1922. Anticipate over $15,oo0.000\)0 this year.
Beginners make $40 to $75 a week’. Address.
BOX 304. Rockland.
34-36
WANTED—Help for summer season at Range
ley Tavern, Rangeley Lake, Me., open about
May 1. Help that can qualify only. Two ex
perienced waitresses: 2 chamber maids, and Al
chef. Inquire of MR. WHEELER, Hotel Rock
land.
32-tf
WANTED—-Housekeeper in family of adults
No washing or ironing Write “HOUSEKEEP
ER.’ care The Courier-Gazette.
34-36
WANTED—35 shaggy eats and kittens. male
and female. Highest prices uaid
JOHN 8.
RANLETT, Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14. I5tf

PACKARD

WARREN, MAINE
34-30

EMPIRE

HORSES

Theatre

HORSES

Telephone 60
Matinee 2:00. Evening, 6:30, 8:45.

HORSES
I still have a few more left at the
right price and size

SATURDAY

“BRONCHO BILLY"
ANDERSON

E. C. JONES

—IN—

WINTER STREET STABLE
Op. Steel Garage. Telephone 142-13
36*37

"THE GREATER DUTY”

For Sale

The Big Covered Wagon Special!

"Bishop of the Ozarks”
TARZAN
Matinee 10c, 1~c.

Miscellaneous

COMEDY
Evening 10c, 22c

NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 3429 and the owner
of said book asks for duplicate in accordance
with the provisions of the State Law. SECU
RITY TRUST (X).. by Elmer (’. Davis, Treas.
Rockland. Me.. Mar. 22. 1923.
36-8-42
PICTURE FRAMING- ! carry a nice line of
I Mouldings and can fill all orders promptb and
' at reasonable prices. EDWIN II. MAXCY. over
Payson’s Store, at the Brook.
35*43

STARTING NEXT SATURDAY
The Big Historical Serial
“AROUND THE WORLD IN
18 DAYS”
MILLINERY MEETING

-----

FOR SALE—Cypress counters, shelves and
^txtures in the Vinal store. Thomaston. Apply
to HEJtP.ERT II. STOVER or ERNEST C. DA

♦

The women’s department of the
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau will meet
next Monday at the home of Phyllis
Tolman Morse, 359 Main street, an allday session beginning at 10 o’clock.
Plans for the coming year will he
mad-'. Each lady is asked to bring ma
terials for making her spring hat, the
instructions will be in charge of Miss
Claire Herrick, Home • Demonstration
Agent. A baked bean dinner will be
serv d at noon. Those attending are
asked to bring swet food All ladies in
terested in the Farm Bureau work are
invited to attend.
ENOCH P. RAWLEY
Rockland lost a familiar figure in the
death of Enoch P. Rawley, which oc
curred March 21. For many years he
was employed by the street depart
ment of the city and was well known,
especially by children.
He was born in Tenants Harbor in
1854 and came to this city at the age of
21. where he worked for 28 years as
kiln tender for Cobb Lime Co. Mr.
Raw’ey was twice married, first to Mrs.
Emma Snow of Vinalhaven. end second
to Miss Mabel Stevens, who survives
him. In addition tie is survived by
three nieces: Mrs. John S. Ranlett _.f
Rockville. Mrs. Lena Gifford of Boston
and Miss Gertrude Ross of Massachu
setts. .also two nephews, James Ross of
Boston, and John Ross of this
city. Mr. Rawley has -been a member
of the Methodist church for 34 years.
Funeral services were held yesterday
afternoon, Rev. E. V. Allen officiating.

HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING ATTACH
MENT Fits any sewing machine, $2. Personal
Checks 10c extra. BRIDGMAN SALES AGEN
CY, Box 881. Buffalo. N. V.
35*41
A FARM FOR YOU—Ready for spring plant
ing. Strout’s New Catalog, just out. describ
ing In detail hundreds of poultry, fruit, truck,
stock farms to meet your requirements: small
farms near Boston markets; large farms in rich
agricultural districts; farms with stock, tools,
seed, equipment, ready to produce from date of
possession; many waterfront and lakeside prop
erties. Just look at poultry-truck farm, page
36: furni.hed 6-room house, barn, etc.; 10
acres, variety fruit; horse, tools, etc., only $950.
part cash. $2300 insurance on buildings. 60a« re farm page 5o; price $2000 including 7
cows, horses, furniture, tools: good 6-room
house, running water. 70 ft. basement barn ;
part cash. Then on page 25 comes grand 400
acre farm ; buildings insured $5500. about 2,000
cds. wood, valuable pine: I5o apple trees, tic.:
houses for two families ; 10 cattle, sheep, hogs,
poultry, tools, seed ; all only $1500. part cash.
Several pages devoted to “Special Bargain"
farms, requiring first payments of $500 and
less. The helpful experienced service of the
organization that last year sold 4500 improved
farms throughout the 38 States and Canadian
Provinces in which it operates is yours for tinasking. Start rigid ; get this big illustrate I
book and plant the right farm this spring.
Write for FREE copy today. Address inc i»cr
sonally. E. A. St rout. Pres.. STiiOUT FARM
AGENCY, 284DG Water Street, Augusta, Me.
36-It
PAPER HANGER—When you want paper
hanging, good work at right price, phone 349-M,
or .send card to C. C. JOHNSTON, 16 Pleasant
St. Rockland
31*36
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each issue of
The Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL
NEWS CO . 664 Congress St. This will con
venitnee many who want to get the paper reg
ularly.
13-tf
PALMER ENGINES—32 different models. 2
to 75 H. P One to six cylinders. Heavy duty,
Medium duty and high speed types Also ac
cessories and parts
Send for catalogue.
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier, Portland.
Me.
12-37
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail
orders solicited HELEN C RHODES 18tf

“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY.” a very

handy 106 page book compiled by R. B Fill
more, gives :he official history of ihe county
and a page or so Is devoted to each of the
towns and two plantations Sent by mail io
any address on receipt of 50c. Address R B
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston.

m-tf

Eggs and Chicks

M-tf

vis, MockUnd.

FOR SALE—1920 Reo Truck in first-class
shait': new tires, extra tire, starter, tools, etc.
Price $400. International Wood Saw outfit wPh
2h. p. engine. Has 2.8-Inch saw. This out
fit is nearly new. Price $100. R. S. JORDAN.
151 Pleasant Street, City.
36*38.
FOR SALE Truck body, 12 feet long, good
condition. I. W. KEARLY. East Union. 35*40
FOR SALE 19-ft. power boat, 3 h. p. Knox
engine. CHARLES HENDERSON, Thomaston.
Me._____________________________ , 35-37
FOR SALE—10-room hobse and stable, six
acres of land, garage, hen pen. pig pen and
some apple frees. House wired for electric
lights. Corner of Beechwood and Erin streets.
Thomaston. JOHN JONES, Thomaston, Maine.
35-37

FOR SALE--23-ft. boat powered with 4 h. p.
Greenport engine. Engine practically new. In
quire of MRS MARY E GARDNER. Tenant s
Harbor. Me.. Martinsville Road.
34-36
FOR SALE - Farm and Lumber Mill—together
or separate. One of the bent fa/ms In West
Warren. Known as Spear Farm. Cut 30 tons
Upland hay last season. Large pasture, woven
wlr. fence; 100 acres, also orchard: enough
wood and lumber standing to pay for farm;
l’_. story house and large barn. Long lumber
and lath mill. Short concrete dam : good water
privilege and wheel. R. R. siding near mill.
L. C PACKARD. Warren. Me.
34-36
FOR SALE—One 4J^ ft. oak roll top desk;
one Glenwood Range: uqu upd second hand
safes, different sizes ; household furnishings, at
reasonable prices. H. F. HICKS. 65 Llmerock
St. Tel. 564-M.
33-38
FOR SALE—Baby carriage.
Call 723-H
33
EOR SALE—Weir-twine. seine, dory and
tacks, etc. (APT MOSES MILLS, 31 B Se»
Street Camden. Maine.
31-36
FOR SALE- One 5. li. p Miami Marine En
gine with carbureter, shaft and propellor. This
engine has been overhauled and is in good or
der.
One good set of joiner topis
One foot ix'wer turning lathe with tools. \V.
F TIBBETTS. 144 Union St.. Rockland Tel
775-W or 225 R_______________ __
_30-tf
FOR SALE—Westinghouse Radio Receiving
Set. Detector and two stage amplifier, type R-C,
w:,h three tubes, two 22U volt “B ’ batteries
and pair Brandos Superior headphones Price
$125 cash Call, write or phone JEROME <’
bl’RROWS, 66 Beech St., Rockland, Me. Tel.
512-W
28-tf
FOR SALE One saw table with arbor raising
and lowering bed.
One foot I power jig saw.

These to be sold at a price that will warrant
5 ju.- insjiecfion
HERBERT B. BARTER. Main
Street Tel 25 or 757-13
28-tf
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
10 to 60 h p. Horitontal and upright. Suit
able for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
holsters, etc. I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-tfFOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring: excel
lent condition throughout. Price $350. A. C.
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rocklaud. 'Phone
576-R

FOR SALE—Ford delivery with panel body;
good running condition. J. A JAMESON CO ,
Rocklrnd. Tel 17.
27.tf
FOR SALE—New and second-hand marine
and stationary gas engines. I. L. SNOW CO ,
Machine Shop Dept.
25-37
FOR SALE—4 ujirlght second hand pianos

STUDLKY'S FURNITURE STORE. 283 Main
10-tf

Street, Rockland.

To Let
WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS EOR HATCHING

Do you got the most value you can out of
every dollar you spend?
In shopping, it is well to get value and
quality combined.

=3

between ages of 18 and 35. who can speak, read
and write English, for service in Panama and
Hawaii. Apply P. O. Bldg., Rocldand, Me.

Ask For Prices

THE BIGGEST AMUSEMENT
BARGAIN IN ROCKLAND!

Camden High
The girls in the different classes in
ho >1 have recently formed a Glee
lub, composed of students with honor
rank. This club is under the superision of Myrtle Bean, with these oth
ers: President, K. Hooper; vice pres
ident. Doris Quinn; secretary and
easurer, Doris Firth.
Maurice Bowers, C. H. S„ '22, visited
school last week.
Tite students listened to very in
terest ng talks Friday afternoon from
Arthur Marshall, Horace Josselyn and
Wallace Start. They gave an account
of their trip to Augusta to attend the
winter carnival. Their remarks were
supplemented by a short talk from Mr.
Colpitts, who accompanied the boys,
Mr. Turner and Mr. Bresenhan being
nable to go with them at the time.
Teachers and students all wish to
thank Mr. Colpitts for his kindness.
M >s; of the students have returned
to school. Alice Yates. Flora Wright,
Charles Jillson and Maxwell St. Pierre
are yet confined to their homes because
of illness.
Junior Preliminaries will be held in
he Assembly hall Thursday of this
week. Mrs. Leslie D. Ames, George
Tho.nas and Rev. Mr. Hayden will act
3 judges.
The annual school fair will be held
May 11.
Miss Adams, the evangelist spoke to
the .students In chapel Wednesday
morning. Her talk was very interest
ing. carrying with it a message whicn
hould go straight to the hearts of ouboys and girls. All appreciate the kind
ness which Miss Adams has shown and
the untiring interest which she takes
in Camden's schools.
William Monroe, ex-’24. visited school
Wednesday.
Charles Babb is visiting his sister,
who is a student at Smith College.

1 " WANTED—FOR U. S. ARMY—Young men

PARK THEATRE

ARE YOU A
DOLLAR STRATEGIST?

Successor to A. F. Burton

Wanted
WANTED—Girl or woman for general house
work in family of three. MRS. WALTER
BRITT. >. 9 Fnles St. Tel. 194-12.
36-38
WANTED—Maid for general housework In
family of two. One to go home nights pre
(ferred. MRS. DONALD GEORGE. Thomaston.
Tel. 18-11.
36-38

ALL STARS

He arrived late in the office and
the proprietor, who regarded punc
tuality as one of the ten command
who is suddenly plunged from ments, had fired him. Then came
wealth into a struggle for a liveli the thunderbolt. The young man had
sprung a deal which his boss had
hood.
been struggling with for years.

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS

LOST—Black and Tan Male Hound. 7 months
old answers to name of “Tan.” Notify W.
(L DANIELS, Union. Maine.
35-37

LARGE STOCK OF REPAIR PARTS ALWAYS
ON HAND.

441

“THE PRICE
OF YOUTH”

THOMASTON, ME.

10-tf

RHEUMATISM,

-IN-

PILLSBURY
DRY GOODS CO.

Main Street

ENDED

5X>eST RAN DTheatre

A few specials are quoted—
Shantung (Pongee shade)
85c yd.
Gordon H 300, black, cordovan
and white .................................... $1.98
Children's Caps and Hats 69c, 98c
New Percales, Ginghams, Plisses,
Curtain Scrims etc., are being shown

CEMETERY WORK

ASTONISHED FRIENDS BY DROP-!
PING CRUTCHES WHEN TANLAC

Lost and Found

McCORMICK-DEERING FARM MACHINERY,
a machine for every use on the farm

Schooner George R. Bradford. Web
ster. railed from Boston the 21st for
Pill: bury Dry Goods Co.'s Salp closes Boothbay Harbor.
Tlie community was saddened by the Tuesday, March 27. See adv. under
Schooner Annie M. Preble, McIntyre,
death of Mrs. Elmira 1. Henderson. Thomaston items.—adv.
sailed from Gloucester the 19th, New
The funeral was held Thursday after
York for Islesford.
FRIENDSHIP
noon at the home of Mis. Hattie Greg
Schooner Gold Hunter. Adams, sailed
ory. Obituary later.
from Gloucester the 19th. Lynn for Lin
Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.’s Sale closes colnville.
Miss Margaret F. Stevens of Warren
was the guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Tuesday. March 27. See adv. under
Schooner Anna M. Record. Brown,
Thomaston items.—adv.
Mary Hall, a few days recently.
is chartered to load ties at St. Andrews
Bay for Boston.
Captain Carl B. Merriam of ParrsOWL’S HEAD
boro, N. S.. has purchased the wrecked
three-masted schooner Barbara W .
At the town meeting to be held at
which was driven ashore off Boothbay
last November, while bound from Bos Cheseent Beach next Monday the Bay
ton to Wolfville, N S.. with fertilizer. View Society will serve a hot lunch.
The schooner lies submerged, with
Home Of the Organ With the Hitman Voices
three leet of water ever her deck at
NORTH WARREN
JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager—PHONE 892.
low water.
If floated the Bar
bara W. will be refitted at Boothbay.
This is to remind the many friends of
Miss Grace Stettaon, 124 Scammon
MONDAY & TUESDAY
TODAY
street. South Portland. Me., that her
birthday falls on March 30, and they
will please send her a card, as she is a
*•»
shut-in and enjoys cards very much.

The struggles of a Southern girl

THREE MORE DAYS BEFORE
THE CLOSING OF

—DEALER IN—

ST. GEORGE

GLENCOVE

Advertisements In this column not io exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for so reuts
Additional lines 5 cents each
for ere time, 10 cents 3 times Six words make
a line

SOUTH THOMASTON, ME.

CAMDEN
1
2
3
4
n

In bverybody s Column

S. 0. HURD

ABLE TO WALK

VESSEL NEWS

J. H. FEYLER
THOMASTON

IT THREE STRAIGHT

MADE

I hove recently bought a handsome
black horse for my business, but
I’ll soon put away my Taxi Double
Runner, and I’ll Get Out My Brand
New Hup, and Won’t I Run Her!

TEL. 123-3.

:VEK BE

THOMASTON REPUBLICANS ALIVE

DEPENDABILITY
You can depend upon an Electragist because he does busi
ness on a principle basis. Fair
ness is his watchword
His
business associates always get
a square deal all around.

An Electragist's high prac
tice standards make him de
pendable. Before he gives you
a service he considers the work
from every angle and makes
sure *hat no detail Is over
looked. lie is thus able to carry
out the terms of any agreement
made with customers.
An Electraglst is dependable.
That is why you want him to
do your electrical work—wiring
or merchandising.

A. T. THURSTON
444 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
The word Electraglst. meaning “a
leader in the electrical contractordealer business/* is registered as a
trademark by our Association, and
only active members can use it.
a,-.as.

He’s here again! Buck Jones, the fa
vorite of every movie fan that loves a
thrill and he-man action. This time
he is to be seen in “Boss of Camp 4”
and just how he really bosses the job i
furnishes a lot of nerve tingling mo
ments and several laughs to “boot.” A
comedy and a travel fest accompany
the feature which offers the best in entertainment.
Monday, D. W. Griffiths’ “One Excit
ing Night” will be presented for one
day cnly, matinee and night and all
levers of the exciting and thrilling are
going to aee it to be sure. A full ac
count of “One Exciting Night” will he
found in another part of this paper as
a special reader. Turn to it now and
make sure that your plans are ar
range! so that you do not miss it.
Tuesday, Fannie Hurst’s great novel.
“The Nth Commandment,” will be the
sterling attract i,. Big features are
the i ule at the l ark with well known
stars and authors that guarantee the
best in photoplay entertainment.—adv.

WARREN
Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.’s Sale closes
Tuesday, March 27. See adv. under
Thomaston items—adv.

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
PENSIONS AND LABOR

-From high grade hens. $1.00 per setting, $6 00
per 100. J. P SPAULDING, So Thomaston,
.Maine
29-46

ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and
examine styles. If you already have a plate
bring it In and let us print you cards In latest
• iz* THE ConKIEHUiAZETTE

FOR SALE

JOHN F. WOOD, Se«

_____________________________________35-tf
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient

at OWL’S HEAD. ME.
CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE

AND GARAGE
The finest piece of Summer Pro
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast.
Throughly overhaulefi and painted
last season—not a rotten piece of
lumber in it.
Included with the buildings is
the strip of laAid extending to the
shores insuring an unobstructed
view of ocean and islands.
Owing to long, severe ilness, I
will sell at a bargain. Drop me a
card and I will forward postcard
picture of cottage.

J.

W.

HATCH

197 BROADWAY, ROCKLAND, ME.

SLEEVE PROTECTORS

The Committee on Pensions and Labor will
give a public hearing in Its rooms at the Sta^e
House, in AiigustJi. on
/
“KEEP KLEEN KUFFS” and
TUESDAY, .\fareh 27, 1323. nt 2.0S P. M..
“SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS”
on the following :
An Act providing for the protection and as
Made to order for Men and Women
sistance for aged persons under certain condi
Write for free booklet to
tions in the State of Maine and prescribing
penalties for violation of the provisions hereto THE UTILITY SLEEVE CO.. Manufacturers
ROCKLAND
MAINE
; and making appropriations for carrying out of
Its purposes.
35-36
For Sale by J. F.”GliEGORY SONS CO.

I

TO LET In Vinal Block, Thomaston, store
space first floor; 2 front offices, second floor, all
of third floor, suitable for factory or lodge
rooms. Third floor formerly occupied by K. of
P. and is all fitted. Apply to H. H. STOVER or
ERNEST ( . DAVIS, Rockland.
36-tf
TO LET—Furnished rooms at
Llndsev
street. MRS. ASENAT1I ACHORN.
36-38
TO LET—Office on second floor. Inquire of
V. A. LEACH. City.
35-37
TO LET—House at Rockland Highlands on the
car line one minute walk from store. Apply
186 CAMDEN ST.. Rockland. Tel. 2.89-W.

kitchen, at 27 Pacific
BREWER. 39 Park Street
TO LET—A Mule gem
nish?d apartment
Must
preciated Apply to R. U.
Street, Rockland, Maine.
TO

LET—5-room

Inquire of L
17-tf
of a five room fur
be seen to be ap
COLLINS, 375 Main
15-tf
St

tenement; good

location.

L >. CHASE, 45 Middle 8t. Tel. 665-2.

__________________________ ,
145-tf
TO LET—Nine-roan tenement; good loca
tion
L. F. CHASE, <5 Middle 8treet. Tel
665-2.
128-tf
TO

LET—STORAGE—For furniture, atovee,

and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, cleau room. Terms reasonable.
J R. Five 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf

STATEMENT of ownership, management’cir
culation. etc., of The Courier-Gazette, pub
lished three times a week at Rockland, Me., re
quired by the Act of Aug 24, 1912; Editor.
W. 0. Fuller, Rockland, Me ; associate editor.
F A. Winslow, Rockland, Me.; business man
ager. A. H. Jones, Rockland, Me.; publisher,
Rockland Publishing Co.; stockholders, A H.
Jones, W 0. Fuller, Caroline F. Jones, Kath
leen S. Fuller, all of Rockland, Me.—(Signed)
A It Jones. President. Sworn to and sub
scribed before me this 27th day of Sept , 1922,
(Seal) F. B. MILLER Notary Public.

ANALEPTIC”
A Stomachic Tonic for Debility, Run-down
condition, poor appetite, constipation, etc.
Two million people have used “Analeptic.”
Maine's Marvelous Medicine—Why don't
YOU? At Druggists and Agents. 25 cents
a package. 6 Packages sent postpaid upon
receipt of $1.

RICHARDS CO-OPERATIVE CO.. INC.,
ROCKPORT. MAINE
TS 36tf
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In Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, the department especially
deal lea information of social happenings, tiartles, musicals, elc.
Notes sent by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................ ..
770

Mrs. H. N. McDougall who is spend-i
ing the winter in Portland. Misa Eliza-r
beth McDougall of Wellesley College'
and Misses Evelyn and Frances Mc
Dougall froin the Abbott School arrive
ut tho I.aurie today, where they will
be guests for a short time.
Miss Rae Holman of West Somerville,
Mass., and Rev. J. L. Holman who are
assisting in evangelistic services at
Littlefield Memorial Church are be
ing entertained at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. C. R. Dorman, North Main street.

• •. •...... .

Four Days before E&ster we open our twelfth Anniversary Sale

Miss Doris Black of Wheatpn- Col
lege and Jack Black of the Choate
School arrive today to spend the va
cation with their mother, Mrs. A. S.

AT A TIME WHEN EVERY WOMAN IS LOOKING FORWARD TO NEW
EASTER APPAREL AND HOME NECESSITIES.
NEW SPRING MERCHAN
DISE WILL BE INCLUDED.

Black.
A social evening was enjoyed by
members of the Business and Profes
sional Women's Club Thursday. There
will be another of these popular social
get-to-gethers next Wednesday even
ing, when It Is hoped that the club
orchestra will be in attendance.

WEDNESDAY, March 28th opens our twelfth Anniversary
Sale and continues until Saturday, Mar. 31st, inclusive
WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY ,SATURDAY
THURSDAY

Miss Ruth Spear comes home from
the University of Maine to spend the
spring vacation with her parents.

Ralph P. Conant is recovering from
a severe appendicitis operation at
Sllsby Hospital. The attack came after
a long siege of grippe which had re
duced Mr. Conant’s resistance but he
is now gaining rapidly. His mother,
Mrs. Ellen L. Conant is with him.
Miss Jessie Conant is home from
Castine Normal School for a 10-days
vacation, the guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. R. P. Conant.

Misses Alice Emery and Mary- Buttomer are at home from Castine Nor
mal School.
Vice President Robinson of the Rock
land National Bank, has been confined
to his home several days by illness.
Miss Barbara Whitmore of South
West Harbor is the guest of Miss Alice
Emery for the weekend.

Miss Doris Hunter, who has been
spending a week with her iwrents, Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Hunter, left yester
day to resume her duties as teacher
in the Bradford High School. Enroute
she will make a short visit with her
sister, Mrs. I. A. Trueworth. at Winnegance.
Miss Merle Merry arrived home from
Farmington Normal School yesterday
for the Easter vacation.
Mrs. W. W. Graves who has been
the guest of her father, W. L. Blackington, the past month, returns to her
home in Malden. Mass., Monday. She
will be accompanied by Frederick Bird
who will spend the Easter vacation
with his aunt, Mrs. Ernest Young, in

Boston.
Miss Eleanor Snow leaves the first
of the week for Brookline, Mass.,
where she will spend a week with her
grandparents. Rear Admiral and Mrs.

A. S. Snow.
Misses Alice Koster and Daurice
Plummer return to Nobleboro today,
where they teach in the schools, after
spending a seven weeks vacation with
their parents.

Hiram Crie is home from Colby for
the Easter vacation.
Miss Marion French is spending a
week with relatives in Boston.
John McLoon of Choate School is
spending the Easter recess with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon

Mr. and Mrs. Oliver G. Hall are
spending a week in Bar Harbor with
Mrs. Hall's parents.
Frank A. Stack of the High School
faculty is spending the vacation in
Portland.
Members of Golden Rod Chapter, O.
E. S. are requested to meet in Temple
hall Sunday afternoon at quarter past
one in order to attend the funeral of
Mrs. Irene Gregory.

Capt. L. E. Foss is able to be out
again after an illness of several weeks.
Mrs. Edward Gonia and Mrs. E. W.
Freeman and daughter Leah, are in
Boston for a two weeks' visit.

Mrs. Carrie Hill of Stoneham. Mass.,
who has been spending tho past week
with Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Higgins,
Trinity street, before they leave for
their home at Seal Harbor, returns to
Berlin today.
Walter Knowlton Is on a 10 days
trip to Boston, New London, New York
and Washington. In Now London he
will vtsit his sister, Mrs. Weed.

Mrs. Herbert Hall is making a short
visit in Portland.
Miss Stella Comcry has resumed her
duties at Mrs. Johnson's Hat Shop,
after a two months' vacation during
which she has visited in Boston and
vicinity.

Mrs. Hector Staples and Mrs. Carrie
Nichols have returned from a short
visit In Portland.

SALES

FINAL,

OR

CHANGED

SALE OPENS AT 8.30 SHARP

NO

MONEY

MERCHANDISE

REFUNDED

ING THIS ANNIVERSARY

WEDNESDAY
March 28th

The Sunshine Society will meet at
the Legion hall Monday afternoon at
1.30 o’clock.
Mrs. Adella F. Veazie after a winter
spent in Boston as the guest of Mrs.
Effie Crockett Carleton has returned
and is now at her home on upper Ran
kin street.

ALL

PHONE 558

Miss Grace M. Howes of Washington
is receiving treatment at the Silshy
Hospital.

SALE.

MILLINERY DEPARTMENT
For our Anniversary Sale we will display one special lot of Hats.
$3.98 value. Sale Price .... ...................................................................... $3.50
Also* one lot of $0.00 ar\d 98.50 Hats. Sale Price ............. $5.00 and $5.50

WORSTED DRESSES
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price

$45.00
$37.50
$29.00
$19.00
$17.50
$12.50

SPRING SUITS
New SpringSuits, $22.50 value. Sale Price
New SpringSuits, $25.00 value. Sale Price,
New SpringSuits, $27.50 value. Sale Price,
New SpringSuits, $30.00 value. Sale Price,
New Spring Suits, three piece. $45.00 value. Sale
What tew Fall Suits we have will be sold regardless,

$19.98
$22.50
$25.00
$27.50
Price, $40.00
one-half price.

VEILINGS
One lot of 50c a yard Veilings.

Sale Price ................................................. 38c

NECKWEAR

Wool JerEeys in navy, black, red, henna and tan. $2.50 value.
Sale Price ...................................................................................................... $1.98
40 inch Fancy Figured Voiles, including the new Egyptian pat
terns. 50c value Salo Price ....................................................................... 42c
Real Dotted Swiss Muslins, navy with white dot, navy maize dot,
brown maise dot, $1.39 value. Sale Price .............. ......................... $1.19
4 pieces of Stripe Linen, blue and rose, $1.39 value. Sale Price ....... 79c
Sport Wool Skirting. $3.9» value. Sale Price ........................................ $3.25
One piece of Wool Skirting, $2.69 value. Sale Price ........................ $2.19

Embroidered Bromley Collar and Cuff Sets, 50c value. Sale Price ... 39c
Embroidered Bromley Collar and Cuff Sets, 50c vaue. Sale Price ....... 39c
Embroidered Bromley Collar and Cuff Sets, 25c value. Sale Price ... 21c
Embroidered Collars for Dresses, 50c value. Sale Price ........................39c
Lace Collars, $1.25 value. Sale Price ......................................................... 79c
Lace Vestees, $1.25 value. Salo Price .................................................. 79c

JEWELRY
Earrings are very much-in vogue at present and our stock is of the
latest, including alt the newest Egyptian designs, also pearl, jade and
jet are among the latest novelties.
Egyptian design, $1.25 value. Sale Price .................................. 96c, plus tax
Assorted Fancy Design. $1.25 value. Sale Pries ....................96c, plus tax
Indestructible Pearl Earrings with Drops. $1.25 vai. Sale Price 96c plus tax
Jet and Jade Earrings, $1.25 value. Sale Price ...................... 96c, plus tax
Paisley and Betty Beads, 50c value. Sale Price .................... 39c, plus tax
Assorted Bead Necklaces. $1.25 value. Sale Price ................ 79c plus tax
Fancy Brooches. Pearl and Brilliants, $1.25 value. Sale Price 79c, plus tax
One lot of Fancy Bead Necklaces, $1.25 value. Sale Price, 96c, plus tax

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT
2C10 yards Percale in short lengths in an excellent assortment of
patterns and colorings, 19c value. Sale Price ...................... —........ 15c
300 yards Bates 32 in. Ginghams, short lengths in assorted pat
terns 33e value. Sale Price ........................................................................ 25c
40 pieces Anderson Ivanhoe Gingham. 32 in, 50c value. Sale Price 39c
Pink, white, yellow and lavender Figured Plisses, 35c value. Sale
Price ..................................................................................................................... 29c
85 inch Unbleached Sheeting, 59c value. Sale Price
..................... 49c
81 inch Wearwell Bleached Sheeting, 65c value. Sale Price ............... 59c
63x99 Pepperell Sheets, $1.50 value. Sale Price ..................................... $1.39
72x90 Peperell Sheets, $1.55 value. Sale Price ........................................ $1.39
81x90 Peperell Sheets, $1.75 value. Sale Price ....................................... $149
42x36 Sargent Pillow Slips. 29c value. Sale Price .................................. 23c
42x36 Sargent Pillow Slips, 33c value. Sale Price ..................................... 27c
10 yard pieces Long Cloth AAA quality, $2.20 value. Sale Price ..... $1.75

TOILET GOODS
Tip Top Double Mesh Hair Nets, 89c value. Sale Price .. .59c per dox.
Assorted Toilet Soap. 10c value. Sale Price ........... ......................... 7c each
Assorted Talcums. 25c value. Sale Price ........................................ 19c each
Assorted Face Powder Compact?, $1.50 value. Sale Price ....... $1.29 each
Le Blume 7-11 Lemon Soafr, 25c value. Sale Price ........................ 15c each
Pebeeo Tooth Paste, 50c value. Sale Price .................................... 39c each
All 50c Fare Powders. Sale Price ................................................................. 39c
Vantine's I.Iausticks. Sale Price, ...................•................................... 25 for 15c
Golden Glint Shampoo, 25c value. Sale Price .............................. ............ 15c

AA

Mrs. Ida Cushing of Boston is visit
ing Mr. and Mrs. John H. Flanagan.

Chadwick and Mrs, Sarah Brltto,

Salo
Sale
Sale
Sric
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

Price,
Price,
Price,
nrice,
Price
Price,
Price,
Price,
Price,
Price,

$82.50
$77.50
$67.50
$59 J00
$50.00
$45.00
$37.50
$31.50
$27.50
$22.50

Ladies' full fashioned All Silk Hose, Onyx Poinlex heel, black and
cordovan, all sizes. $3.00 value. Sale Price....................................... $2.50
Ladies’ full fashioned All Silk Hose. Gordon, in black and cordovan,
all sizes, $2.50 value. Sale Price ..................................................... $1.98
Ladies' full fashioned Silk Hose, lisle top, Kayscr in black, white,
and seal. Special $2.25 value. Sale Price ........................................ $1.79
Ladies’ full fashioned Silk Hose, lisle top. in black and cordovan, all
sizes. Special ................ !............................................................................. $1.49
Ladles' full fashioned Silk Hose, lisle lop, in black and cordovan.
All sizes. Special ..................................................................................... $1.29
Ladies* full fashioned Mercerized Lisle Hose with lace clocks, black
only, $1.35 value. Sale Price ..................................................................... 98c

One lot of fine Worsted Sport Skirts, plain and plaid models, plain and
fanfcy cloths.
Sale Price, $5.00

GLOVES

SHOE DEPARTMENT

Perrin's Imported French Kid Gloves. 1*. K., heavy embroidered
backs, all sizes in brown, beaver, grey, black and white.
Special .............................................................................................................. $1.98
Perrin’s Imported French Kid Glove, Irene overseain, in all the
wanted shades, brown, black, beaver and white, all sizes.

LINEN DEPARTMENT
Heavy AH Linen Unbleached Crash, suitable for stair trackers. 19c
value. Sale Price ........................... ~.................. ..........................................
Royal Russia All Linen Crash, white, 39c value. Sale Price ..............
All Linen White Wash Crash. 39c value. Sale Price ..............................
White Turk Towels, slightly soiled, 50c value. Sale Price ...................
White Turk Towels. 39c value. Sale Price ...................................................
White Towels, part linen, choice of red, white and blue border,

15c
31c
31c
39c
33c

25c value. Sale Price ..................................................................... 19c
Ladies’ summer weight Union Suits, low’ neck, no sleeve, shell or
cuff knee, broken sizes, 75c value. Sale Price..................................... 49c
laidies’ Lisle Bodice Vests, 59c value. Sale Price...................................... 39c
Turkish Towel Sets, including large towel, guest towel and wash
cloth, $1.75 value. Sale Price ............................................................. $1.49
Fancy Turk Towels, blue borders, $1.00 value. Sale Price ............... 79c
Fancy Turk Towels, blue borders. 75c value. Sale Price ...................... 62c
All Linen Damask by the yard, $2.50 value. Sale Price ..................... $2.00
Napkins to match, 22x22, $6.50 value. Sale Price ................................ $550
All Linen Napkins, 20x20, $7.50 value. Sale Price .............................. $4.98
All Linen Napkins, 21x21, $7.95 vahte. Sale Price .............................. $6.50
All Linen Napkins, 17$4xl7’i, $3.98 value. Salo Price .................... $3.19
All Linen Pattern Table Cloths, 70x88, $7.50 value. Sale Price ..... $5.98

CHINA DEPARTMENT
Two Hand Painted Nlpon China Dinner Sets, 100 pieces. $65.00
value. Sale Price .................................................................................... $49.00
One English Porcelain Dinner Set, 112 pieces, $89.00 value. Sale
Price ................................................................................................................ $19.00
One Empress Porcelain Dinner Set, 100 pieces, $48.95 value. Sale

Price .............................................................................................. $42.50
Four Dinner Sets, 50 pieces, $17.00 value. Sale Price ........................ $13.50
100 piece Gold Edge Dinner Set. $25.00 value. Sale Price ........... $19.50
2 fifty piece, $17.00 value. Sale Price.................................... .................... $13.50
Four pieces of Figured Marquisette,,50c value. Sale Price............... 39c
Two Lai e Edge Marquisette, 50c value. Sale Price ....................... 39c
Candy Jars. $5.00 value. Sale Price ....................................................... $3.79
Cut Glass Berry Bowls, $4.50 value. Sale Price.................................... $329
Cut Glass Berry Bowls. $1.50 value. Sale Price .............................. $1.19
Cut Glass Bon Bons. $2.00 value. Sale Price .............................................. 98c
Glass Salt and Peppers, 70c value. Sale Price ......................................... 50c
One lot of Assorted Pictures, $1.79 value. Sale Price ............................ 98c
One lot of Mahogany Trays, $1.98 value. Sale Price ........................ $1.39

BLANKETS
5 All Wool Army Blankets, in blue and black, suitable for hammock
or auto robe. $3 98 value. Sale Price .............................................. $2.50
Plaid Blankets, 66x80. $4.00 value. Sale Price .......................................... $339

RUG DEPARTMENT
All our Felt Base Floor Covering, 75c value. Sale Price ................... 59c
9x12 Congoleum Rugs. $16.60 value. Sale Price .............................. $12.98
4-6x4-6 Congoleum Rugs, $2.50 value. Sale Price .............................. $1.98

CORSETS
Modart, Redfern, Warner, LaResista. Bon Ton, Royal Worcester and
Smart Set in the sale, but not all sizes in any one style, hut some sizes
In every kind and style. There will be something for e.vcryono at tho
right price.
t
$1.00 Brassieres. Sale Price ........................................................................... 79c
75c Bandeaus. Sale Price .......................................-........................................... 69c
50c Bandeaus. Sale Price .................................................................................... 39c
12 In. Sanitary Napkins, $1.50 doz. value. Sale Price .................. $1.20 dox.
9 in. Sanitary Napkins, $1.20 doz. value. Sale Price .................. 95c dox.

'
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SPRING NOVELTY SKIRTS
Our new’ spring line of fine Novelty Sport Skirts made in plaited and
wrap around models, all the newest materials, including wool crepes,
tweeds, camel hair and fancy mixtures.
$9.00 to $18.50. Sale Price, $6.98 to $14.50

Superior value Shoes, is our line of dark brown Brogues that we are
offering in this sale. To those who have worn these shoes, their su
perior fitting qualities, good apearancc and the reliable materials from
which they are made are well known. Included with these are two lots
of dark brown Scotch grain and black calfskin brogues of the same high
quality and workmanship as those specified above.
$7.00 and $8.00 values. Sale Price ............................................................. $6.29
Seasonable sellers in quality shoes combining style, taste and quality in
these Brooklyn made genuine turn one strap patents suitable for cither
evening or street wear.
$7.50 value. Sale Price .................................................................................... $8.49
The same words as above are to be used in describing the one strap
latent vamp with beige quarter.
$7.50 value. Sale Price ................................................................................... $629
Limber and shapely perfect fitting light in weight and of excellent
style and quality are the medium shade, welt, one strap tan shoes
offered here.
$6.50 value. Sale Price .................................................................................... $4.98
Comfort as well as looks and materials in making are contained In
these dark brown kid oxfords.
$7.00 value. Sale Price .................................................................................... $5.98

SILK BLOUSES
Tie Back Blouses in navy, flesh, while and fallow.
$10.00 valuqs. Sale Price ..........................................................
$5.95
$5.95 values. Sale Price .................................................................................. $3.49

COTTON WAISTS
A largo assortment of White Cotton Waists, plain and lace triinimed;
also hand made with Filet and Irish crochet lace trimmed. $3.25 to
$10.00 with Filet and Irish Crochet. Sale Price....................... $2.59 to $8.50
$2.50 to $2.98 hand made. Sale Price ........................................ $1.98 to $229
One lot of fine Cotton Waists in all sizes, $1.95 to $3.75 values.
Sale Price ........................................................................................ $1.49 to $2.89

FALL AND WINTER .COATS
What'are left of our Fall and Winter Coats must go to make room
regardless of cost, ranging in price from $25.00 to $75.00 value.
Sale Price ................................................................................. $15.00 to $47.50

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Night Gowns. $1.00 to $1.25 value. Sale Price ................................... 89c
Night Gowns, $1.50 and $1.59 value. Sale Price ...................................... 98c
Envelope Cheinloe, 89c and 98c value. Sale Price .................................... 69c
Envelope Chemises, $1.25 value. Sale Price .............................................. 89c
Envelope Chemises, $1.50 value. Sale Price ............................................... 98c
Envelope Chemises. $2.25 value. Sale Price .................................... $149
Shadow-proof Petticoats. $2.50 value. Salo Price .............................. $1.75
Shadow-proof Slips, $2.25 vahte. Sale Price .......................................... $1.49

StOp-in Sets. $2.00 value.

Bungalow Aprons. $1.75 value.

ROCKLAND,

Sale Price .....................................

Bungalow Aprons, $1.98 vulue. Salo Price ............ .................................
Black Satin Aprons, $2.25 and $2.50 value. Sale Prico ................
Crepe Kimonos. $2.25 and $2.50 values. Sale Price ............................
Crepe Kimonos, $4.50 value. Sale Price ..................................................

$1.19

$1.39

$1.98
$1.79
$3.19

LACE DEPARTMENT
Special lot of Spanish Lace in black, navy and brown, $2.50 value.
Sale Price ......... ............................................................................................ $1.98
Cape and Dress Clasps and Ornaments, $2.25 to $2.50 value. Sale
Price ................................................................................................................ |1.98
$3.00 to $3.50 value. Sale Price ............................................................... ...... $2.59
$4.50 value. Sale Price .................................................................................... $349
10% Discount on ail White Laces during Anniversary Sale

>

l

Sale Price ............................................ $139

Pajamas. $2.25 value. Sale Price ............................................................... $149
Philippine Gowns, $2 85 value. Sale Price ......... .......................... $1.98
Philippine Gowns. $3.50 value. Sale Price ............................................ $249
Silk Chemises, $3.25 and $3.50 value. Sale Price .................................. $235
Silk Chemises, $3.98 value. Sale Price
.................................$235
Bungalow Aprons, $1.00 and $1.25 value. Sale Price
..................... 75c

Parker Young goes to Stonington to
day to spend his vacation with Mr. and
Mrs. William Young.

The regular meeting of Golden Rod
Chapter, O. E. S. was held last even
ing.
During the supper hour Miss
Esther Stevenson furnished music and
there was a solo by Otho Record. De
grees were conferred on Mrs. Velma
Marsh, George H. Blethen, Israel Snow
and Herbert Barter. Memorial exer
cises were held for the late Mrs. Lucy

Wraps.
Wraps.
W ra ps.
Wraps.
Wraps.
Wra its.
Wraps.
Wraps.
Wraps.
Wraps.

WORSTED SPORT SKIRTS

ART DEPARTMENT
Small lot of Stamped Applique Pillow Slips. $1.75 vai. Sdle Price $1.15
All Linen Towels, guest size, $1.00 and 75c value. Salo Price 75c
50c
Cotton Towels, 25c and 50c value. Sale Price ............................ 19c
39c
Linen Color Centers to Applique. $1.25 value. Sale Price ...................... 85c
Scarfs to match, 89c value. Sale Price .................................... .................. 50c
One Unbleached Bed Spread to applique, $8.50 value. Sale Price $358
One Unbleached Bed Spread for coronation braid, $8.00 value.
Sale Pricfc .............................................................. v....................................... $3.98
White Centers to embroider. 85c value. Sale Price ............. /.................. 59c
Small lot of Children's Rompers to applique, $1.50 value Sale Price 98c
Children's Romper Suits to applique, $2.25 value. Sale Price..........$1.98
Kiddles' Lunch Baskets, 69c value. Sale Price ......................................... 50c
Lot of Finished Models slightly soiled, at big reductions.
Large size Bath Towels to embroider, $1.75 value. Sale Price ....... $1.39
Special lot of Bags in |>aisley, also in brown, grey and black leather.
$3.50, $3.75 and $3.98 values. Sale Price ........................................... $2.98

$92.50
$87.50
$75.00
$65.00
$57.50
$50.00
$42.50
I3BJM
$30.00
$25.00

HOSIERY DEPARTMENT

Special ............... ............................................................................. $1.98

DEPARTMENT

New Spring Coats, Capes and Wraps of all the wanted materials, Ara

bella, Geronia. Lustrosa. I’rimaveru, Camel Hair, Kasha, Plaid and

Llama, Cloth, Polo Cloth, plain and pla-ld.

DRESS GOODS

tricotine, all sizes, brown and blue,
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

MAIL

COATS, CAPES AND WRAPS

SILK DRESSES

Worsted Dresses of poiret and
mostly blue.
$50.00 values.
$42.50 values.
$35.00 values.
$25.00 values.
$22.50 values.
$15.00 values.

DUR

AND PHONE ORDERS FILLED
AS LONG AS LOTS LAST

New Spring Dresses of tlie newest Egyptian and Paisley designs as well
as the staple colors such as black, blue and brown,
$62.50 values. Sale Price $57.50
$50.00 values. Sale Price $45.00
$42.50 values. Sale Price $37.50
$35.00 values. Sale Price $30.00
$30.00 values. Sale Price $27.50
$25.00 values. Sale Price $2250
$22.50 values. Salo Price $19.00
A large assortment of Dresses made cf Alltime tlie crepe combination
colors, and crepe de chine Egyptian designs. Special values ....... $15.00
One special lot of fine Silk Dresses black, navy and brown, most ail
sizes ranging in price from $50.00 to $22.50. Sale Price ... $35.00 to $15.00

EX

MAINE

MM

X

Every-Other-Day
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HAPPENED LAST YEAR

IN THE MUSICAL WORLD

-11?-

But It’s a Mighty Good Fish
ing Yarn, Right Now When
Everybody’s Thinking Fish.

Gossip of Singers and Players Well Known To Music
Lovers In These Corners of Maine.

With the approach of the fresh-w iter fishing season local anglers are get
ting their gear in readiness, retelling
some of the anecdotes of which former
seasons are productive. One of thbest of these relates to the unusual ex
ploit of Lincoln M.-Ra -. The story was
is much better, decidedly more dependable and unvarying
to all that la beat la
told at some length, in these columns,
SEEDS, AGRICULTURAL, DAIRY and POULTRY SUPPLIES
then the incident occurred, but Dr. A
Ice Cream than can be made at home.
K. P. Harvey wrote the story from a
This catalog represents our best judgment
One Plate Proves Our Statement
\
different angle injecting into it his
based oft 65 years' experience catering to
well known humor. The story is so
All
Flavors
—
Brick
or
Bulk
n322)
good that it is published on request of
every farm need. The catalog is FREE.
local sportsman.
Write for your copy.
• • • •
Kendall & Whitney - Portland, Maine - Ett. 1858
“Link" McRae, purveyor of bondOfd.r pour SEEDS. SOW. Ask about oue SPECIAL SEED offer,.
nd catcher of big fish, is just now the
hero of the day and "high line” among
the enthusiastic followers of their pa
tron saint, lzaak Walton. The incident
WEST ROCKPORT
ROCKPORT
WINTERING IN BOSTON
ligious care. In this way she kept ar.
that places him in this proud position,
?ven temperament and was able to go
as set forth by an intimate friend
Mrs. Emma Leach has returned home
Mrs. Adelia Goding and Frank Paybefore an audience full of life and Where the Weather Was As Fierce As seems to be about as follows:
son of Hope were dinner guests Wed after spending the winter with her son
It Was In Rockland
harm and free from that dull cart
Link had fished and fished and fished,
in Hartford, Conn.
nesday of Mrs. Nellie Wilkins.
which destroys so many of us.
all the season long, following the est ibMiss Mabel Simmons is spending a
Mrs. B. H. Paul was the guest of her
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
lished and conventional lines familiar
• « • •
daughter, Mrs. Donald Johnson in week with her aunt, Mrs. Isaac Blake.
When I left home the 8th of Decem to the devotees of the gentle art, but
She will return Monday to Dexter
Apropos of Patti, if you had known
Camden Thursday.
ter when she was here, and had been ber for Boston 1 expected and intended to no purpose. He had baited his hook
The 1-adies' Aid of the M. E. church where she is teaching.
The members of the Sewing Circle
imong her friends, you would, from to write regularly to 'my home paper with the tempting angleworm, had
as very pleasantly entertained Thurs
ime to time, have found a fine looking and send in items of interest from time adorned his leader with the delusive day at the home of Miss Marion Weid met at the home of Mrs. Mary Saun
slug, and had even tried the gigantic
nan, more than six feet tall, in her
man. About 20 were present and a pic- ders Thursday and spent the day tack
ipartment. You would have been in- to time aside from my usual intimate spoon which Bill Hansom declares will
ing quilts.
A
ic supper was served.
induce
a
salmon
to
follow
the
happy
gossipy
stuff.
Did
I
find
"items
of
in

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heald attended
odueed to Dr, Ferdinand Seeger. who
Mrs. Abbie Newbert of Warren was
possessor
ashore,
even
to
the
frying
vas for many years one of the fore- terest?” Yes, in the Boston papers,
the guest of her sister, Miss Georgia the farewell sermon of Miss Adams
nost throat specialists in this country. where you could all find it as well as I. pan. But then—well, you know Bill.
Mathews Thursday at Mrs. Sarah M. at the Methodist church in Camden
Last
Sunday
after
church
Link
sat
Wednesday evening.
Later the worthy doctor disappeared For twelve long weeks I staid in those
Rust's.
him
down
to
think.
Not
that
it
is
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lamson of Rock
ind was not again heard of. He was two rooms waiting for sunny skies and
Mr.!. Charles Stanley, Mrs. Caeildia
habitual
at
all,
but
he
surely
did
so
so popular that at one time he refused dear sidewalks
ain and Mrs. Emma Torrey were ville visited relatives In this place
We got the sunny then. “Now,” Link says to ihimself
i nomination for mayor of New York skies—occasionally, accomjianied by
uests of Mrs. Leslie Rich in Rockland Thui sday.
Rev. John Holman who is preaching
■ecause he did not wish to leave his howling winds and zero weather, and 'by eriminie, they are all fishing from Tuesday.
boats,
and
I
have
done
the
same
thing.
latients. He won distinction in Eu all lay long we could hear the cheerful
The Baptist circle was delightfully at the Littlefield Memorial church,
While
that
may
have
been
all
right
up
rope before he came to this country scrape of shovels on the sidewalks.
entertained Wednesday at the home of Rockland, will speak Sunday afternoon
nd had been decorated by the Czar for Next morning we would find two or to these modern times, it’s atl wrong Mrs. D H. Paul. A delicious dinner at the West Rockport church.
now.
The
thing
to
go
fishing
in
now

saving the life of one of the Russian three feet of snow had fallen in the
as served at 12.30 to 20 members and
princes. He was the founder of the night and for twenty-four hours more adays is a ear. That’s the cheese, why gueacs. During the afternoon victrola
ROCKVILLE
didn
’
t
I
think
of
it
before?
”
*
Hahnemann Hospital and the North- it would snow and blow and freeze—
nd ; iano selections were enjoyed and
He composed his impatient and fret
-astern Homeopathic Dispensary here. and ihat wasn't the worst of it either
plans were made for the Easter supper
Miss Mabel Oxton called on friends
ful soul in peace till Monday, for he
I* was the writer of many medical
nd sale which will be held at the ves hi re Saturday. She Is nursing in Rock
“Coil shortage" is but a name down
>ooks as an authority on diseases of here, while there in Boston it was a would not go fishing on Sunday, oh. try Wednesday. March 23, afternoon land ; nd having a day off duty thought
he heart, eye, ear and nose. He came stern reality, for not only the very poor dear no! not for anything in the world. nd evening. A cold meat supper will she would improve the opportunity by
nto prominence again when he died suffered, but also those who had plenty And so as I said he waited till Monday be served from 5.30 to 7 o’clock.
a sle-g'i ride to Rockville, regardless of
he other day. Then it came out that of money to buy coal, but could not get On Monday then, he hurriedly threw
The many friends of Mrs. Byron Ry thankyoumarms.
le had suffered financial disaster, after it at any price for days and in some his tackle into his car, in his haste der will be pleased to learn that she is
G. A. Aines is visiting in Dorchester,
vhich he devoted himself to giving free cases even weeks at a time. For sev taking an old trolling rod instead of convalescing from her recent severe ill Mass., where he went to attend the fu
reatment to the poor, so that his eral weeksfour landlady was obliged his nice new casting bamboo: and for ness.
neral of his brother-in-law, Laforest
uneral was attended by thousands of to buy her coal in 100-pound bags, buy getting his landing net entirely, started
There will he a missionary meet Fuller.
leople whom he had served and many ing it ot a huckster and paying an ex on his record breaking trip to Lake ing of the Clara B. Weidman Auxiliary
Town meeting was held last Monday
Megunticook.
whom he had saved.”
March 27 at the Methodist church. An with >ut friction. Some changes were
orbitant price: and on more than one
• • • •
interesting illustrated lecture will he made in office, some new selectmen
occasion we were tireless throughout
Riding along the shore of the lake
the cay, as what little coal there was over the Turnpike which, as everybody given entitled “The Children of the elected and some old ones retained.
“Surely we are making progress
must be saved for night when the lodg knows runs cose to the water, his eagle- Missionary Land.”
Charles Ingraham was elected road
when we read that a Baptist Church
Mrs. J. A. Russ of Medford. Mass.,
ers were all home from work and mu9t
in Park Avenue gave a church service have warm rooms. On those occasions eye spied a suspicious "wake” well is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Sherman commissioner. Women were in evi
dence to quite an extent. Rockport
-xclusively with music; that is, with Hftie would light both gas jets and the ahead and close in shore. "There’s one Weed
tpwn meeting is always non-partisan.
nyw. by eriminie, and as sure as you're
out a prayer, without a sermon, and
Mrs. K. M. Dunbar and Miss Helen
gas stove in the kitchenette and there
vithout even a hymn. The crowded wo would huddle together in a vain en born he’s my meat or my name's Polly Dunbar were guests of Mrs. Howard A. Daylight saving was voted for. Manv
in Rockville do not like the change of
■ongregation received the innovation deavor to keep warm. After a while anna. Right here is where I prove my Dunbar in Rockland Thursday.
time or the change of habits twice
with great satisfaction, so you must we precured an oil heater and were theory that no progressive salmon with
Services at the Baptist Church Sunealize that things are changing. This fairly lomfortabie. though we were any sense of the proprieties or appre ay as usual. At the morning service each j ear. but it is better to be in line
with l lighbors Rockland and Camden,
s the church of John D. Rockefeller, afraid ot the thing and used it only ciation of the advance of civilization
t 10.30 the pastor will take for his
vho evidently believes in the ministry when driven to it by intense cold, for will go into some obsolete old boat, sublect "Jesus Journeying Towards for t-.vo kinds of time is more upsetting
f music. The performance was under we read daily of cases of asphyxiation when he can ride in an up-to-date au Jerusalem.” The evening topic will be to on :'s constitution than being obliged
to tu.-n out of bed at 4.30 mornings.
.
the direction of Dr. Harold V. Milligan. from these and other heating appli tomobile."
God's Remedy for Sin.”
Puiling up opposite the spot wlierg
The soloist was Livio Mannucci, 'cel- ances.
Those small ads In The CourierDr. Frank L. Magune of Worcester.
the "wake" had last appeared, he hast Mass., was called home on account of Gazette are read by every body. That
ist. How the parson managed to keep
ily
put
together
the
old
rod
and
was
quiet and omit the usual sermon has
the serious illness of his father, Capt. is why they are so popular and
Just before I came home one of the
not been revealed. He did not even loston papers told of a family of five ready to bait up. But now he discov
effective.
rank Magune.
ered
that
in
his
haste
he
had
not
only
after a blessing. The program con- who v.-ere found without a spark of
left
his
landing
net
behind,
but
had
ainnl music by Bach. Chopin Saint- tire, no coal, no wood, and all sick in
-aens, Caesar C'ui and others. Rather >ed with pneumonia. We thought we forgotten to takehiscanof angleworms.
proach.
iifferent. is it not. from the days not were lucky, as we had only the grippe Right at this ,x>int Link made use o
• • • *
divers and sundry remarks which
Marcella Sembrich has told u
o long ago when the old Puritan.*
And speaking of John McCormack, through th° columns of the New Yort would not allow a hymn hook in their and managed to pull through with only would so mar the diction of this chron
there is surely something in his voice Herald that in her opinion the best •hapels. had only five or six tunes for a lingering cough as an after-effect.
icle that <we omit putting them down
Some of the dealers even put dye
that no amount of studying could ever singer she ever heard was the lati he psalms which they sang by ear?
as irrelevant. But, oid timer and true
stuff cr stones and sold it for coal, an J
produce. It has to be heard to get our Adelina Patti. She tells us that Patti’
sportsman that our hero is, he was not
When it was contemplated to introduce
meaning across. He sings as if hi vocal and physical beauty and greatei i hymn book, as you will find by a ref one man used his to build a chimney to be tripped up by a little thing like
loves to sing: there is a quality there than all else, her control of the art ot erence to the Boston Public Library, for his bumtaiow. while another sold bait. And so again "Link" McRae sat
his to the sti-eet commissioner to use
that tells us he is a born singer. Some singing, combined with her extraordi i hundred eminent ministers signed
down to think. And he had to think
one asked his old nurse when John narily brilliant gifts as a comedienne leclaration that such an innovation for building toads.
pretty gosh awful hatd I tell you. to
The last week of my stay we found solve that problem, when there was not
learned to sing. "Bless your heart," made her incomparable In the roles o would keep young men from going to
she replied, "Johnnie didn't have to Lucia, Rosina. Dinorah, Violetta. Juli hapel, while driving old men to des we could reach the electric ears with- a worm within a halt mile, and too
ut wallowing through snowbanks, and
learn to sing: he could always sing ette. Semiramide and Marguerite. Shi peration and profanity.”
early in the season for grasshoppei-3
we wont to the movies several times,
like the angels!” There is that lilt, says that when Patti sang “Una voci
But all things come to him who waits
N THE spare of a few generations we have traveled
♦ * * *
im rot a “movie fan,” decidedly not
w’armth, lusciousness, that no train poco fa,” with exquisite tone and skill
—and thinks. Right in the midst of
far from the self-sufficiency with which each family
French-speaking people of Lewiston hut I really did enjoy “’The Village his cogitations he chanced to glance
ing can ever give. It just has to be and facility, one was left breathless
spun its own yarn, made its own soap, and wove its own
are rehearsing “L’Amour a Rord.” the Blacksmith." It is so human and nat down at his feet, when wonder of won
"burn in ’em.”
with admiration................It is a pitj
ural throughout, with few thrills an
cloth.
that Mme. Sembrich did not, inci French version of ^Pinafore, which will hazi-ds, and no lovey-dovey business ders he discovered that one of his shoe
be given after Lent under the auspices
strings had become loosed and was
dentally,
refer
to
the
reasons
why
Ade

Today we each give a specialized service to the com
Possibly some of our readers have
of L’Association St. Dominique. Emile The characters just live their simple dangling all over his foot, “By erim
munity, and depend on manufacturers, merchants,
been noting the reviews of the concerts lina Patti was so great and particularly Roy, organist of St. Peter’s Church, every-day life, with the usual amount inie, I've got an idea. That shoe string
to the reason why she continued to
professional men and specialists for every kind of
of joj- and sorrow mixed in lo make it
being given in this country by the
will
be
the
conductor.
looks enough like an angle worm to be
service or commodity we may need.
seem
leal.
Ukrainian National Chorus.
Thi sing so beautifully till she was well
* • • ♦
his brother, and mister salmon can't
advanced in years—in fact she sang
I have had my first experience with
chorus has made some fine records for
Inline with this progress, the service of the modem
Springfield. March 13.—Bowing be hop sney. I always said 1 wc-uld never tell the difference till he tastes it, and
the Brunswick people, by-the-way. and well when she was long past 60. This
funeral director not only includes the obvious duties of
she was enabled to do because she had fore the storm of protest raised by try it. hut as I grow older I learn to that's all I wint him to do. I'll attend ti
It is worth one's time to make oppor
the undertaker but extends itself to some sixty or
never forced her voice. True, she sang music lovers, the hoard of aldermen say “I will try anything once,” and the rest. This is no worse than Bil
tunity to hear them if the chorus it
seventy details that require from a half minute's to a
at the time when orchestra did not tonight suddenly changed their plans though the stuff was not nearly as bad Sanson's spoon, and Ray Bird’s plug
self is not available to us. One review
undertake, under a virile and enthusi to run noise-producing vehicles around as I had anticipated, yet once is enough is crazier still. By jinks I’ll try it.”
half day's time.
said, "Tonal effects in certain instances
astic conductor, to dominate the situ the Municipal Auditorium during the it satisfied my curiosity but would nev And so it was that in Just two (hakes
The fact that the great majority of the services are
were almost instrumental in their bril
ation. There were more restrained, concert of Mischa Elman, violinist er appease my appetite, as 1 could not and a wink he was casting that shoe
liancy.” This is brought out particu
performed so unobtrusively that tamily and friends
more limited in number, and their prin The city fathers, accompanied by a few manage more than a spoonful or two, string out over the wake of whatevei
larly in one of their records—we think
scarcely realize that they have to be done indicates the
it
was
stirring
Lake
Megunticook
to
it
it is "From the Mountain and the cipal business was to support the sing newspaper men, met in the -building It seemed to me like a rather sloppy depths.
skill, sympathy, and completeness with
ers. Another reason why Mme. Patti fifteen minutes before the famous sort of hash, made of several myateri
Valleys.” There is a leading voice
which they are accomplished.
was enabled to keep her voice in fine violinist appeared, and had the test ous ingredients
well mixed with
with the chorus accompanying by
At about the third cast the line
^cr-cdiiccj t»v friwioiicii c/ The Ctnrinnati Cofin Com.
condition for years, when other sing made while the municipal organist I.hopped or ground meat. No more for
humming sounds exactly like violins.
party from a copyrighted message which appeared in 1 tie
straightened with a viciot'J tug, Link
ers were played out, was that on the played. A 12-ton street (lusher and
me. thank you. I like my hash wt-1
Saturday Evening Post of June J, ipaa.
• • • •
struck hard and deep, when a nineday she sang, she made it a rule never 10-tozi automobile^dump cart loaded browned.
pound salmon launched himself into
Nina Morgana, or whom we spoke in to engage in conversation. Then, too, with chains and hauling a road roller
• * • •
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
the air, turned three complete somer
, a recent issue, sang the role of Macaela she was always moderate with regard rattled around the auditorium while
Plenty of snow in Boston, but a letter
Undertakers Since 1849
saults
and
started
for
Canada.
“
By
in Carmen at the Metropolitan recently. lo lier diet. She ate sparingly, used the organ was played. The sound was written last Sunda.v tells me that bare
Nifht Telephone 78I-W ROCKI.AXI) Day Telephone 450.
The review stated that, as Macaela for little wine, and avoided -fatty foods. heard by everyone present. The pur places could then be seen in the little eriminie. I've got him and he's a whale,"
the first time, “she sang with an as There was also something besides thi pose of the test was to determine the park across the street, and the window yelled the lucky and excited fisherman
flwjiati Ps’dff. Symbol of the End, the flurnt-Out CandUo
surance that, far from obtruding, only fatty foods that she avoided,—and that advisability of laying a trolley track had been open nearly all day, so it as he thumbed the reel and brought the
Mtssatf number ten. Copyrighted 1922 C. C. Co.
made the simplicity and charm of her was anything that was unpleasant oi past the building. Elman had pre must have been somewhat warmer great fish to a standstill with almost
every
foot
of
his
line
off
the
spool.
work more convincing. She made her likely to upset her good humor. Shi viously agreed to play during the test than here in Maine.
Just then the driver of a car pulled up
aria something of clear-voiced beauty guarded herself against this with re- and take the proposal in good humor
I received your paper while I was to see the fun. ' Hold 'im, hold 'im
away and got reports of Maine weather
hard." shouted the tourist Just as an
and Maine snowdrifts, and I could so
other car stopped beside the first.
no great difference between weather
"Give him line, give him line, let him
reports in The Courier-Gazette and
run,” yelled No. 2. "Don't do that
weather reports in Boston papers
you'll lose him sure; hold him. hold
though the snow was deeper here
him where he is." "Take in yer slack,”
mainly, I think, because in Boston
yapped a third party who had just then
somebody begins shovelling snow al
ROCKLAND, MAINE
put in an appearance. “Say, who's
most as soon as it begins to fall, so it
playing this fish, by jehosaphat, you ot
doesn't have the chance to pile up as I?" yelled the heckled fisherman in
By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundred* be
it does here.
righteous protest. "Where’s my hat?"
My swarms of rats deserted the
comes
real. The best reason for saving now it, the older you grow
'You’ve stepped in it and are wearing
buildings or got frozen out during my
the less you can earn, and it's the dollars saved early in life that tell
it tike a gum shoe." replied one of the
absence, but before they went they ate onlookers. But now all were too deeply
when the future days of need shall arrive.
nearly a whole package of Lux, an
interested in the magnificent battle to
tried hard to devour a cake of Bon do more than breathlessly to observi
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollar*.
Ami, but it proved too much for them
the handsome light which after 30 min
though they gnawed clear round the utes resulted in the exe'lant sportsman
•dges and even chewed off a lot and left viewing his great fish which he hid
and malted barley—togeth
it lying there. It is safe to surmise tha
OOD robbery is often
dextrously pulled upon the beach.
those rats will lip well cleansed inter
er with iron, vitamin, and
"How much will he weigh?" asked
disguised. Vital essen
nally for some little time.
one of the spectators.
Adelia F. Veazie.
tials of diet arc left out and a bran content so often
"Twenty pounds if an ounce," em
The Highlands, March 23.
lacking in modern food.
phatii-ally declared Link, and as it act

A great many of us remember with and she also did well, indeed, in the
pleasure both the voice and person first act duet.
ality of Justin Lawrie who appeared
Mephisto's
Musings
In Musical
at one of the recent Maine Festivals
■ eAmerica are being rather meaty, so we
and whom Mr. Chapman brought to give
„
a few selections for our readers:
Rockland in one of his concert tours.
“Congratulations and floral gifts
An item in the March 11 Boston Post flowed in upon Geraldine Farrar the
other day when it became known that
dells us that Mr. Lawrie has turned
she was sweet forty-one, which means
from the concert Held to evangelistic that she has just reached her primt
work.
This decision came through and has the best years of her careet
an offer from Rev. Charles Goodell of before her. Most artists who have won
the exalted position in the operatic
the Federal Council of the Churches of
world that la Geraldine won have waited
America, and his first engagement in till they were fully ten years older be
this work has been at Houston, fore they took to the concert stage and
Texas, He is well adapted, it would left the glamour of the footlights ir
seem, for this line, being or buoyant the big opera house. Of Mme. Farrar
temperament, inspirational and re it can be said that she had reached a
ligious music appealing to him pe point where she was wise in this that
culiarly, and because of his sincere she retired in the full glory of a great
conviction that he can help his fellow- populaiity with a large following, not
men in this way. He is more than an only in New York, but all over thi
entertainer, he seeks to uplift through country, and had the wisdom then t<
the best music available in the re go on the concert stage where her great
ligious world and he admits that much experience, her voice still in the full
that is sung in the churches today is ness of its power, entitle her to all pos
of little worth and much needs weed sible success. She has the high regard
ing out.
of an army of friends and well wishers
* • • •
and has before her many years ir
The operetta Springtime which was which she can delight the public witl.
produced in Rockland last year under her art. her voice- and her delightfu
the direction of the John Rogers Pro and irresponsible personality.”
ducing Co. was put on at Belfast
March 7 by the senior class of the
”An exceedingly interesting artich
High School. A review says: "The
entire program was filled with life and appeared in the Sunday supplement ol
vigor, together with the little thread of a recent issue of the New York Trib
comedy w hich held together the dances une. in which Louise Rice tells thand drill features of the production. story of the gypsy people who ari
Full of song, mirth and laughter, the known among themselves as the 'Ro
playlet was one of laughter, light many' which may be a corruption o'
music and entertainment, and the ‘Rumanian.’ These gypsies have beet
leading characters were well selected.” traveling in this country for years
They are part English, part Hungarian
« « • *
part Spanish, part Russian, part Ru
A baritone And has been made in the manian. They have a secret reiigior
person of Charles Chritchley, a London and peculiar domestic customs. Thnight patrolman, a dispatch from the gypsies have at time what is called thi
British capital tells us. It says his 'Mulcerus.' a peculiar musical orgy a
voice is suitable for operatic purposes. which they drink a kind of fiery homi
Two years ago he sang at policeman’s brew. He is a distinguished artist o
■’smoker," and friends urged him to high rank, though Miss Rice does not
study with a voice teacher. He was give any elew to his identity. He play
later heard by a producer of operettas ed ancient gypsy and other songs am
who engaged him for a production as he played, they all sang, the girl:
which was recently opened at the Em carrying the tune, the men making a
pire Theatre in London.
"boom. boom, boom,” accompaniment
which was like a good guitar strum
• • • •
The list of Irish tenors who would be ming. This is not the first time that '
faithful imitators of our beloved John have heard that some of the greates
McCormack possesses most romantic of our violinists had a trace of gypsj
names—Colin O’More, Shaun O’Farrell blood. I always thought this of th'
etc. One recent review of Colin O’More late Remenyi. He had the regula
said that he sang in a style similar to Hungarian gypsj- style. He was t
that of John McCormack, and noting rhapsodist. On one occasion, when ot
some of the songs that Shaun O'Farrell a train going to the Far West, 1 me
gave in his New York debut—The Min him. He took up his fiddle and went in
strel Boy being among a group of Irish to a car where there were a lot of im
songs, it would seem he might be a migrants. He played for them by th'
close second!
However, it is noted hour. He was entirely happy whet
that no reference is made to Mr. Mc old and young laughed and sang witl
Cormack’s place being usurped by him. lie was ready at all times to taki
either of the above singers or any out his fiddle and go to it. If he could
others of romantic Irish names. I get people to dance or sing, it was mon
would say there is no danger what to him than when he gave a recital be
ever—John McCormack is in a class fore a well dressed audience which sat
by himself with not even a close ap back in silent admiration.”
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Many a SQuare Meal
isn't square with you
F

the defect hidden by quan
tity, looks and taste.

Phosphorus is a food
element necessary to the
body. Nature provides it in
her good grains—but extra
“refinement” in the milling
processes throws it away.

Grape-Nuts supplies
phosphorus as a part of the
well-rounded, perfected
nourishment from wheat

Us.<

Grape-Nuts with cream
or milk is completely and
soundly nourishing;
so crisp and delicious that
every member of your
family will greatly enjoy
it for breakfast, lunch or
supper.

Ready to serve in a
moment. Order from your
grocer today.

GrapeNuts

THE BODY BUILDER

“There’s a Reason”
Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

ually did tip the scales at !i*4 pounds,
we can easily excuse the slight error
of judgment rendered in the supreme
Mr:--. Sarah A. Brltto, widow of the moment of the true sportsman’s ex
late Martin S. Britto, passed away a perience, when he has Just fought
the home of her son, George W. Britt
fair and successful battle with a big
Camilc:i sii<-et, March 10th.
fish, one of the largest of its species.
M-s. Britto was born in Oardine
Main-'. 74 years ago, and was the
Loss of Appetite—
daughter of the late Charles E. and
Sarah Williams. She was a member of
That Tired Feeling
Edwin Libby Relief Corps and Golden
Thousands take Hood’s .Sarsapa
Rod Chapter, O. E. S„ also the Ander
rilla as their tonic medicine for that
son Auxiliary of the Sons of Veterans
tired feeling, nervous weakness, im
Mrs. Britto is survived by two son
pure blood, and testify that it makes
George \V„ of this city, and Dr. C. Edw
them feel better, eat and sleep better.
Britto of Sto-kton Springs; ’wo grand
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has given en
hildren. Walter Britto and Mrs. Pearle
tire satisfaction to three generations
Studley; and two great grandchildren;
in the treatment of general debility.
also two sisters. Mrs. Houston and Mrs.
It restores the appetite, relieves that
Andrews of Camden. Funeral services
tired feeling, enables the system to
were held at the Littlefield Memorial
resist infectious diseases.
Church Tuesday. March 13th. Rev. O.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla aids digestion
W. Stuart officiated and Edwin I.ibby
and makes food taste good. A good
Relief Corps conducted Its ritual serv
cathartic is Hood’s Pills.
ice.

SARAH A. BRITTO

Those small ads In The Courierxazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effective.

Know the tremendous pul
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.
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Made in five grade*
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EAGLE MIKADO
EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

Monumental

Works

EAST UNION, MAINE

Owner of Lincolnville Gray Granite Quarries

We are equipped with the most modern machinery and can
finish a monument, to please our customers, from Barre, Quincy, or
any of the leading Granites.
We sell the Vermont Marble Company's high grade marble
memorials in both the polished work and M. & M. finish.

